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"Ladles in Retirement", the Terrace Little Theatre's latest 
production, is playing this weekend at the McColl 
Playhouse. The cast are (back) David Browning, Cheryl 
Spencer, Yvonne Michaud, director Ken Morton, Susan 
Mehs; (front) Maureen Ogawa, Margaret Sinjur and Lorna 
Morton. 
Phone 635-7840 
Fax 635-7269 
I II 
Traps 
set in 
play 
area 
An inves6gafion is con- 
tinuing into the illegal set- 
ting of animal traps in a 
residential area near 
Northwest Community 
College. According to Ter- 
race Animal Control of- 
ricer Frank Bowsher, the 
traps were discovered'by 
children last Saturday and 
his greatest fear is that the 
children themselves could 
have triggered the traps. 
Bowsher says the children 
were playing in a treehouse in a 
continued on page 2A 
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~lte  body suits and filtration masks were the order of the day last Friday 
H Arrow Transportation workers went about cleaning up a spill of 
ae~stos fiber a few kilometers east of Stewart. Arrow manager Elaine 
. . . . . . .  
Hamilton said a combination of factors caused the spill: the truck stalled, 
putting its power steering out of commission~in heavy slush, Arrow oat. 
rles 40 loads of asbestos a week from ~sslar  to Stewart. 
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Rotary president Wayne Epp (above left) 
made a donation of his own following the 
official opening of the Salvation Army Ket- 
tle Drive last Saturday. Manning the kettle 
were Paul Flemming of the 4th Terrace Ven- 
tures, Kale Pauls of the 1st Terrace 
Ventures and Salvation Army Capt. John 
Harker. The 4th Terrace Ventures will be 
helping attend the Salvation Army kettles 
during December and the 1st Terrace Ven- 
tures will be helping to deliver food 
hampers. The Terrace Community Band of- 
fered festive music during the ceremony 
and several donations were made. Among 
these, the Rotary Club $500, Elks Club and 
Ladlesof the Royal Purple $1,000, Kinsmen 
$,,ii,000, Kinettes $1,000, Centennial Lions 
$!500 and the Kemano Legion $200. 
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wooaeo area oz a resnaenua[ lot 
last Saturday when they heard a 
dog whining. They investigated, 
and less than 15 meters away 
from where they were playing, 
found a dog with its head caught 
in a spring trap baited with raw 
meat. Surrounding the trap were 
three wire snares about 30 ten. 
timeters in diameter suspended 
two feet off the ground. Ap- 
parently to be sure of a kill, the 
trapper'had also hung raw meat 
from a wooden tripod near the 
traps in order to attract animals. 
The frightening part-is that 
the dog was a 60-pound German 
wire-haired terrier, about the 
same size as the children - -  and 
the trap was designed to kill, 
says Bowsher. He says it took 
the strength of two adults to pry 
open the trap wide enough to 
free the dog. The dog survived 
the ordeal, though, probably 
because its collar absorbed some 
I 
of the energy of the trap. But the 
dog was in shock and probably 
would have died within a few 
hours if it hadn't been found. 
And, says Bowsher, if the dog 
hadn't sprang the trap it could 
havebeen stepped on by a pass- 
ing child. The trap was hidden; 
covered by cedar boughs, add 
could have caught One of  them 
by the leg. The snares, too, were 
high enough to catch a small 
child running head down. 
Bowsher says he's discussed 
the incident with local conserva- 
tion officer Ken Hoffman and 
was told that the traps involved 
in the incident were probably set 
for fox and were designed to 
kill He says the owner of the 
property had no knowledge of 
the traps. Anyone having any in, 
formation that may identify the 
person or persons who set the 
traps should phone the Terrace 
Animal Shelter at 635-9372. 
Sharpies back in 
N H L action tonight 
Terrace's Jeff Sharpies 
returns to NHL action 
tonight at Edmonton when 
the Oilers host the Soviet 
team 'Khimik' in an exhi- 
in i 
bition game. He's been out 
since a shoulder injury six 
weeks ago. The game airs on 
BCTV at 7:30 p.m. 
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Interi°rsLtd" I 
i ~ ~ ~  Harding carpets I 
¢/~ ~ ~ . / ) /  \ Sunworthy wallpaper _ I 
'~ -~*~ ) "'All the supplies you need;' I 
i\ ~ : :~) , /  4610 Lazelle Ave. i 
I ~  635-6600 I 
ACROSS 
t Astory 
5 _._Jones 
8 Breakers 
12 Stove part 
13 .__Peron 
14 A good blue 
15 Exigency 
16 Go aboul on fool 
17 Correct ceremony 
18 Night before 
20 P.I. Tree 
22 Spot " 
24 Brownies 
27 Fought with 
28 Moreprolound 
30 -._,Gardner 
31 Mine product 
32 Not feslenough 
to be first 
36 Placed at Intervals 
39 Cut 
40 Excited state, pl. 
41 Ovlne pronoun 
42 Greek letter 
43 Prolrudlng, 
isolated rock 
46 Exist 
48 You really don't 
vex at these parties 
T i l l s  WEEKS 
PUZZI,E ANSWER 
IVI IE I I  ~. MI=JI 
ISIHI~ IHlq:  -~IAI=il 
lamp llVIJ.I 
52 Small bed' p of water 
53 Dealt with 
54 TheOrlent 
55 Typoof sax 
56 Help! 
57 Welcomed by 
the condemned 
DOWN 
1 Heavy weight. 
2 Hall 
3 Shelteredganeral 
4 Caused tobecome 
loved 
5 Rely on 
6 Eggs 
7 Compacted 
8 Contended 
9 ___Geller 
glSI _ lO Furrow 
. ~  ! 1 Charge 
19 Compete 
21 Eng. beer 
22 Rescues 
.LISt 23 Trail 
25 Age 
26.Scorches forwards 
• andbackwarde 
27 Existed 
29 Makes hot hotter 
33 Exaggerate 
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34 Recent, but 
sounds cerlaln 
35 Fantasies 
36 Articles of bedding 
37 Abadbull 
38 Marble, pl. 
43 Health resort 
44 Mountain pass 
45 Insect, but not 
always female 
47 Old auto 
49 Dine 
50 Third king of Judah 
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Cellulose looks far and wide for pulp 
Skeena.Cellulose has entered a 
• bid On a 265,000 cubic meter 
• pulpwood agreement offer in the 
• Cariboo Forest Region and is 
considering another bid on a 
623,000 cubic meter offer inthe 
Prince Rupert Forest Region. 
Pat Ogawa, a senior manage- 
ment representative at the 
Skeena Cellulose Terrace saw- 
mill,-said the bids are part of the. 
same search for pulp supplies 
that the company has been con- 
ducting for more than a year. 
The cariboo offer, .bid on by 
SCI three days before the dead- 
line, is currently, embroiled in 
controversy becausePremier Bill
Vander Zalm expressed support 
for a competing bidder, Cariboo 
Fibreboard, during the Septem- 
ber Cariboo riding by-dection. 
The company has proposed con- 
struction of a $110 million fibre- 
board plant in Williams Lake, 
but claims that despite $55 
million in government loans 
guarantees it can ' tget  bank 
financing without he security of 
supply provided by the pulp- 
wood agreement. 
If SCI is the successful bidder, 
they intend to build~ an.. $11 
million ch ipp ingp lant  at 
Anaheim Lake. Thewood chips 
would be trucked to BeHa Coola duces 11,400 tons o f  pulp per 
and loaded on barges, then ship- day, consuming 2.8 million 
ped to their pulp mill complex cubic meters of chip furnish a 
near Prince Rupeit. , year,. Ogawa said. ~ SCI's Tree 
In offering the ~ pulpwoo d • Farm License #1 and volume- 
agreements for bid, the Ministry based Forest Licenses in the Ter- 
of  Forests ays they are intended ••raCe area pr0vide the company 
to. Create further employment 
and community Stability and to 
'utilize wood fiber that presently 
isn't economical to transport 
and process. 
• If SCI succeeds in both bids 
they wouldsecure nearly a 
million cubic meters of pulp- 
• wood annually for the next 25 
years. The company's Watson 
Island pulp mill currently-pro- 
The first snow of the season has fallen and gone, and for residents on the 4900 block Park 
this means that we're close to the beginning of another season of early morning sand 
!-trucks and snow plows threading their way from 4930 Park to rural roads and highways. 
~North Coast Road Maintenance had plans to move their maintenance yard to a site near the 
Copper River before winter set In, but i t  looks like residents willhave to, bear one last 
winter. The Idea passed the regional district board about two months ago but is currently 
stalled in Victoria. If all goes well, the move is now planned for next spring. 
t 
with about: one million cubic 
• meters of total fiber per year. 
The combined current require- 
r-ments of the pulp mill and the 
Terrace sawmill add up to 3.5 
million cubic meters a year, 
Ogawa said. 
The pulp mill uses chips from 
the Terrace sawmill operation, 
and the company gets further 
chip supplies from both West 
I 
,, . .  
Fraser and Westar. Ogawa said 
5CI also buys pulp logs frOm 
logging operators based in 
Stewart. " 
SCI has been evaluating an ex- 
pansion project at Watson 
Island which at one point was 
said to be in the magnitude of 
$600 million. Ogawa said ithe 
outcome of the two pulpwooa 
agreement bids "will be one fac- 
tor in the expanion decision". 
A public hearing on the 
Cariboo agreement will take 
place in early January, and a 
hearing on the Prince Rupert 
pulpwood offer is scheduled in 
Smithers for May 9. 
Trained ticketer 
ready to write 
TERRACE -- The day when 
tickets will be issued to violaters 
of some city bylaws is drawing 
closer. 
Parking in the downtown core 
is one major concern. Soon, 
bylaw enforcement officer Fern 
Sweeting will be on the street 
Writing tickets, and violators will 
be paying an appropriate fine. 
Some of the other violations 
Sweeting will be looking for are 
covered under the city's 
nuisance and noise bylaw. 
City administrator Bob 
Hallsor recently attended a pro- 
vincial seminar on the process of 
issuing tickets, and he says city 
staff ate nosy Working out the 
details. He says they are current- 
ly identifying specific violations 
of certain city bylaws and deter- 
mining the amounts of fines that 
will be levied in each ease. Once 
this work has been completed, 
he says, council will give the first 
three readings to the bylaw 
changes and these changes will 
then go to Victoria for approval 
from the Attorney General and 
the Chief Justice of the provin- 
cial court. 
Once Victoria's approval has 
been received, says Hallsor, 
council will adopt the changes, 
tickets will be printed and the 
lives of non-violators in our 
community will become a little 
more pleasant. For those who 
have been bylaw violators in the 
past, they will either change 
their ways or pay the price. 
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Halliwell upgrade 
being costed out 
Home owners living on the 
east half of Halliwell Ave. 
will soon be asked toapprove 
a Local Improvement Pro- 
ject for upgrading the street 
between North Thomas and 
North Sparks. After hearing 
the complaints of the last 
several years, Terrace city 
council won't be expecting 
much opposition to the pro- 
ject, which will'upgrade the 
street o curb and gutter stare 
dards next year, 
Just how much the project 
will cost the individual 
Halliwell propoerty owners 
hasn't yet been determined, 
but the numbers available to 
date break down this way. 
The province will pay 
$242,288 of the $540,000 
estimated cost, the city will 
pay about $125,000 and pro- 
perty owners will be respon- 
sible for about $183,000. If 
everything oes according to 
plan, the project should be 
underway early next year. 
Rotary auction 
raises $23,000 
This year's Rotary Auction has come to a close and it was as suc- 
cessful as ever. John Jack, chairman of the Rotary auction commif- 
tee, says apreliminary count indicates that about $23,000 was rais- 
ed. 
Proceeds from the Rotary Auction help the club to meet their 
ongoing commitments in the community. Some of these include an- 
nual contributions to groups such as the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Founda- 
lion, supporting minor sports and providing school scholarships, 
while other funds are directed to major community projects such as 
tennis courts. Jack says there are dozens of cash donors and mer- 
chants to thank for this year's success but n very special Rotary 
',tha#k you'* was earned by CFTK.TV and their staff, who 
~olunteered their time and effort to make the auction po~tbie. 
d 
The Best 
Thing Going 
Mercury Topaz 
Best selling Mercury in Canada 
Is Going 
Fast. 
FINANCING 
6.9% - -  Up to 24 months 
7.9% - -  25 to 36 months 
8.9% - -  37 to 48 months 
OR 
Ford Tempo 
Best selling car ~n canada 
s750 CASH BACK 
When you buy or lease a 
1990 FORD TEMPO or MERCURY TOPAZ 
Delivery must be taken from Dealer Inventory 
TERRACE 
4631 KE ITH AVENUE,  TERRACE,  B.C. 635-4984 
CALL TOLL FREE. 1.800.772.1128 
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While rain and unseasonably warm temperatures were the story in Ter- 
race over the past week, the scene at Meziadin Junction was somewhat 
different. A busload of local officials returning from Stewart Friday en- 
countered a transport truck that couldn't pull up the slight grade after 
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stopping. Terrace alderman and veteran logging truck operator Me 
Takhar helped the driver, who was from Washington' state, put chains 
on the rig. 
¢; 
City considers cost of 
new antmal shelter 
' The Terrace Animal Shelter is ~ ~  S~,~l;h; ::aYcSe::tl~tehy ~o ~:c~t~ha itself 
now. over 20 years old, and, city f e t s i~ not 
administration is beginning to their best. Another problem in acceptable. The layout o the 
think about replacing the build: 
ing. Public Works director of 
engineering Stew Christensen 
says the topic is being discussed 
at the management level and 
that a proposal will probably be 
in front of city council within 
two years. At the current ime, 
however, future requirements 
and construction costs are all 
that are being considered. 
When asked about he state of 
the present facility, animal con- 
trol officer Frank Bowsher said 
the building is too small and be- 
ginning to get expensive to main- 
tain. "You can only do so much 
with bandaid repairs," he ex- 
plained. Bowsher says he 
presently has room for up to 20 
cats, and there are l0 indoor and 
10 outdoor shelters for dogs. 
But that •isn't enough to meet he 
current demand. 
According to Bowsher, there 
is little enough room to keep 
strays, let alone the number of 
requests they get for boarding 
animals belonging to pet owners 
going on holidays. He adds that 
the Animal Shelter's boarding 
service for pets is not well 
known, but they offer it when 
they have the space, at regular 
commercial rates. He explains 
that revenues from boarding 
help defray costs normally paid 
by taxpayers. 
Another service the shelter 
would like to be able to offer, 
says Bowsher, is first aid treat- 
ment for small domestic and 
wild animals. He says that local 
veterinarian Dr. Lou Elorza has 
been helpful in teaching first aid 
procedures to shelter workers, 
but due to lack of •space and pro- 
per facilities they aren't often 
able to do very much for Inj6red 
the current facility, says 
Bowsher, is the layout of the 
building itself. Access to a 
storage, washroom and kitchen 
area is currently available only 
building is also cause for an- 
other dream of Bowsher's... a
building someday where they 
will be able to better separate 
cats and dogs. 
ACCIDENTS HURT I C B C 
EVERYBODY. 
GET A YEAR 
FULL OF O00HS 
AND OZ. 
( FREE )w. .m~.m0fAFmamauc  
Come joln Dairy Queen' and the Wlzar.cl ~Oz in celeD, rallng O 
our 50th blrlhdays. At parllclpatlng .l~Jry uueen ~razler 
stores, you can get o full color Wlzara of OZlD~=r coupon 
calendar whlle supplies lost. 
GUBUM6 50 ~ OF TRU~N6 mU g~.  
O AM O,O. Corp,11990 TM Trademiurk AM D,O. Corp, ® Flog. U,8. PaL Off, AM D.Q. Corp. b~Bre  
c) 1939 Loew'a Inc,, Pen. 1~6 Metro-Goldwyn.Mayer InO. C) t990 Turner Entmlalnment Co, All Rights ~ .  
"Coca-Cola" and the Dynamic Ribbon device are trademIrke of The Cote.Cola Company. 
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If you are planning to travel by air 
during the holidays, please don't giftwrap 
your parcels before you leave. They 
may have to be opened during the 
security check at the airport. 
Avoid frustration and delay by wrapping 
your gifts after you reach your 
destination. 
Sivous v0Yagez par av!on durant les 
tes, n emballez pas joliement des 
_,,co.lis ou cadeaux puisqu'ils risquent 
u ewe ouverts au contrale de sacurita. 
.Ne gatez pas votre plaisir- emh=ll=, 
u=~ ur le  !OiS rendus chez Yes parents 
ou amis. 
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tournamenl: . . . .  mark, 
rareness Week 
l i t  took a lot of people to put it 
a l l ' together  but a "Foos- 
Ball/Pool Tournament held at 
Danny's Pool Hall during Drug 
• Awarenesss Week seemsto have 
'been well worth the effort. Ac- 
cording to Kermode Friendship 
Centre drug '  and alcohol 
.counsellor Benita Chapdelaine, 
Danny's Pool Hal l ,  Totem 
Beverages, Goodwill Bottling 
and the Friendship Centre 
joined forces in putting the event 
together and the enthusiasm and 
happiness of the teens involved 
was all the reward they required. 
At least 100 young people 
took part in the afternoon tour, 
nament, says Chapdelaine, and 
she was hard pressed to find one 
who didn't have a great time. 
They are all looking forward to 
Mills Memorial . . . . .  to- 
get electric doors 
Health to cost-share in the pro- 
ject and were advised verbally 
that emergency entrance• lectric 
doors at Mills Memorial were on 
the top of the "surplus funds 
priority list" and would prob. 
ably be approved. Michael 
Leisinger, chief executive officer 
for the Terrace Health Care 
Society, says that since that time 
architect's plans have been sub- 
mitted and tenders have been 
called. He says the deadline for 
tenders i  3 p.m. this Friday, and 
if there is an acceptable bid at 
the right cost the doors will be 
installed soon. 
:.. Access to the emergency 
.department at Mills Memorial 
Hospital may soon be a little 
easier for emergency crews and 
those who have mobility prob- 
lems.  The Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional Hospital District has 
approved an expenditure of 
$14,000 for their share of the 
cost of the purchase and installa- 
tion of  electric doors at the 
emergency roomentrance. If the 
project proceeds as expected, the 
,,.province will pay another 
$21,600 to cover total estimated 
cost of $36,000. 
Earlier this year, the regional 
district asked the Ministry of 
the next event with 
ticipation. The winn( 
first ever Foos-Ball/P 
namentto be held in "I 
as follows: 
Junior girls' pool 
Wright and Susanne ];
Jnnior boys' pool 
Reid, Jocy Debalin; 
Reid and Tyler Gibsol 
Senior pool - -  Wa 
' Earl Parnell and guns( 
Junior Foos.Bali 
Gibson/Joey Debali] 
Scott Long/Mike Reit 
Senior Foos-Ball 
Steele/Kyle Weir, 
Baines/Brad Holm] 
Matt Hanley/Tim Let,t,. 
All the above winners received 
prizes of either a T-shirt, cash, 
gift certificate, free pizza or a 
free video rental. 
FIRE REPORT 
: Terrace and Thornhill fire de- 
ipartments report only two fires 
ii0ver the past week. Both oc- 
curred last Saturday. The first, 
~vhich occurred in the 4900 block 
Lambly Ave. at about 9 a.m., 
involved a pickup and camper in 
an attached garage. Terrace fire 
chief Cliff Best says there was a 
lot of smoke but no real fire and 
.the problem was solved when 
fn'efighters cut the wires be- 
twcen the battery and camper. 
The second incident involved 
the Thomhill fire department 
and had a much greater poten- 
tied for disaster, according to 
fire chief Art Hoving.. He says 
they were Called out just before 7 
p.m. to aitar fire on Hwy. 16 at 
New Remo, Hoving said the f'ure 
was quickly brought under con- 
trol when flrefighters arrived, 
but a propane bottle and two 
chalnsaws stored in the trunk of 
the car could have created a 
serious problem. He says the 
probable cause of the fire was a 
leaking connection at the car- 
buretor. He adds that the vehicle 
was unlicenced and the owner of 
the vehicle has not been iden- 
tified. 
Another call created some ex- 
citement at about 8 a.m. Satur- 
day morning but turned out to 
be nothing more than a false 
alarm. Bestsaid the problem 
was a faulty smoke detector in 
the Terrace courthouse. 
~# r t I . 
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weather synopsis 
Hours 
Date High Low Precipitation Sun 
Nov. 27 6.30C - 0.8°0 40,9 mm 0 
Nov. 28 6.3°C 1.70C 54.5 mm 3.9 
Nov.~29 8.0°C 1.PC 19.2 mrn 0 
NOv. 30 6.50C 2.1°(:; 8.0 turn 0 
Dec. 1 3.2°C 1.5°C 24.2 turn 0 
Dec. 2 6.4°C 1.8°C 41.4 mm 0 
Dec. 3 7.5°C 3.9°C 26.0 mm 0.3 
The temperatures on Dec. 2nd and 3rd were both 
record highs. 
Temperatures for the past week -- average max- 
Imum was 6.4°C above the normal maximum, average 
minimum was 4°C higher than normal. Last week had 
4.2 hours of sunshine, compared to the normal for this 
time of year of 10.3 hours. 
The recent Strong southwesterly flow has produced 
high precipitation because It Is carrying warm air from 
the Pacific around Hawaii (warm air can carry greater 
amoUnts of precipitation than cold). West or northwest 
winds will eventually bring cooler, drier weather. 
The forecast for this weekend: Thursday and Friday 
- -  periods of rain, highs of 6, lows of 0. Saturday - -  
showers with a high of 5eC and a low of - 1°C. 
(P N°rmalC. highs and lows for this week are + 5°C and 
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Everyone came away feeling like winners at a Foes.Ball and 
Pool tournament hosted by local businesses and agencies 
during the provincial Drug Awareness Week. 
Regional district passes 
bylaw for nuclear medicine 
The Kitimat-Stikine Re- district health care adminis- 
gional Hospital District has trator Judy Tracy, radio. 
approved a capital expert- active materials are used for 
diture bylaw for the con- diagnostic purposes in 
struction of a nuclear nuclear medicine and the 
medicine facility at Mills guidelines to be used in the 
Memorial Hospital. renovation project are quite 
specific. The remaining 60 
Under the bylaw, the re- percent of the total cost will 
gional district may borrow be covered by the province. 
up to $300,000 to pay their 
share of 40 percent of,the 
total costs of the renovations 
required under Atomic 
Energy Commission guide- 
lines. According to regional 
Tracy says the nuclear. 
~medicine f~tcility will be  
housed on the second floor 
of Mills Memorial, and once 
it's completed about another 
$200,000 will be required for 
equipment. She says the ex- 
act cost of the equipment has 
not yet been determined, but 
the regional district will be 
responsible for 25 percent of 
the cost while the province 
will pay for the other 75 per- 
cent. According to Tracy, 
plans for the renovation pro- 
ject are presently being 
drawn up by local architect, 
Royce Condie and the, 
nuclear medicine facility is 
expected to be operational 
early next year. 
CHRISTMAS 
GIFT SUGGESTIONS 
from 
Neid Enterprises.-Ltd. 
Specialists in Aluminum Manufacture 
• Running boards, rails and 
tailgate liners 
• Box liners 
• Truck dry boxes 
• Snowmobile sleds 
• Gift certificates available 
• Everything built to 
suit your needs 
See us for that 
Special Gift. 
. Call us today for more details 
635 3478 r " " ~h ~ "~ " z 
* 1 
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Next st : .  o p, oblivion I ADiA i i . "  i i .... " " " : :  ' 
It-appears thai'the Canadian N~ti0nal Rai|V~ay has  / - '  
adopted a long-range strategy of abandoning=the ~. 
transportation business in favor of .real estate manage' " ~ " 
ment. Last year the City of TerraC~<~got hi  ~Hth a r-~ . --•.~./...- '>: 
whopping.increase on.the Fisherman's Park 'ease- We ~-----~.~ ~ ~ ~  ~~~ ~'- :" '~'~ 'I ~ 
recently discovered that the local taxpayer is also re- ~ .: ......... >,~i~:ii~i ii . . . . .  ...~,:~.-..=~,:,.:,~,~ ~, : ; ,•~>:~:..,:7:~-'::,~,~:•~2';~'?~•~:'~ ', /~!#:,,',.,./; >:.,. 
sponsible.for replacing damaged warning signalsat - :.<.~~~-:~:;~:~;~,~"~~"~:-::~"~<,. /<: ; :~' ¢.:~ :~:~>~ ~ '  >.~ :   
leVel rail Crossings, and this week (seepage IOA) the i!~i:!i:/S~: .. '/::~:<:: 
city accepted a non-negotiable offer:to continue leas- - ::i!:":: •:i':: "~:~ : ';:i> : :: i:~:/!/: ~. i:~:;/~i!i:i 
ing a few cubic feet of CN-owned dirt where sewer ~ ....... ' .. 
years at a rate increase that would make a slumlord - NN~T /i!~! 
blanch. ~Oh~ C~I~ ~Z : ii:~i:i:iii:~ : 
Anyone in this region who has attempted to ship ,C~l~ ~ .: .:-,., ,-., 
goods by rail has come to realize in short order that "~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 
our national railway is in the business of moving |'~ 
trains around without the inconvenience of actually ' 
having to transport anything. Unless, of course, [ ~ ~ " L 
you've got a contract to send a few million tons of 
coal to Japan for the next 20 years. Until recently the l i  , ij _ )',) ,ill " 
railway provided employment for a substantial number 
of people in the Terrace area, but mechanization and ..o .................................................. i:.,~l~i~t . .. 
technical change are eroding that benefit. . " ' " 
With this in mind, we'd like to suggest hat CN rip • ~,. 
up, the rail and replace it with pavernent. It w°uld i '~ The viewfiom 
allow CN todo, what it appears to feel mostcom- ::' 
fortable with ~ ,-__. property management " a~cI"olve a , , ,  
number 6~ loffg,term problems for the city. "~llc short- :, "~ . , ,. r, 
vamsha~e'~ .°f _v l~]n£'spaCeSoverntght,, " " =;- and inforthenextdowntOWny ear 's Riverboat'C°re ~oUldDays :~::" by John Plfer 
we coul&-.have,a really monumental civic celebration ~ :~,rr . . 
bv:~C(~emonially blowing .up the Sande Over pass.~,~),,,., ~ ~ = 
- '~i~[th]~e'~bf ~he ~'ace  Review we've exammeo 
the •coilaborative ef forts  o f  utility companies, " V ICTORIA- -  Some desk- " " Socred Susan Brice has been This correspondent does not 
manufacturers and local businesses to use energy • . ,  clemdng thoughts attheztart  ~ scoring points onlocal matters, hesitate to recommends visit 
resources iefficiently. It's an established-fact that , of thai•st month of~the year.., and with her born-and-raised to Fantasyland, which in this 
railways are by far the most fuel-efficient method of. • Reports ' of'the death of the knowledge of the constituency., instance is a new book, "Fan- 
"real" Soekd Credit party ap- But she also has been losing . tasyland: Inside the Reign of 
moving anything overland. The railway has been a pear to have been premature, ground - -  through no fault of Bill Vander Zalm:' (Mcgraw 
significant factor in the historical development of the On Wednesday last, a found- her own - -  on provincial Hill Ryerson, 323 pages, 
Northwest, and it still has an important role to play. ing meeting f0rthe social, .issues.. $26.95). 
Up to this point, however, its performance in that role Credit executive in Fort It seems thatwhen the Written by GaryMason and " 
has been abysmal. Langiey/Aldergrove came "Vander Zalm factor" is Keith Baldrey, legislative 
. down to •battle of the old calculated into the equation, reporters for the Vancouver 
. . . .  guard versus an upstart, anti- some loyal supporters of form- Sun, i~fo!lows the enigmatic 
. . . . . . . .  abortion group seeking to take erattorney general Bflan Smith 
" ' ' control on behalf of their have a hard time figuring out 
• " '~ : ,=~' :  favored candidate, what to do. 
~ .  'Lahgley MEA Dan Paterson, The NDP is trying to cash in 
: .government whip, watched as on that uncertainty by beating 
the one-issue wonders were the drum that a vote for Brace 
defeated by a two-to-one' is a vote for Vander Zalm, and 
margin, thanks to the ap- it could result in a considerable 
pearance of dozens of long- number of Socreds taying 
serving Socreds who attended home. They would never for a 
Second-class mall 
Established May 1, 1985 The Terrace Review Is published rqlstratlon No. me.  their first meeting:in .years, minute consider voting NDP; 
• each Wedne~ay by At: matef lal  spearing In the "fen•ca Review Is deterndned to stop the ad- but they want to punish the 
Olou-UP Business.Services Ltd. protmee under Canadian co~l~ght Reglstra- vocates.who want to mix ' Zalm for his shoddy treatment 
tlon No. 3e2Tt5 and cannot legally .be r ) . l~  
ducod for lay r luon without poemlSllOn o! the religion with their politics, of Smith. 
publl|hor. Publisher: ~ ~ oudnlems. Adveftl~Ing Is •ocepted More than 800 people at- Meanwhile, Brace continues 
MsrkT',~yford on the condition that In tile event of - • tyPegrsphlo|l error, that portion of the edvertI~- tended, 650 of whom were rag- to distance herself rom the 
Editor: Ing epltm co©epical by the erroneous Item will Michael Kelly not be cheroed for, but the balance of the ~l~r- istered to  vote ,  When the premier whenever possible, and 
to run on her considerable rec- tlument will be l~id for at the ~opll©~ble rats. smoke cleared, the Paterson , 
Staff Reporters: AdvlrUmr~ must assume responsibility f~r er- 
Ted Strachan, Betty Baden rots In any 01asslfled lad which Is supplied to the slate for all of the executive ord of service and achievement 
Advertising Manager: Terr|ce R~lew In handwritten form. MarJ Twyford ,n compllincl with the B.O. Human Rights Act, positions had prevailed easily, as mayor of Oak Bay. 
no adved i~ent  will be published which The event has significance School trustee Elizabeth 
discriminates sg-,Inot • person due to age, race, 
Typesetting: religion, color, sex, nationality, imcoetff or place elsewhere in the province, Cull, 37, has handled herself 
Carrie Cleon of o,0,,, where anti-abortion candidates fairly well so far in the cam- 
Production Manager: 4535 Grelg Avenue, Jim Hall Terrace, B.C. are organizing to take a run at paign, but it is hard to believe 
Production: vgG 1M7 their sitting member. New that this tiding would defy 
Charles Coatello, Gurbax Gill, Phone: e~Te4O members in some of the new tradition and elect her over the 
RanJit Nlzar, Surlnder Dool , Office: Fax: 635-7269 ridings are being signed up in 46-year-old Brace. 
,Carrie Olson the hundreds, and there could -I expect he Socred candidate 
Accounting: o~ ~ MarJ Tw~ord, Harmi der K. DosanJh ,n Can,d,*24.00 be a few surprises between ow will eke out a narrow win on 
Outer Canada 150.00 and next March when all of the the night, but I 'm not confi- 
Seniors In Te~lee and Olstrlot S12.00 
Seniors out of Terrace •nd District SIS.00 75 riditlgs are fully structured, dent enough of  that  to  place a 
We'll keep an eye on it all for bell 
you, dear readers. • Looking for a Christmas 
• The by-election in Oak gift for a friend or relative who 
Bay/Gordon Head on Dec. 13 has been somewhat fascinated 
|s shapmg up as more of a bat- by the politics of B.C. over the 
, ex . . . . . .  ' :  tie than many pundits forecast, past few yeats7 
. - .  4 '  
?;;: . ; . ,  • 
-?:= 
¶ 
premier from.his ascension to 
the Social Credit throne in 1986 
to minute details of his tur- 
bulent, scandal-plagued reign. 
"Fantasyland" provides an 
incisive look at The Zalm, 
thanks to some valuable details 
given by aides within his inner 
circle. Although many of the 
quotes fro:h private meetings in 
• the premier's office are recon- 
st~cted from various sources 
(a fact which the authors 
should have, but did not 
acknowledge), they carry a ring 
of truth and have not l~.n 
challenged. 
The result is a fast-paced 
book which includes two 
chapters that I believe should 
be required reading for all 
British Columbians if they 
want to get a real handle on 
who this man really is, and 
what he is really like. 
Those chapters describe the 
premier's ignorance of, or dis- 
• regard for, potential conflicts 
of interest in the sale of the 
former Expo 86 lands in down- 
town Vancouver. 
Vander Zalm repeatedly 
championed a private bid for 
• the property by his friend and 
financial coimibutor Peter 
Toiso, despite an agreed inter- 
continued on page 7A' 
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Letter, o the Nditor . . . .  . . . . . . .  
Aware s " r 
e ~ = , "  " - - . - 
To the Editor; SERVING" . . . . . .  ' • NON-ALCO-  
" Drug A~areness Week wasa HOLiCDRINKSWI'I~SAFE.. 
fun. time for a lot of, l~Ople WAY: • - .. 
-._. _ . _ " L _ . ,  ~. . . . i. ~i-throughout the Terrace .Area. I Eric Johanson, Manager and 
AS far as  you  understand it : : / for out and helpful staff, 
" " m e  ' " " " " " " "  " " ° " " " t " • • 
' , . . . .  .-. - ...-~- - :  , ,  ~ :, i "  to these even~ and mak ing  them helping, with supplies,. aud io  do you think the proposed: !: I~a;~,¢~a" ~ea for sponsofingthis displ y ~ and 
ation' ' "  to the equipment and balloons; PelPsi 
, ...... Goods  and  Serv ices  Tax : .  ; . .  : fen0:: ,0  h0 " .. . . . . . . . .  . - i - .  ;~ :  .... ,:~:.:,~ .:. .... ~ng.  peop,  . ~ and  Schwepps ,  for  t i i e  
• i s  n . . . . .  " ;" :";~:"~C':!~ '~ ~~': " boost  ~ef i~ l lo~ng even~:  . . . . .  ecessa    +: :++ + . . . . . .  ~b~v~r~ ~ ICBC Vancouver,for 
" ' " • ~::. :,:: ':~,i.~: "~: " .... FOOS-BALL  and  POOL the ~/ideos and  recipe book  on  
. . . . .  , :. .-:'~ : :  ~;;' i/i .. : TOURNAMENT:  , non-alcoholic drinl~s; RCIVlP for. ' 
: • ,' ' " ' " ~' " - ' ,Danny Solowoniuk,.ownerof the counter attack buttons, and 
• ., Danny's Pool Hall, for the use pamphlets.. , ' . -  
of his.facilities, helping with the - . ,  ~md' a special thanks to the 
.. : organizing and purchasing' of following,. for donating', their 
gifts, time to come Out andenc0urag- .  
Roxy van der Meu len ,  ing the community to.pa~.'ake h i
employee at Danny's, for help in this fun. filled, two days: 'Mike 
• running of the tournment. KeUy, £rom The.Te~ace Re~,iew; 
Sadie Parnell,  Executive .Const.: Ken Karkness, RCMP; 
Director, Kermode Friendship Rick Webber and his TV Crew, 
Centre, for donations of juice 0fCFTK; Yvonne Chapdelaine, 
and reffing, volunteer; Rosie Cordiero, from 
Bob O'Donaghey, for reffin8 the News Advertiser; Bill Chris- 
of games. tiansen, from Petrocan (CopPer- 
Don  Moore, for reff'mg o f  side 2); Carrie Reay, Probation; 
• games. . .C.h~lie 'Cootes, from Petrocan 
..  . Niko's Pizza, for donating ~. (Copperside 2); BrianKennelley, 
large pizzas for 2rid prize, from the Psych Unit; Jack 
Tom Martin Juanits Hatton Heather Graydon Panagopolous Pizza, for Talstra, Mayor; Michael Hutter, 
(from Kltlmat) I'm a senior citizen '-- I They are going to have donating 2 large pizzas for 2rid from the News Advertiser; Sadie 
Not really, I don't pro- don't know what, i t  will : to find a way.to eliminate prize. Parnell, Executive Director, 
tend to understand it, but mean to me to pay :,taxes the deficit, but the pro- Terrace Sight& Sound, for a Kermode Friendship Centre; Dr. 
think the 0overnment is • on.everything. I.think the' posed tax will bed  hard- $10 gift certificate. David Bowering,.  Medical 
taking enough money, government has a lot.of Ship for many; Video S taUon, for 10 free Health Officer, Skeena Health 
exponses  it could cut - -~ ,  . ' ..":"=~i"~ videos, ' Unit; Tony De Viveh'os, Loans 
....... " ~" espeolallyexpensesasso . . . . . .  • " . MINI WORKSHOP FOR Manager, Royal " • :-  ..... "- , . Bank, Pastor 
: -- ': . ,elated.with travel l ing "to ' -,~,~:. .... - :  ~.- ' ' KIDS: Eve Kusnic, A&D John Caplin, 6fthe;Pentecostal 
::.~'~'. i~  Counsellor, NWA&D; Francis Church; Frank Donahue,',~.:of .~ : , . .~  oth.g.r countries. ., , ,,: ~ .~ , 
-~:"' , .,~ . ' :~ .  : :~: -  • Smith, Program Director Of Mutual L i feo f~da iHef i~ther  
. . . . . .  . - .  ' : , . , . ;  , - ~ ,¢ : ' .  
~:..:.-.:-:~.~,,.~ .... • .. Kermode Ce~i~re . . . . . . .  Sni'~, of'-, Probation-; ~ Dav id  
MALL DISPLAY: Rice, of ICBC; Rod Arnold, of 
Eve Kusnic, A&D Counsellor; RJA Forestry Ltd;; Pete Nicker- 
Yvonne Chapdelaine, volunteer; son, of RJA Forestr~ Ltd.;:and 
Tonya Hanley, volunteer; Ter- Dr. Peter Van Herk; Emerson 
race Sight & Sound for the use Clinic. 
of a TV and video machine. My apologies to those who re- 
HUMAN RELAT IONS quested the recipe booklet 
WORKSHOP: "Great Entertainer". This book 
Phi] Moreno, guest speaker is no longer available, however I 
from Sitka, Alaska; CarrolIe am checking further into it and 
Kemick, A&D Counsellor, ~I I  see what lean come up with. 
Prince Rupert; Eve Kusnick, The mocktail recipe books from 
A&D Counsellor, Terrace; Bill ICBC, should be in around the 
Christiansen, volunteer; Yvonne second week of December. I will 
Chapdelaine, volunteer; Sadie leave these at Safeway. 
Parnell and Bob O'Donaghey, THANK YOU ONE AND 
for delivering the audio equip- ALL! 
merit and goodies for the BenitaChapdelaine 
Robert Parr Lyle Baker David Halzlmsque workshop; Skeena Health Unit Alcohol & Drug Counsellor 
No, I don't believe it is. I I am •in favor of deficit I don't. If they can get for the use,gf their facility and Kermode Friendship Centre, 
,They have lotteries for reduct ion,  cutt ing of themselves into debt, audio equipment. Terrace, B.C. 
everything else ,.,--v why not gcvernment spending and they can get themselves 
off the deficit that,, taxation as is necessary, out. I take care of my own ~ ,,• 
way? ~! debts. 
st Assi ancemoney 
: being used • n o  • ' . . i . , ,  .. -" . . . . .  ' /  
" r Noon noise 
" " ' " • ' • , . . , '~  , "  " . . . . .  i , ' .  "~. : '  '~ .  . .  : . . -  , ~,~.- ~;: : ' t . ,~..  Pif  province-wideChrist- 
_ , . , :  , r continued from page 6A .... i ~ .  mas CounterAttack Program TERRACE- -  The city is going organize it. 
:' : to prevent drunk driving to try to promote their Conven- Those taking advantageof the 
r. national bidding procedure, years of kissing Quebec's hind-' begins this Friday at noon, tion Promotion Assistance Convention Promotion Assist- 
That led to an RCMP inves- quarters, the federal New ' and CounterAttack group Grant program. Of $5,000 ance Grants program this year 
• tigation of both men; and al- Democratic Party has absolute- students at Thornhill Junior budgeted for this program this included the Terrace Curling 
though no influence-peddling ly nothing to show for it - -  no Secondary School are asking year, only $1,850 have been used Club who received a grant of 
charges were laid, the political support, no seats, no future, local people to note the occa- to date, and city council wants $188, the Pacific Northwest 
fallout continues to have re- So while watching (via TV) sion with enthusiasm. "Mark more people to be aware of the Music Festival who got $500, the 
. percussions to this day. their convention in Winnipeg the occasion by ringing bells, existence of the program. United Church with $500, 1989 
Read the book; marvel at the last weekend, I,wondered if tooting horns and sounding Developed about two years ago B.C. Summer Games Zone 7: 
man's mendac~ity. Chances are they would.opt for former B.C. sirens tosoundoutyoursup-  to encourage and assist local Soccer received $180 and the 
• you'll hayed much better premier Dave Barrett, someone port," says Thornhill teacher groups and organizations in Northwest Oldtimers Fastball 
understanding ot why the deep more inclined to kick butt and sponsor Elizabeth Metz- hosting major tournaments and tournament who claimed $129, 
divisions within Social Credit rather than kiss it. It didn't meier. Her students are conventions', the program offers Smaller grants of $67 were given 
ate unlikely to go away until or happen, so I expect hat the serioOs about stopping need- the Terrace' host organization to Terrace Minor Baseball and 
unless Vander Zaim does. lip-smacking will continue ad less tragedies on the road one dollar for every participant $45 claimed by the Constructlon 
: ;  infinitum, during the holidays, in their event as well as a Con- Association, 
ParthtillThought: After i5 : (  " -"~ 
/ ;  • vention Kit to help them . . . . .  ~ 
£ 
- . ,  . ' -  . 
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non:starter 
The Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine has their answer 
from the Ministry of Forests re- 
garding access to the Red Sand 
Lake Demonstration Forest 
from the Rosswood road. It's 
no.  
Kalum Forest District 
manager Gerry Dodd told the 
regional district in a letter that 
the forest service is not intersted 
in building a bridge crossing 
over the Kalum River at the 
present time~ "The forest service 
philosophy is to maintain 
natural sites to a rustic level 
which involves aminimum level 
of expenditure," he wrote. "It 
should also be noted that a 
bridge crossing in  this area 
would not significantly benefit 
any other resource users." 
But, says regionaldistrict 
director Les Watmough refer- 
ring to the last sentence, "That's 
completely wrong." According 
to Watmough, a good quality 
bridge between Red Sand and 
Treston-Lakes would benefit a " • 
number of users. Logging Com- 
panies c°uld haul ogs out 6f~the 
area without having to use and 
maintain 16 miles of gravel log- 
ging road, there are a few min- 
ing companies a few miles north, 
and it would benefit trappers 
and tourists as well. 
This difference in views 
doesn't seem too important at 
the present time, however. There 
seems to be along way to go 
before there is any sort of agree- 
ment on land usage in the area 
of the Demonstration Forest. 
Conflicts between logging, trails 
and lookout points, prime pine 
mushroom picking areas and 
revenues generated by the Ter- 
race Correctional Centre cutting 
of trees for firewood in the area 
haveto be addressed. Until some 
of these differences are sorted 
out, a bridge• seems, of little 
relevance in developing tl~(pro- 
ject, 
I \ " / ° 4P 
q 
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Holiday season shoppers have a wide choice of gift ideas in our area. The Farmers' Market 
Christmas sale held recently atthe Terrace Arena featured among many exhibits the work 
of Anne and Barry Frantzmann of Kaleidescope Glassworks. 
Analysis 
The classroom revolution 
- -  B.C.'s new School Act. 
Thb is the first in afire-part series analyzing the new British Col- dual entry, flexibility 
umbia School Act by Terrace Review freelance reporter Nancy 
Orr, a long-time resident of Terrace who served several terms as a 
trustee on the board of School District #88. 
, ,  , .  . 
Like a veteran war horse of 
old rearing and snorting at the 
sound of battle, this battle-worn 
veteran of school grounds reared 
and ran for cover at the sugges- 
tion of doing a commentary on 
Bill 67, British Columbia's new 
School Act, proclaimed at the 
beginning of September, 1989. 
, by Nancy Orr 
Hardly bed-time reading -- 70 
pages of officialese, plus Regu- 
lations and Ministry Orders and 
other explanatory documents o 
digest, with the Royal Commis- 
sion Reports and the old School 
Act as a side dish. 
After all, I had served my time 
in that battle ground. First as a 
parent rying to wrestle with the 
progress of five children • through 
the school system. And then as a 
Trustee, trying to respond to the 
needs -o f  some 5,000 rChildren 
and their pai'ents who make up 
the vast ~,~nglomerate that is 
' School District #88, 
~But Curi~itY niggled, I glanced 
"throughthe Act, And listened.to 
a group of new parents with 
their questions and concerns, 
and to others expressing their 
views. 
I was intrigued. 
And finally settled down to 
read the Hen. Tony Brummet's 
answer to the Sullivan Royal 
Commission on Education. ~.. 
TheCommission's report is a 
tribute to the man, Barry 
Sullivan, Q.C., who became so 
involved with his Commission's 
work that he carried on through 
severe illness to make sure that 
his stamp of approval would be 
on the final document handed to 
the Provincial Government on 
April 4. 
Some of the recommendations 
are dramatic; most reflect the 
changes in society since the 
Chant Royal Commission on 
Education in 1960. 
But what was this that 1 was 
reading! 
Parents are important? 
Home Education? 
Conflict of Interest?. 
Responsibilities with rights, 
-has  
Brummet ried to. introduce all 
the recommendations at one go? 
Is this why Ken Novakowski, 
president of the B.C. Teachers' 
Federation, is crying "wait, 
wait".., if all the recommenda- 
tions are going to be met at 
once, what will be left to battle 
over? 
Could we actually be in for a 
period of stability and of profes- 
sional cooperation? 
For whatever else maybe said, 
the stake-holders in, 4his Com- 
mission have a right to be proud, 
all of them, for their participa- 
tion in the process and the 
resulting legislation --  blueprint 
to take us into.the 21st century. 
... to be continued. 
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Fine Dining 
!n quiet su...rroundingsl 
5 p.m. 10 p.m. • 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
Polly's Care 
  Chinese & Western Cuisine 
lo:=,.-.- 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. - -  t a,m. 
• ~nday 12:00 Lm. ~ 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue'i : ,  
638-1848 or 638.8034 . . . .  
RESTAURANT 
Chinese & Canadian Food "~-  
-//~ oPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ]If;~l 
li|lL Men.  Wed i ! :30  a.m. - -  lO:O0 p.m. ~:,[)] 
~ ,  r/,ursdoy ! i:30 a.n,. - I ! :00 p.m:c~#. "
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  I, OO a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. I0:00 p.m.635.6111 
4643 Park Avenue 
Copper 
Grill o,,.. 
635.6680 
Terrace Hotel  
For your dining pleasure we have expanded 
our Copper Grill Restaurant hours. 
Monday -- Saturday 
6:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday -- 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
i ~ l  4606 Oi'elg Ave., lot Take.Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635.6t84 
Local strategy struck 
to address problem 
"fall throughthe cracks" Of the 
general literacy census, people 
who are barely able to read and 
... ( :  :write, the statistics d0n'tieil the 
. . . . .  " - -  " entire story~ : 
Imagine not beilig a le tO read this sentence Imagine, "At least 20 percent of the 
if youcan, havingto pretendto read thisnewspaper, so people in this area are func- 
that those around you wouldn:t know that you cannot tionally illiterate," says Boll- 
read. Think about.how you would feel, an intelligent ingbroke. "Currently,, only 
functioning person, with talents and skills and knowl- about one percent of thosepeo- 
p ie  are getting assistance 
edge, unable to translate these letter%into words. 
. )  
by Stephanie Wiebe ,..,, 
Statistics ay that 15 percent L i teracy" .  The Canadian 
government is launching a pro- 
gram to battle this problem with 
a $110 million attack on il- 
literacy. 
• This funding is filtering down 
into communities over the next 
five years, and in the Terrace 
region, a society is being formed 
to serve the area's literacy needs. 
• Representatives from Northwest 
Community College, the Terrace 
Public Library, social services, 
Canada Employment, and 
various local government agen- 
cies met last Friday to determine 
what steps will betaken toward 
this goal. 
: One of the opening statements 
at the meeting was, "Nobody~: 
here has e~'er done this before.,'~:; 
There is an established agency at 
the provincial evel - -  the B.C. 
Literacy Coalition - -  but local- 
ly, this project is in the early 
planning stages, having fallen on 
the shoulders of professionals 
already involved in furthering 
education and employment op, 
portunities. Larry Boilingbroke 
and Elizabeth Snyder, involved 
in the Adult Basic Education 
program at Northwest Com- 
munity College, have started 
organizing the local literacy 
group. Because o f  people who 
Terraceviewland 
may be:approved 
for.housing 
.of the people in the Skeena- 
Queen Charlotte, census region 
are functionally illiterate. That 
translates into 15 out of every 
100 persons living in this area 
who cannot read, a skill most of 
us began learning in the first 
grade. This figure does not im 
dude those readers who have 
only minimal reading skills. You 
probably know at least one of 
these people - -  But you may 
never guess whothese non- 
readers are, unless you're told. 
Non-readers are quite adept at 
hiding their problem. Somehow, 
illiteracy as become a "bad" 
word, a word many people
equate with "stupid", "idiot", 
"dumb". Interestingly, because 
nobody would call you' 'stupid" 
if you admitted you couldn't fly 
a ,Boeing 747, or that you 
couldn't speak fluently in 
Greek. Because the majority of 
us can read, the few of us who 
can't are ashamed to admit it for 
fear of being labeled "stupid". 
Perhaps we, the readers, are the 
stupid ones, having allowed 
learning disabilities and inflexi- 
ble educational processes to slide 
by for so long. 
The United Nations has pro- 
claimed 1990 to be "The Year of 
The Ministry of  Crown Lands 
has had a first-hand look at the 
piece Of city-owned property ad- 
jacent to Terraceview Lodge, 
and the supportive housing pro- 
ject proposed for the plot may 
be underway soon. 
Terrace city council was told 
by city administrator Bob 
Hallsor last week that the prov- 
ince is prepared to lift a restric- 
tive covenant once the i:ity and 
Terrace Health Care• S~iety 
agree on who will pay for the 
cost of surveying the land and 
plans for the society's housing 
project are confirmed. If the 
society's plans fail to material- 
ize, the land would revert o its 
present status. 
Hallsor says that it has long 
been agreed that the best loca- 
tion for the complex would be a 
portion of a five-acre site 
located south of Kerby Road be- 
tween TerracevieW and ,North 
Sparks. This was at one time 
crown-owned land and the site 
of Skeenaview Lodge. In 1984, 
when Terraceview Lodge was 
built, a portion of  the southwest 
corner o f  theproperty was deslg. 
nated for the. use of the lodge 
while the balance was turned• 
over to the city with a restrictive 
covenant stating it could only be 
used for recreational purposes. 
Council was quick to agree on 
a motion made by alderman 
Ruth Hallock that the city 
should pay the estimated $500 
cost for the survey. Hallock de- 
scribed society members as 
. - .  . . . 
"very dedicated" ' but a group 
"with their backs up against the 
wall on funds". She added to 
this that', •"There is a time ele- 
ment involved, and the city has 
not yet incurred any expenses at 
Terraceview." 
Council's decision to pay the 
cost of the survey means it can 
be done immediately and, if 
plans and funding m'e in place, 
the society could begin construc- 
tion of the supportive housing 
complex soon. The completed 
project would provide 40 hous- 
ing units for .area residents of 
any .88~ who don't yet require 
full-time• 6are but.. whose in- 
dependent lifestyle would be en- 
hanced 'by' ,having Terra¢~ew 
s i i~  Clo~;at lured, :%1' '::" 
featuredin a video 
was previously ableto read and  m~ting, ~and se~:med to be a~ 
write, but not well enough to ideal eXample of sucha center. 
function freely. She had dif- Community awareness i the 
ficulties writing a note to her first aim of any!iteracy project. 
child's teacher, and seemed em- 
barrassed to saythat  her 
daughter would write the notes 
and she would merely sign them. 
Her courage and honesty in 
reaching out for assistance, and 
even attending this meeting, are 
th roughthe  •.available ~admirable. 
pfogramsY=': " : :/::' :<~<:' ........ It was  decided that the 
The English as a Second 
Language, (ESL) statistics add to 
these figures, and most of the 
available local programs assume 
a Grade. 4 reading level. There is 
also no local testing for adults 
with learning disabilities. 
A woman who is currently at- 
tending the Adult Basic Educa- 
tion classes at NWCC shared her 
experiences with the group. She 
ultimate solution for this 
region's literacy problem would 
be a drop-in center, easily ac- 
cessible, providing multi-level 
literacy assistance, in a comfor- 
table learning environment. Day 
care, referral services and coun- 
selling were also suggested. An 
established and successful center 
in the lower mainland, Invergar- 
ry Learning Centre, was 
The need :is there, government 
financing for pfl0tpfojects and 
resources i  available, and i~[eas 
are growing. Volunteers, cor- 
porate donations, and more 
local enthusiasm will help get 
this project off to a good start. 
An open meeting will be held 
Wednesday, Jan. 17, 1990 at the 
Terrace ,Public Library to fur- 
ther discuss and-decide our 
region's literacy plan of attack. 
Anyone interested in helping 
pilot this valuable community 
project is welcome to attend, or 
contact Larry Bollingbroke at 
NWCC for more information 
about what you can do to assist. 
Now, aren't you glad you 
were able to read that? 
%;°; 
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OF PUBUC HEARING 
The~Application ~ . 
British ColumbiaHydro and Power Authority ("B.C. Hydro") applied October 11,1989, for an interim:, 
Increase in Electric Rates of 3 per cent effective November 15, 1989. The Commission, by Order No. 
G-49-89, authorized the interim Increase, subject o refund with interest, o be confirmed at a public 
hearing. A full Application and Executive Summary was fried on November 30,1989, an, dCommission 
Order No. G-63-89 set down the Application for public hearing. 
The Public Hearing 
The Commission has set down the Application for public hearing to commence at9:00 a.m. local time, 
Monday, February 5,1990, at the Holiday Inn Downtown, 1110 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
The Division ofthe Commission amed to review the Application will be comprised ofthe following 
Commission members: 
Mr. J.G. Mclntyre, Chairman and Chairman of the Division 
Mr. N. Martin, Commissioner 
Mr. H.J. Page, Commissioner 
Pre-Hearing Conference, " 
A pre-hearing conference dealing with the identification of principal issues, the completeness ofthe 
Application, scheduling aspects, presentation of information, the need for hearings at alternative 
locations and any other matters that will enable the hearing to cover and review all aspects of the 
Application will take place at 9:00 a.m. local time, Thursday, December 14, 1989, at the Holiday Inn 
Downtown, 1110 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
Public Inspection of the Application 
The Application and supporting material are available for inspection at the Head Office of B.C. Hydro 
at 970 Burrard Street, Vancouver, B.C., and at its Regional Offices located in the service area. 
The Application and supporting material are also available for inspection at the office of the British 
Columbia Utilities Commission, 6th Floor, 900 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
An Executive Summary of the Application is prepared and is available for inspection i  B.C. Hydm's 
offices and will be distributed by the Applicant to Interested Persons as they become registered with the 
Commission. The full Application will be distributed to Intervenors a  they become registered with the 
Commission. 
Interventions 
Any person intending to be present at the public hearing and to give evidence or cross-examine 
witnesses i  to provide written otice, to be received not later than Thursday, December 21,1989, to the 
Commission Secretary and to the Applicant. The notice should include a brief statement ofthe nature 
of the interest in the proceedings. 
Any person intending to f'de a written submission must do so by Monday, January 22,1990. A copy of 
the submission isto be sent o the Commission Secretary, the Applicant and each registered Intervenor. 
An Intervenor list will be compiled and distributed by the Commission. 
Clarliication 
Persons intending to participate inthe public hearing, and who are uncertain as to the manner in which 
to proceed, may contact Mr. R. J. Pellatt, Commission Secretary, orMr. B. McKinlay, Manager, Rates and 
Finance-Electrical bytelephone (660-4700, B.C. Toll Free: 1-800-663-1385) or in writing. 
By Order 
i . . . .  ~:~:~.;~.,~::.:~-> Robert J, Pellatt 
~ ~ "~:"~::>:' : : "  Commission Secretary 
)~ 900 Howe Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3 Canada 
)lephone: (604) 660-4700 Fax: (604) 660-1102 
~• 1i , . 
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£bcieslSii it   
CN re e 
co sts  c=t: 
1 ~ ~  ~ ~ me face of ris ; ;  
ing costs, city council has opted 
',to accept an offer from Cane- - 
dian National .Rai lway'and 
prepay fees for the use of CNR 
rights-of-way where city services 
Such as ,sewer. and water cross 
them. " ' 
.The cost will be $6,700 fo r the 
next 20 years, half of what it 
would have cost at the annual 
rate •of $6"70 per year. This isan 
increase of 167 percent o.n anan- 
nual ,baSis, or 83i5 percent on• 
, '.'.the prepayment plan over ,the 
current fee of $251 per year. 
Before a cheque .is issued, 
crossings:listed 
sewer l ine "at 
which the:city 
for the fight to 
20.years. Ace 
Howard, CN 
of real estate s, 
ton,  the incre~ 
to "increase~ 
costs". In ; 
Sheridan's qu~ 
city tax, CN 
idea here. Ma 
levy a tax ag 
residents eve~ 
town. Or bert, 
however, the city's public works taxing CN for crossing .l~enney 
will be checking their CN agree: * Street? The city, after all, does 
ment o determine ifsome of the have administrative costs too. 
crossings .St~ arestiLI in ~e. ,,., .,:.,. 
,H  • • 
. , . • 
• Ray Joseph end DehnisPlerce of Arcan Enterprises are In the process of placing one o f  
Petro-Can!s new bulk oil tanks on their property at the corner of Keith Ave. and Braun. The 
new •plant will coat nearly $500,000, 
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No Job tOO small! i J i Phone 038-1991 l 
& gr~mat~imn ~aa. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone: 604.635-2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
Northern Carpet 
& Upholstery Cleaning 
$39.95- F., Price ~ ~  
Two Rooms and Hallway ~ /  
No Residue 
' Hypo-Allergenic ~ / ~  
Ask for References ~ ,  
and "Expect the Best" 
635-3944 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits 
Family Sittings ~)  
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-5S44 
I I I  
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C, 
Terrace, B,C. V8Gl P9 
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- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast. friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
, Prices ore VERY Competitive e 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 19811 
Lmkelw Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638.1168 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open B:30 - 10:30 daily 
29'01 8. Kl lum 63~-61~0 
i , ~ ~  Sales and Service for ' . ' ~ l -  
I ~ , :, Motorcycles * Ch|lneaws ~ I 
i ~ ~owmoblles • Madne Supplies : I 
| ~ TERRACE A EQUIPMENT ] 
| ~ ~ SALES qL LTD. ! 
SKIDO0 . 4441Lakeise Ave,, Terrace Ph. 635.6384 
TERRACE - -  Another source 
of income may soon :enhance 
city coffers; but not until city 
council's Finance Committee 
meets with the executive of the 
local hotel and motel owners' 
association. 
The source Of income recom- 
mended by the Finance Commit- 
tee is a two percent hotel room 
tax. If the idea is implemented 
it's expected tO raise around 
$70,000 annually which would 
be spent on further promoting 
the tourism industry in Terrace. 
The two percent tax is the max- 
imum permissable under the 
Municipal Act and would be 
paid in addition to the eight per- 
cent hotel room tax already be- 
ing collected by the province. 
There are some problems yet 
to be solved, though, and some 
• of these were brought out during 
a discussion by council. First, 
they must determine how much 
local hotels and motels are, 
already spending on tourism 
promotion, after which they 
would have to decide how the 
"'- •- '~~i:ili~i imber 6, i989 l iX  
:ur ,sm , la  , 
-: . , t . -  
:. / / / . .  ..... . 
additional revenue could •be turns out that this is the only one UP to 20 percent of the cost of said, collecting the tax is corn- 
spent in a way to enhance those worthwhile.:', their annual ,liquor iicence, plex. It goes to the province 
efforts. Second, while this joint One other form of alternate Sheridan, who is chairman of before being turned over to the 
effort in promoting the corn- taxation that was considered by the Finance Committee, told municipality, which is then ac- 
murdty may enhance the tourism the committee was a liquor tax, council that a tax based on just countable to.the province as to 
indust ry ,  and therefore but this idea was soon drdpped, the co~t of thelicenc~would on- how, the .money~ h.spent. This 
presumably the businesses pay- under the MuniCii~al Act, ly raise a few hundred ollars a could cost mor~ ,fii admins~t, : : : 
ing the ~tx,  it may be of more • municipalities can ,tax Hquor year and'it woulcln't be worth tion than. it would' i~ralse~:!in .... • : 
value hotels and motels Outside ,establishments for an amount of the effort. In addition to this, he •revenue. '" 
of the communi ty .  Those ouside --1: " [ ~ ~ ~ . . . . . .  
of Terrace wouldn't have to  pay - . 
the'tax and may be able to sell : * : ,  
their services to m0re people at a Ci ty  won ' t  po l i ce  pro fess iona ls  . 
lower coast han ii!., .~wn. F~al-. ' I . . .  . . . . .  . i 
ly, a number of out-of-town 
businesmi~h andpromoters u e 
local hotels and the question of TERRACE --  City council has at the committee level it was ment on the province's behalf. - 
what effect the tax might have found it necessary to decline a pointed out that the city's Senior building/licence in- 
on economic development was request from the Hair Dressers' business licence department has spector Bob Lafleur says that in 
questioned. Association of B.C. to monitor a limited staff and it'snot possi- Terrace the city requests confir- 
business licences to determine if ble for them to police all provin- mation of profess ional  
The bottom line is that the city hair dressers are in fact licenced cial and federal licencing regula- qualifications prior to issuing a 
needs the money if it is going to with the association. According tions. It was also noted that the business licence but any policing 
pxomote tourism. Alderman tot  he association, hair dressers position he ldat  last year's over and above this initial re- 
Danny Sheridan feels that an are required under the Hair Business Licence Inspectors' quest is impossible with the cur- 
alternate tax is the only way the Dresser Act to be licenced but convention was that profes- rent level of staffing. Council's 
needed money can be raised, and there is concern that someone sional licences are a provincial decision, therefore, is that pro- 
a hotel roomtax may be the only may get a business licence requirement and therefore the fessional associations hould 
one available to the city. "There without first obtaining the province should either provide either police their own or lobby 
are 33 to 40 other forms of taxa- necessary associationlicence, their own inspectors or compen- the provincial or federal govern- 
tion," said Sheridan, "but it During discussion of this topic sate municipalities for enforce- ments for assistance. 
Terrace , " ::* I '  Tree Tr imming i ELECTRONIC I Rust Protect ionfor  " 
~ Veh ic les  Willcut down anytre.! ~ I I . . .  @nd UI4NI 
A 6o?"SAFELY"7400 : ~ "  JL I '"~T'SSe~cC~TO'Nm I 
hi.000.000 'iablli~ for YOUR protect ionS  I RSeER~ VlOcnEAa''H~Ve'EnfltEN~TnAmLenSt I e  -Ol ~~'  I 
=v's'°N 5" ' " III AC~OBectronicCommerclal Apl~lanceSEqulp ent A Industrial ' ,,,, =~s,. T..c~ [ Ill 
LUssIER LOG HOMES LTD. I .munT.v. I 
" "1 
] m 2803 Kenney Street 
• CH ES •Terrace, B.C. ~ L " ~ A ~  4711.A KelthAve. 
. Wo l f .  Tanning Sy, te .  A UIo Glass Specialists 
. ,~1  P ~' LANZA products 
P.o,,~o, o,, op,,o.,,,.~,,, ICBC claims handled promptly 
' TOTAL HA!R CARE 6=5-9666 638-1166 
,=  , TOTAL | 
i BUSINESS ERVICES I 
• I , TYPING I 
16,000 sq. ft. log structure for I *VOICE PAGERS. PHOTOCOPYING [ 
as low as $16,500. • I *24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE I 
FREE ESTIMATES 1~ 638.819S J 
Phone.  635-7400 j IB~#1-3230 Kalum St., Terrace: B.C., VeG 2N4 J 
I 
i 
H,.aUA,.n", B',.T,Na t ' 
'~  CONTRACTING SERVICES West Coast ~;~ mw~a~m~~l~ 
,nflemblo Boat nepairo Landsca_p_in._g _ ~  =. : . . ,m. . . .~ .0u .~.  
• Durable --  High Quality .AR~ a ou.wD wu0m Jcn 
Vulcanizing Repairs - - - - - - - -  - - - -  mum tmmem= 
' YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELER We specialize in conveyor belt DESIGN -- 11¢STALLATION 
installations, splicing, and repairs MAINTENANCE Jan Blake YAMAHA F0tlIEII qlImUCTII j SHmArm cam Um 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging COMMERCIAL-- RESIDENTIAL 635-2 572 = No. ~ • POWER PRODUCTS 
H • LAWN REJUVENATION ao2a mmpeoo Ores. I ~ d A  ~,rain A~.- l'.-r,.,,,,.,~ I
6584530 2,1 OUR SERVICE 638-0663 . PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP l'errm., e.G. 
-~ ~ . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " r ' . . . . . .  ' ~ I I  IT I I I I  " | [  I I I I1"  I I II I " I 
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COming even!is 
is avail~ble from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing 
Society office, corner:of Apsley Street and Lakelse 
Avenue, each•Wednesday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
The Skeena Valley Model Train Club meets every Mon,; 
day•night at 7:30 p.m. at 5010 AgarAvenue. Large layout 
under construction. Everyone welcomel 
Week of December 4 --  Financial problems? Free and" 
confidential assistance is available from a provincial 
government debt counsellor during the week • of Dec. 4. 
For an appointment' call 627.1364 in  Prince Rupert, 
638-3200 In Terrace and 632-6188 in Kitlmat. For further 
Information, contact Guy Pocklington, Ministry of 
Labour & Consumer Services at 660,3550. 
Wednesday, December 6 , Terrace Public Library 
presents "Travel Talk" for armchair travellers, or for 
those who really plan to "get up and.go"! Travel con- 
sultant Theresa Brinkac will show videos and sham 
some of her experiences in a series of informal talks 
about countries she •has visited." Tonight's topic is 
Hawaii. Time Is 7:30 p.m. Admission is free, everyone is 
welcome! Phone the library at 638.8177 for more infer- 
Ill mation. ~r,~ '~.  ~ , , .  i ~  __ - - _ _ . . " ~ , ¢ , ~  - 
~.."', .: : - .  ':- " Wednesday, December 6 - -  NOTICE TO GOLFERS: The ~ . ,  ~ • 
annual general meeting of the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country. Club will be held at 8 p.m. at the clubhouse. 
Wednesday, .• December 6 ~-A Christmas bazaar will be 
held at Veritas School gym, 4836 Straume Ave., Terrace, 
Kasai Pamons did a lot of work promoting motor-soccerwhile living at Anscombe House. from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. A light supper will be available 
Kasai (right) posed with two of his Anscombe Pacers team mates, Rick and Luke, for the (grill for hamburgers and hot dogs). 
November picture in the Arbutus Society for Children 1989 calendar. The picture appeared Dec. 7, 8 and 9 - -The  Terrace Little Theatre is pleased 
the same month Kasai's life was claimed by muscular dystrophy. ~ : . . . .  to present a revival of the English suspense thriller 
"Ladles In Retirement" by Edward Percy and Reginald 
Denham, directed by Ken Morton. This three-act play 
• Kasa i  Parsons  wasoriginally performed by the Terrace Little Theatre in 
a i !  " 1957..and will be appreciated by fans of traditional 
• d in  spite of it British melodrama. The six performances will be in the Attaining reams The first per- 
formance will be a two-for-one night. Editor's note: The recent Asante on his next visit to the Kasai's difficulty m getting ~: ~r:;McCoII Playhouse on Kalum St. at 6 p.m. 
"'Boot Drive" by Terrace and Yukon. around andhe wasstill able to Fdday, December 8 - -  The third Kitsumkalum Girl 
Dr.  Asante identified the visit family and friends in Ter- Guides will be holding a craft and bake sale from 6 to 9 
Thornhill firefighters focused local aitention on the fatal problem within minutes. After race on holidays, p.m. at the Terrace Shopping Centre. 
disease called muscular dys- putting Kasai through a few ex- Still, his condition worsened. Deeember 8 and 9 --  It,s a puppet show! l at the Terrace 
trophy. The mother of a local ercises of sitting, standing and In time, he couldn't hold, his Public Library on Friday at 7 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. 
head upright and had ~fftculty Come and see the Incredible adventures of "Molly the 
.~ , t O teenager who died"a month ag walking, his mother learned of ~uscular dystrophy spoke to truth. Asante was certain that feeding himself. A year ago Whupple and  the  Giant". Admission is free and 
our staff reporter ecently. This Kasai was suffering from Kasai underwent another pain ' everyone Is welcome. For more information, please call 
muscular dystrophy; a devas- ful operation. Steelrods werein- the library at 63843177. 
is the story of Kasai Parsons. taring disease that kills its vic- serted in his back to help him sit Deeember 8and 9 - -  Mills MemoriaIHospital Auxiliary 
Kasai Parsons had a dream he tims in their mid to late teens. A upright. The results of this will beselling tickets for a Christmas draw. First prize is 
shared with Victoria Times- short ime later, tests confirmed operation, though,,  were a food basket, second prize a craft basket, third prize a 
Asante's diagnosis, dramatic. He could sit upright hand knit baby:crib cover. Tickets are on sale both days 
• from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Terrace Co-op. The draw will 
Colonist staff reporter Dour Kasai's condition gradually and, according to his .mother, 
Kelk a short while ago. "I want worsened and by the time he was his life was much more com- be held on Dee. 16 at  3 p.m. st the Hospital Gilt Shop. 
to  go to Las Vegas to present a Saturday, video of us piaying m tor- occer nine years old, he was cOnfined ~ fortablethan it had been before. Deeember 9 --  All Skeena NDP members are 
. to a wheelchair. At first; his To this point, you may have a Invited to a meeting with the executive of the Provincial 
to Jerry Lewis on his Labor Day wheelchair was a regular model, dismal picture of young K~ai • Skeena Riding Assoc. to discuss the  date o f  the 
telethon," he told Kelk. "We just need a donation of a couple He still had enough skength in Parsons' life. Watching friends nomination convention at 1:30 p.m. at the CPU Hall on 
of thousand ollars to do it." his arms to maneuver. But as the with muscular dystrophy die Enterprise Ave. in Kitlmat. For ~rther Information, call 
Kasai wasn't able to live out that disease progressed, movement while coping with the ultimate 632-5890 in Kitimat. .... 
became more and more difficult end of his own fatal affliction, Saturday, Deeember 9 - -  There will be a meeting of the 
dream, though. At the age of l6, and the hand-powered version realizing he was unable to fend B.C. Seniors' Games Society, Zone 10, at the Happy 
his life was claimed by " ' • Duchenne muscular dystrophy, was replaced with an electric for himself and living with un- Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St., Terrace, at I p.m. For fur- 
wheelchair. "He was really bearable pain much of the time ther information, contact Dorothy Cheyne at 632.3871, 
by Ted Straehan proud of that chair," recalls his these were facts: that couldn't Maxine Smallwood at 635-8648 or Shirley Cochrane at 
mother, "and his friends •were be.changed.But there is another 624-6885. 
Kasai was born in Dawson really envious of him." " ; sideto his story. One0f a bright Saturday, geeember 9 -  "Tools For Peace" donation 
Creek on Feb. 19, 1973. He was Muscular dystrophy 'con: young manwith the courage and day. Help build a new Nicaragua - -  10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in 
a healthybaby and "everything tinued to take its toll, however, determination to face each new the Skeena Mall. The • people of Nicaragua need 
looked fine" says his mother.- and in 1986 Kasai had.the first day. notebooks, safety gear, rubber boots,.-farm tools and 
But two years later it was ob- of several painful operations to Kasai was bright. He was Cash donations, For morn information or donation pick- 
vious there was something relieve the physical distortion always an "A"  student.., even up, call Frances at 635-2436 or Nancy at 638.6393. 
wrong. For one thing, he caused bythe disease: Following whenhe missed months of Sunday, December 10 -- Closing date for tickets for 
couldn't run. When he tried, it each of these operations, KaSai school due to an operation. And Choices Christmas party to be held at the Arena• ban- 
was more like a fast walk. And would spend several months Kasaihadapleasingpersonaiity. quet room at 6 p.m. (dinner and dance) on Dec. 16. 
stairs were also a problem. "He dealing with splints or a cast. He attracted friends in droves. Tickets are available at Terrace & District office, 2- 3215 
would fall down a lot," This caused him even greater He was also a great organizer Eby Street, phone 635-7863. 
remembers his mother. And in difficulty in getting around. He and spent he last year of his life Saturday, December 16 -- Mills Memorial Hospital Aux- 
time, she says, "He began to slowly recovered after each of organizing and managing a illary will be holding their draw at the Hospital Gift Shop 
look like an old man." these operations, but to a lesser game called "motor-soccer". at 3 p.m. First price Is a food basket, second prize a craft 
• The family moved to White- degree each time, and soon Motor-soccer is a cross between basket, 3rd prize a hand knit baby crib cover. Members 
horse when Kasai was about two Kasai required 24-hour care. He football and soccer played by of the Ladles' Auxiliary would like to thank all those who 
years old and a general prac- required assistance ven to roll four-member teams. It was in- supported them by buying raffle tickets. 
ticioner there asked if there was over in bed. vented by Wayne Johnson about Tuesday, December 19 -- Friends and Families of 
a family; history of muscular So at the age of 13, Kasai was eight years ago. Johnson was a = Schizophrenics Support Group will be meeting at 7:30 
dystrophy. But there wasn't, moved to Anscombe house, a resident of Anscombe house, at p.m, In the Mills Memorial Hospital psych conference 
. After several more questions, special care unit at Queen Alex- the time and has since died. room. Contact Mental Health at 635-3325 for further in- 
and still unsure of the nature of andra Hospital in Victoria. "He Under Kasai's guidance, formation. 
Kasai 's problem, the doctor wasn't too happy with this a t  motor-soccer became a signifi- December 20 and 21 --  Centennial Christian School 
taped'his overlapping toes apart, first," says his mother, "but he cant sport in the lives of many presents the Christmas musical, "The Inn Kaper", on 
This treatment didn't help and had so much more freedom disabled young people. Kasai the 20th at 1:30 p.m. and at 7:30 p.m. on the 21st In the 
unsatisfied with the family dec. there and soon made several put a new energy into the sport, school gym at 3608 Sparks St. in Terrace. Small chiidren 
tor~ his mother made an friends." She explains that Hedesigned T-shirts, raised welcome. 
appointment O. see Terrace- Anscombe House was designed funds and organized tours. "He 
bas~ ~dfiatric~an Dr,: K,O. for young: people who shared ,  continued on page 16A ............................... .... 
• .. . ._ . - . : ,  
Review 
lot. drug'::. p-rog:ram --:to aid s.eniors 
_ Clinic? 
by Bet ty  B=rton 
It gives seniors an opportunity 
to have all their prescription and 
non-prescription medications re- 
viewed by a volunteer phar- 
macist, free of charge. During a 
one-to-one consultation phar- 
macists willcounsel seniors on 
-possible adverse effects of their 
medications. The medications 
will be reviewed to determine if 
they might interact negatively. 
Locally, each pharmacy in 
Terrace ensures that they don't 
dispense interactive drugs to in- 
dividual customers. But it is 
possible that two unrelated 
pharmacies could dispense inter- 
active medications. If drugs are 
found to interact, the volunteer 
will call the senior's doctor to 
discuss the possible problem. 
The volunteer pharmacists will 
give them safety tips for medica- 
tion use and storage. Also, if the 
medication is expired or its use 
unknown, the patient will be ad- 
vised. Then, it is up to the senior 
to decide what to do with it. No 
medications will be confiscated. 
After the consultation, each 
senior will receive a copy of his 
or her recommendations. A 
copy will also be sent to data 
analyzers in the lower main- 
land. 
Terrace is one of six commu- 
nities chosen to pilot this pro- 
gram. The Brown Bag Clinic 
program is one of the local com- 
munity initiatives developed 
:under the Seniors' Drug Action 
Program. The Seniors' Drug Ac- 
tion Program received three- 
year funding of $'/90,000 from 
the Ministry of Labour and 
Consumer Services' TRY (The 
Responsibility is Yours) Pro- 
gram. 
The Seniors' Drug Action 
Program is designed to meet two 
goals: to promote safe use of 
prescription and non-prescrip- 
tion drugs by seniors, and to en- 
courage health professionals tO 
help by appropriate prescription 
Terrace 
students 
among 
UVic grads 
Two women from Terrace 
were among the 55"/ students 
who received degrees at the 
University of Victoria fall con- 
vocation ceremonies Nov. 25. 
Suzanne Urbanczyk earned a 
Master of Arts degree and Dian- 
na Lorenzon earned her 
Bachelor of  Education degree. 
At the same ceremony special 
recognition was given to 
Nanaimo resident Dr. Daniel B. 
Quayle for his work in shellfish 
aquaculture, with the award of 
an honorary Doctor of Science 
degree, Contemporary Cana- 
dian sculptor Ezla Mayhew 
received an honorary Doctor of 
Fine Arts degree. Two of May- 
hew's masstve bronzes stand in 
the university's quadrangle. 
The degrees were presented by 
University chancellor Dr, 
Wil It~ Gibson, 
• " . ,  . 
dispensing and momtoring prac- cists have already expressed an projects, the Seniors' Resources no date has yet been serf or the 
rices. 
The Brown Bag Clinic was 
launched in Victoria on Nov, 23 
in conjunction with Drug 
Awareness Week. Chilliwack 
and North Vancouver have 
already commenced their pilot 
Brown Bag Clinics. 
Communities were selected to 
pilot the Brown Bag Clinics bas- 
ed on the availability of 
volunteer pharmacists. This was 
coordinated through the B.C. 
pharmacists Society. Terrace 
interest in getting involved. 
Northern Healthcare pharma- 
cist Tammy Torigiia, aided by 
Patty Chapman at Northern 
Drugs, will be local pharmacists 
to coordinate the program. 
Logistics are presently being or- 
ganized. Tammy was recently in- 
volved in an audio conference 
with the Ministry of Health and 
pharmacists in the other pilot 
communities. They discussed 
protocol, paper work and ideas 
to make the Brow n Bag Clinic as 
has no shortage of pharmacists, beneficial as possible to the 
willing to donate their time to seniors in each community. 
conduct the program: most of Although the Ministry of 
Terrace's 12 full-time pharma- Health is organizing the pilot 
and Research Society will be ac- 
ting as the umbrella organiza- 
tion for the Brown Bag Clinics. 
They will be recruiting local 
agencies or organizations to co- 
ordinate the pilot one-day 
Brown Bag Clinics. Tammy 
says_that Terraceview Lodge 
has expressed an interest in 
hosting the program in Terrace. 
Geniene Sutherland, manager of 
resident services, confirmed this 
and hopes that the clinic can be 
cofiducted out of Terraceview. 
According to Dr. Kim 
McEwan, coordinator of the 
Seniors' Drug Action Program, 
program launch in Terrace. 
They want to a~sess the data of 
the first three pilot clinics and 
then organize the other three, in- 
cluding Terrace, before March 
31, 1990. 
pt  ~ 
Seniors should be aware that 
the Clinicis coming - -  they will 
have to register in advance. 
Tammy Toriglia says that more 
information will be forthcoming 
in the new year. Posters will 
advertise the Brown Bag Clinic 
at the Happy Oang Centre, Ter- 
raceview and other locations 
around Terrace. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Active Auto Brokers, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff Services. 
Repossessions, estate, legals, 
cars, trucks, motorhomes, boats. 
Call Mr. Price (only),(604)434- 
1819. D5476. 
No money down O.A.C. Lease/ 
buy any new/used car or truck. 
Deal direct with factory broker. • 
Call collect NOW. (604)250- 
6653. D6099. 
Just remember..."VW's cost less" 
at Captlano VW, 1151 Marine 
DAve, Nodh Vancouver. Phone 
g85-0694or collect 1-800-6~.~ 
9349. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even spare 
time. No money or experience. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, do Cdn. 
Smag Business Inst. Dept W1, 
1140 Bellamy Rd. N. #1, Scarbor- 
ough, Ontario M1H 1H4. 
MAKES500. a day + in your own 
Laser business. Only $6295. 
Llghllaser Technology Inc. 1-800- 
661-8786. 
Well established retail sporting 
goods in a good location down- 
town Houston, B.C. Serious In- 
quiries. Paradise Sports. Phone 
(604) 845-2892 or after 6:30 p.m. 
~=:(so4)845.2515.  
LAUNCH a global marketing net- 
work from your kitchen table. 
Earn Income 24 hours a day. Low 
Investment, no selling or inven- 
tory. Dept. #F. LIFESTYLE = Free 
Ume + Income. Earn an exception- 
ally large Income while helping. 
Dept. #M. 1009 Lakewood Rd. N, 
Edmonton, AB. T6K 8B1. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
Erotic mall order lingerie. Cata- 
logues love aids catalogues 
$3.00 each. Great prices, d scre- 
tion assured. Specify which cala- 
Iogue and forward request to: 
Secrets Romantic Fashions, 
3621 Idaho Place, Campbell 
River, B.C. vgw 6YO. (604)923- 
8172. 
LOVENEST. "ORDER BY MAIL". 
- Lovers' Toys, Sexy Novelties. -
- $4. colour celalogue. Love Nest; 
161 East 1st. Street, Nodh Van- 
couver, B.C. V7L 1B2. (604)987- 
1175. See this ad every other 
week. 
Divorce? No consent of spouse or 
coud appearance. Just 5-15 
weeks; $69.95 plus costs. Free 
literature. Same system since 
1970. As heard on CKNW. DI- 
vorcervice, 201-1252 Burrard, 
Vancouver, 1-687-2900. Frsn- 
ddses available. " 
EDUCATION 
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR PI- 
ANO OR ORGAN. New home 
study course. Fast, easy method. 
Guaranteedl FREE Information, 
W~e: Studio 30, 3284 Bouchede 
Road; Kelowna, B.C, V1Z 2H2, 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than gO Newpapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Assodalion 
and reach more than 1,400,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
$159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
Terrace Review at 635.7840 
EDUCATION 
CONSIDER A GREAT CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY. Be another 
successlul graduate of our FIT 
PROFESSIONAL COOKS 
TRAINING PROGRAM. Full 
Government Funding. Classes 
slad April 9, 1990. PIERRE 
DUBRULLE CULINARY 
SCHOOL, 1522 W. 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4R8. 
(604)738.3155. 
Earn your cedificatel Learn in- 
come tax preparation or basic 
bookkeeping by correspondence, 
For free brochures, no obligation, 
contact U & R Tax Services, 205- 
1:]45 Pemblna Highway, Win- 
nlpeg, Manitoba, R3T 2B6. 1-800- 
665-5144. Enquire about exclu- 
sive franchise territories. 
FOR SALE MlSC 
Lighting fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. Whole- 
sale and retail. Free catalogue 
available. Norburn Ughting 
Centre, 4600 East Hastlngs 
Street, Bumaby,B.C.V5C 2K5. 
Phone: (604)299-0666. 
Unique Canadian gifts including 
beautiful Loonle Bank and new 
children's adventure(s). Prices 
$4.95 to $25.00. Free catalogue. 
Hurry for Christmas. Dane Re- 
sources, Depadment BG, 1248 
Fort St. Victoria, B.C. V8V 3L2. 
Warehouse full of new and used 
desks, chairs, file cabinets,cratls 
supplies, household furniture,' 
antiques and coliectables, whole- 
sale and retail. Metrotown Liqul- 
daters, 5329 Imperial, Burnaby. 
(604) 437-6612 
Adhritic pain? Aching back? Stiff 
joints? Sleeping hands? "Beulah 
Oil" helpsll Brochure/information, 
$2. from: Beulah Land, Box 1086, 
Podage La Prairie, Manitoba 
R1N 3C5. 
Stop dreaming about riches and 
freedoml Booklet $2.00. Can be 
applied to any further purchases. 
Dane Resources, Depadment 
B03, 1248 Fod Street, Victoria, 
B.C. V8V 3L2. 
GARDENING 
Gardening Sale. Save big on all 
your greenhouse and hydroponic 
gardening needs. Save up to 25% 
on Rockwo01Halides Irom $142, 
Call Toll Free 1-800.663-5619. 
Free Shlpplng Program. Weslem 
Water Farms. # 103, 20120--64th 
Ave, Langley, BC V3A 4P7 
HEALTH 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Since 
1973, offering high quality-lowest 
prices on Vitamins, Minerals, 
Herbs, Body Building andWelght 
Loss, Supplements, Hair Treat- 
ment, Skin Care and More. FREE 
CATALOGUE. Write: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, DEPT, B.C,15, 
260 S.W. Marine Drive, V5X 2R5, 
1-800-663-0747. In Vancouver, 
321-7000. 
HELP WANTED 
Slngles/cot~ples. Complete gov- 
ernment-approved Building Man- 
agers Correspondence Cedili- 
cats course for apts/condos/ 
t'hses/mini-storage. Guaranteed 
Placement Assistance. RMTI, 
901-700 W. Pender, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6C 1G8 (604)681-5456. 
EXPERIENCED NEWS EDITOR 
required. Salary $24,000 plus 
and other benefits. Replyin wrlt- 
Ing only with complete resume to 
Tha Publisher, Merritt Herald, Box 
9, Merritt, B.C. V0K 2B0. 
• : .  "L J 
Overseas positions..Hundre~s of
top-paying positions. All occupa- 
tions. Attractive benefits. Free 
details. Overseas Employment 
Services, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3P 3C7. 
The North Island C-,azette, an 
award winning weekly newspa, 
per, is looking for a repoder to 
handle spods and other general 
assignment duties. This would be 
an Ideal position for a recent jour- 
nalism school graduate. Reply 
with resume to; North Island 
Gazette, Box 458, Pod Hardy, 
B.C. V0N 2P0. 
Career In newspaper sales. Ex- 
perienced saiesperson'required 
to be pad of aggressive sales 
team. Please send resume to: 
The Lethbrldge Herald, Box 670, 
Lethbrldge, Alberta. T1J 8Z7. 
Attenllon: Clarence Wieeman. 
"NANNIES NEEDED". Positions 
throughout the Lower Mainland 
torNannles. Training available 
one evening per week. Good 
salary and working conditions. 
BRITISH NANNIES PLUS. 
(604)682-2113. 
Working Manager for Intedor B.C. 
sawmill cutting 25M FBM per day. 
Must be willing to millrlght and 
supervise crew of 10. Vehicle and 
full benefit package provided. 
Send resume indicating salary 
expected. Sawmill, Box 160, 
Salmon Arm, B.C. V1E 4N4. 
Interior Chrysler Dealer requires 
experienced mechanic. Qualified 
applicants will receive top pay, lull 
benefits including pension and 
good working environment. Call 
Jino al (604)374-4477. 
The Langley Times has an Imme- 
diate opening for a full-time gen- 
eral news repealer. There now 
exists an oppodunity to join one of 
the fastest growing papers in the 
Metro Valley Newspaper group. 
Applicants are preferred to have 
at least two years experience in 
the reporting field, with both lay- 
out and photogrsphtc skills. Gen- 
eral news reporting duties will 
include council and coud cover- 
age, as well as feature writing. 
Other editorial tasks will also be 
required, The successful candi- 
date will be required to reside in 
the Langley area. Please reply In 
confidence to: Mel Kasitaky, Edi- 
tor, Langley Times, P.O. Box 
3097, Langley, B.C. V3A 4R3. 
HELPWANTED" 
WANTED 2 experienced licensed 
Real Estate Salespersons for 
active office in Port Hardy, Van. 
couver Island. Please reply to 
Bayvlew Realty Ltd., Box 2454, 
Pod Hardy, B.C. V0N 2P0 or call 
949-8212. 
PERSONALS 
Body? Mind? Splrit? Who are you 
really? Call Dlanetlce Hotlina 1- 
8OO-367-8788. 
Back pain sulferersl i,;~,a 
orthopedic back support bert ~- 
flstes to relieve back ache 
Award winning Canadian •ews- quickly. Lets you sit, stand, walk, 
paper hasan Immediate opening even golf without pain. Fits corn- 
for an editor. Strong wdllng,1ollO- fodably under clothing. Great for 
tography and communication standing long periods. Free de- 
skilLs needed.' Minimum 5 years tails write; A i r - 'g~ Bell, Box 
journalism experience. Great 5093-C, Station B, Victoria, B.C. 
opportunity for the dght Individual. , VaR 6N3. 
Resume to: Publisher, Salmon [ 
Arm Observer, Box 550, Salmon I Christmas Ideas. Cco~,  
Arm, B.C. VIE 4N7. " .... °~l :~hard-t~-~et ' ingredlbn~ts; l~s to 
I learn new cuisines. For free mall 
immeoJme openings in a, areas ol I order brochure wdte to gnallv 
telephone, clerical, mailing, ad- I Cook ing~; ,  421-810 West ~ 
dressing and general duties. All J why v,,,,,~,,,,., vK7aP.o 
training provided. No need to " "  . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
leave present job. No experience 
needed. Choose hours, work PETS & LIVESTOCK 
from home or our office. House- 
wives and studenls weloxne. For 
application write: Research & 
Development, #S4-738 Madne 
Drive, North Vancouver, B.C. 
VTM 1H3. 
ATTENTIONI Make $300. + per 
month at home. Turn TRASH into 
CASH. Become a Refunder. 
Send sell-addressed stamped 
envelope: Refund Specialist, Box 
108, Horsefly, B.C. VOL 1L0. 
Web Pressman M/F. Full-time 
and part-time help required for 
fast gi'owing publishing house. 
1st & 2nd pressman and press 
helpers required. Opportunities 
for advancement, good wages 
and working environment. For 
appointments call (604)591-8622 
or resume to Westbound Publish- 
Ing, 13281 Comber Way, Surrey. 
V3W 5V8. 
B.C. wide career oppodunity. 
Optical Company has a six month 
dispenser training position avail- 
able in Penticton for mature per- 
son. The expedence will prepare 
one for a management position in 
the Interior of B.C. Training wage 
$5.50 perhour. References, ee- 
pedally from sales jobs, and resu- 
mes to: Box 132, Williams Lake 
Tribune. V2G 1 Ya. 
A Sales Dream. Multl-mlllion dol- 
lar national firm seeks 2 represen- 
tatives in your area. Candidates 
selected will enjoy incomes of 
$1,500-$2,000 weeMy. Individu- 
als applying should be available 
Immediately for placement. Call 
(416)756-2111 or(416)756-7796 for 
your confldenllal Interview. 
MACHINERY 
1979 TD15C Internatlor~l tractor. 
Purchased new In 1982. Angle 
and tilt blade, free spool winch. 
Only 200 hours on rebuilt motor 
and finals. New undercarriage 
1988. $59,000.00. Phone 1-395- 
4449. 
GOOSE NECK STOCK traiiem, 
factory authodzed sale. 16 X 6 X 
6'8"H $5,195. (Farm). Other sizes 
also. Traiiertsnd Sales & Service 
Ltd. (403)291-3767, Sale ends 
Dee. 15/89. 
Wrinkle PuPplas, Chinese Shar. 
Pei, purebred, registeredl cham- 
pion American blood lines. Males 
$950., Females $1200. Photos, 
Information: (604)478-5431 eve- 
nings. Pet Palace, 60 Highland, 
R.R. #6, Victoria, B.C, VaX 8X2. 
REALEBTATE 
160 acres, house, barn, outbuild. 
ings, south el Houston, B.C. 
$65,000. Sawmill, skidder, 
loader, foddilt, fuel tanks, water 
tanks, and misc. $45,000. Buy 
property and equipment only 
$95,000. (604)845-2505, Box 
471, Houston, B.C. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and Injury claims. 
Joel A. Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
years. Call collect, (604)736- 
5500, Vancouver. If no recovery, 
no fee. No Yukon enquldes. 
ICBC INJURY CLAIMS? Call 
Dale Cart-Harris - 20 years atrial 
lawyer with five years medical 
school before law. 0-669-4922 
(Vancouver). Experienced in 
head injury and other major 
claims. Percentage lees avail- 
able. 
Air brakes course $60. Truck, 
bus, van training. Full course or 
houdy rentals. Enquire about our 
new cedilication program. Bum- 
aby, B.C. 291-2255, Surrey, B.C., 
• 581-7594, 
TRAVEL 
SKIERS: Lake •Louise, Canada's 
favodte, has ski and stay pack. 
ages from only $29Jday (quad 
occupancy, minimum 3 days, 
White Sale). Other packages 
available. 1-800-363-0003. 
' " ° '  VICTORIA B.C.,TheADMI. 
RAL MOTEL '°**° Rne Acoom. 
modation ovedooking the beauti. 
ful Hatoour. Housakeeldng Units, 
reasonable rates and friendly, 
personal attention from laml|~; 
dwnsrs, CAA recommended. 257 
BeUeville Street, Vidorle, B.C, 
V8V 1X1 (604)388-6267, 
Vednesday, De~ember 6, 1989 . 
LASSIFiLED 
CLASSIFIED I 
AD .RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
. Terrace, B.C. 
: V8G IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
kll classified and classified 
Usplsy ads must be prepaid 
)y either cash, Visa or 
~lustercard. When phoning 
a ads, please have your card 
=umber and expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preced!ng publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads 'for the 
~,-i~-e of three. Savings of 
.,4 50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASS IF IED-  D ISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only.~Non-com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
] one inch. 
jt @t 
CLASSIFIEDS 
$25,000 per year, part ime, your own 
business. For appointment call 
David at 635-4618. tfnc 
~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Terrace Campus isseeking a 
P~.RT TIME INSTRUCTOR 
MATHEMATICS 131 
(introduction to Statistics) 
This tempoiary, part-time position will commence 
January 9, 1990 and run until April, 1990. 
The position will be subject to the conditions of the 
agreement between CUPE Local 2409 and the College. 
Qualified applicants will hold a Masters degree in a 
I 
DRIVERS NEEDED 
Cash Daily for small dehvery service 
in Terrace and Kitlmat, Car necessary. 
$100.00 a day 
Call Michael t 
635-4595 
relevant discipline and have teaching experience 
preferably in a post secondary institution. 
Please send resume and curriculum vitae to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Community College, 
5331 McConnell Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4C2 I 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (Terrace) [ 
HOME AND SCHOOL COORDINATOR 
, I  
Applications are invited for a half-time home & school 
coordinator position for the Terrace area secondary 
schools. The successful applicant would become a 
member of C.U.P.E. Local 2831 and the salary range is 
between $10.42 and $14.43 per hour depending upon 
qualifications and training. 
The primary duties of this position are (1)to assist the 
principal and staff i!n enhancing the liaison between 
Native • Students, their parents, Native bands, and the 
school; and, (2) to assist Native students in successful- 
ly completing their studies. 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: (1) Intimate knowledge 
and understanding of the Native Indian culture and 
heritage. (2) Ability to relate to the various Native In- 
dian groups within the immediate area, both status and 
non-status. (3) Access to a vehicle and possessionof a 
valid B.C. Drivers License. 
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: (1) Previous ex- 
perience and/or training in a counselling role. (2) 
Previous experience working in a liaison position bet- 
ween home and school. 
APPLICATONS SENT TO: Mr. A Scruton, Director of In- 
struction (Special Services), School District No. 88 (Ter- 
race), 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 3E9. 
CLOSING DATE: DECEMBER 13, 1989. 
CHRISTMAS MONEY 
Make up to $15 an hour working hours 
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Guaranteed wages & bonuses 
Call Michael 
635-4595 
Babysitter with own transportation 
needed for casual evening and 
weekend work in Copper River 
Estates. Good wage. Experience 
with special needs children would 
be helpful. Call Mike at 635.7840 
days, 635-4810 evenings, tfnp 
Babysitter required in Thornhlll area 
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., on 
call, for a one.year-old Old, Non. 
smoker preferred, References re- 
quired, Phone 638-0272, 12/6p 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Required - -An  investment minded person(s) desiring 
self.employment in: 
LOSS PREVENTION CONSULTING 
SECURITY SERVICES 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS 
-Smail Financial Investment 
. Large Time Commitment 
Successful interested party(s) must qualify through 
Government standards, Write: OMEGA PROTECTION 
SERVICES, P.O, Box 2623, PRINCE GEORGE~ B.C,, V2N 
12113o 
4T5, : 
MOVING OUT SALE 
DINING TABLE with 4 Chairs, 1 leaf extends to seat 6; 
$175.00.2 DOOR FRIDGE almond colored, immaculate condi- 
tion; $500.00.36" RANGE, almond colored, Black Glass Front, 
Self-C~ean oven;S500.00. WASHER AND DRYER, almond col. 
:or, 2 ~peed washer, both heavy duty. Both in excellent condi- 
tion; $700.00. PIANO, Older Model "Heintzman" Upright in 
good condition; $1,500.00. COUCH AND LOVE SEAT, Dark 
Brown Print Upholstery, very comfortable, the pair for 
$600.00.5 POINT HUDSON'S BAY BLANKET, Queen size, very 
warm; $50.00. LARGE HANGING PLANT in Rust Colored 
Macrame Hanger; $30.00. Lawn-mower, gas, works; $20.00. 
Yard tools, shovels, w:akes, pick, hose, sprinklers etc.; $25.00. 
Black and white T.V., still works; $10.00. Fire Place Tools, 
Wood Handles, Black Wrought Iron; $25.00. Two Older Model I 
Stereos, both with turntables, one with 8.track; Any Offer. | 
Book Case full of good reading; Any Offer. [ 
PHONE 635-4884 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
lxS  
r-J c.A..=~ r' 
lxSlxB' 
1xS, 1xB, 1x10 
. Rough 
• Plain 
* Timbers 
* Seams 
. Round 
Fence Poets 
. Other 
Fencing 
Material 
Z~ u VT It G ~ ~ Cedar 
. Pine 
lX4 lx6  . . . . . . .  . Cottonwood 
2x4. or x6, or x8....Cedar a SPF 
" lx3 ... ~ . '  Hemlock 
C0mpetative Pricesl 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
BOX7 842-5660 Hazelton. B.C. 
TERRACE DRUGS 
All fixtures must 
be sold. Phone 
Alan Dubeau at 
635.7274 
Two one-way plane tickets for sale, 
Terrace to Vancouver, on Canadian 
One 84Hndlt Franklin fireplace, small 
alrtlght wood stove, varloue and 
mlscellaneoua lengths of chimney, 
raln cap and plenum, between two 
and three cords of mlxed blrch, 
alder, Jackplne and hemlock 
firewood, seasoned for four years. 
Entlre package, $200. Call 635-7840 
days, 635-4810 evenlngs, ask for 
Mlke. tfnp 
DIAPERS INDISPOSABLE "-Form 
fitting, 100percent cotton flannel- 
ette with adjustable velcro fasten. 
era. Exclusive extra absorbent 
center. Environmentally friendly, 
time-saving, comfortable and 
economical. Phone 638-1204. 12/6p 
Outdoor table with umbreila 1, $65. 
2/27p Phone 535-4144. 
1984 Daytona; 2.2L, turbo, 5 Speed, 
ps, pb, pw, power mirrors, cruise, air, 
sunroof,'AMIFM cassette, ex, cond. 
Asking $8,495. Phone 635-3553. 
12/13p 
1978 Chrysler New Yorker;, black, 2 
door, HT, 400, 4 bbl, fully loaded ex- 
cept sunroof, no rust, clw equalizer 
towing package, totally mint. Asking 
$5,495. Phone 635-3553. 12/13p 
Super Ornngel Tenor Sex; Reg. & 
Berg Lareen Metal mouthpiece. 
Reeds, parts, pads, strap & carrying 
case. Excellent condition. Asking 
$700. Phone 638-0750. 12/6p 
Queen size water bed with all 8c- 
cessorlee Included. Excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $250 OBO. Phone 
638-1845. 12/6p 
One pair Bauer all-star hockey 
skates, barely used one season, size 
10,/=. New $150. Asking $50. Ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 635.6971, 
international Air. De0. 10 for a child, 12/6p 
$45; Dso. 16 for an adult, $95. Phons 19T/Chev 4x4, spoked wheeis. $8._95 
635-1776or638-1626. 12/6p or best offer. Phone635-3653, l~p  
q~ . . . . . . . .  
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For Sale, 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
Attention Dlversl Assorted new div- 
Ing equipment. Great gift Ideas. Sell- 
I= g for half the purchase price. 
Phone 638-1626. 12/6p 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
Industrial Building; 10,000 sq. ft. 
Highway 16 and Kalum Lake Drive ..... 
Four double doors, lunch room, 
downstairs and upstairs offices. 
Reasonable rent. To view. contact :  
Karrer Holdings 
" 847-4440 
I 
FOR RENT 
,1 ;  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
.k Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635.5224 
Looking for a purebred female 
American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers to breed with a purebred 
male American Pit Bull Terrier with 
papers. Phone 635-7840, ask for 
Mark. 11129p 
Wanted to rent as soon as possible, 
responsible mother of two looking 
for a two or threebedroom house or 
trailer. Natural gas heat preferably. 
Phone 638-1134 and leave a 
message or 635-5507 as soon as 
possible. _ ~ n ___12/8.p 
Skemna 
FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635.3355. 
one.bedroom trailer, natural gas, 
four appliances, adults only, no 
pets. $400 per month. Deposit and 
references required. Phone 
635-5786. 12/6p 
LOGGING CONTRACT 
Skeena Cellulose Inc., a fully in- 
tegrated subsidiary of REPAP 
Enterprises, is accepting pro- 
posals from qualified contrac- 
tors to log 20,000 cubic metres 
of timber within their Tree Farm 
Licence. Proposals should pro- 
vide for tractorlskidder opera. 
tions to begin no later than Jan- 
uary 8, 1990 and completed by 
March 15, 1990. 
Interested contractors are in. 
vited to reply with a resume and 
a list of equipment owned or 
directly controlled by their firm 
to: SKEENA CELLULOSE INC., 
P.O. Box 3000, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 4C6. Attention: R.C. Ross, 
Operations Manager. 12/6c 
LOST: Sometime at the beginning of 
November; one black bill-fold wallet: 
containing all I.D., Indian Status I.D. 
and other Important papers. Phone 
635-9759 and ask for Debble or leave 
a message. 12/6nc 
Kelum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
pert-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
• M~ndoys from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 s.m. to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard Is located In the 
Skeene Health Unit, 34t2 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the foilowlng numbers: 635-2122 or 
83.~7941, 11129p 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. 592571 to 
Lot 8 District Lot 615 Range 5 
Coast District Plan 3904 Parcel 
Identifier 011-719.010 
WHEREAS, proof of loss o f  
Duplicate Certificate of Title No. 
592571 to the above described 
land, Issued in the name(s) of 
Mildred Johnson has been filed 
In this office, notice Is I]ereby 
given that I shall, at the expira- 
tion date of two weeks from the 
date of first publication hereof, 
Issued a Provisional Certificate 
of Title in lieu of the said 
Duplicate, unless in the mean- 
tirne valid objection be made to 
me in writing. 
DATED at the Land Title Office, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. this 28th day 
of November, 1989. 
Terry Dinnell 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
,December 6, 1989. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
( •  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORES1;S 
NOTICEINVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
PULPWOOD AGREEMENT 
Forest Act  
(Section 34) 
TAKE I~OTICE that interested 
persons are invited to submit 
one or more applications to the 
Minister of Forests for a non-re- 
placeable pulpwood agreement 
with a term of 25 years, utilizing 
wood residues, pulp logs, pulp 
quality timber stands and decid. 
uous stands from all or part of 
Pulpwood Area No. 17. 
The maximum annual volume of 
pulp quality timber stands 
available for harvest in the 
Pulpwood Area is as follows: 
Kalum (north) TSA 100,000 m = 
Kalum (soOth) TSA 40,000 m = 
Kisplox TSA 250,000 mS; Bulkle 
TSA 0 mS; Morice TSA 75,000 m3; 
Lakes TSA 75,000 m3; TFL 51 
11,000 m3; TFL 1 72,000 m ~ 
The primary objectives of a 
pulpwood agreement are as 
follows: (a) to create employ- 
ment and community stability; 
and (b) to utilize in a Mill, wood 
fibre that is not being utilized by 
existing mills. 
Applications must be received 
by the Minister of Forests at Vic- 
toria, B.C. on or before 15:30 
hours on February 15, 1990, and 
include a proposal for "conti- 
nuance, expansion or establish- 
ment of one or more Mill(s). 
Complete applications will be 
available for public viewing for a 
period of 4 weeks beginning on 
March 1, 1990, at the offices of: 
Timber Harvesting Branch 
Ministry of Fd~ests . . . .  
1450 Government Street 
Victoria, B.C., V8W 3E7 
Phone: 387.8472 
Regional Manager 
Prince Rupert Forest Region 
3726 Alfred Street Bag 5000 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Phone: 847.7545 
Bulkley Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
3793 Alfred Avenue 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Phone: 847.7555 
Kalum Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
310. 4722 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1R6 
Phone: 638.3290 
Kispiox Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
West Highway 62 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0 
Phone: 842.6581 
Lakes Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
185 Yellowhead Highway 
Burns Lake, B.C. V0J 1E0 
Phone: 692.7515 
Morice Forest District 
Ministry of Forests 
3429- 10th Street 
Houston, B.C. V0J lZ0 
Phone: 845.7712 
A public hearing will be held in 
Smithers starting May 9, 1990, 
by the Minister of Forests, or his 
designate. Any person may 
make a submission respecting 
these applications. Persons In. 
tending to make a submission 
must notify the Ministry of 
Forests and supply 10 copies of 
their submission to the Minister 
at 1450 Government Street, Vic. 
torlal B.C. V8W 3E7, at least 14 
clays prior to the hearing date. 
Applications forms and further 
particulars may be obtained 
from: Timber Harvesting Branch, 
Ministry of Forests, 1450 
Government Street, Victoria, 
B.C. V8W 3E7 or Regional 
Manager, Prince Rupert Forest 
Region, Ministry of Forests, 3728 
Alfred Avenue, Smlthers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0. 12/8 & 12/20c 
I t 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
• NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
HAS FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING: 
1 only, 1983 Chevrolet 23 passenger school bus 
Bids are to be made in writing to: B. Griffin, Purchasing 
Agent, School District No. 88 (Terrace), 3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 3E9. 
Bids will be accepted until t2  noon December 18,1989. The 
highest or any bid not necessarily accepted: 
Call 635.4931 local 205 for appointment o view. 
l'here is a reserve bid of $3,500.00 on this vehicle. It is a condi- 
tion of sale that the vehicle be repainted if it is purchased for 
a non school use. 12113c 
PROVINCE OF | ~ iL I r l  MINISTRY OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA ~ TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Project No. B.427g 
This project is located and commences at Jassee Street, Kitamaat 
Village and progresses in a northerly direction for a distance of 0.6 
kilometres, terminating on the existing road approximately 65 metres 
before the boundary of D.L 98. 
The work consists of: clearing, grubbing and burning; installation of 
culverts; creek diversion and placement of riprap; excavation and 
construction of enbankments, to subgrade, including the disposal of 
unsuitable materials; construction of a 57.8 m, 14.2 m wide (including 
two pedestrian sidewalks), 2-span prestressed concrete stringer 
bridge, supported on 2 abutments and one pier all on steel pipe piles; 
production, haul and placement of base and surfacing gravel; 
removal and haul of existing pavement o stockpile; paving including 
the Installation of the concrete roadside barrier and sidewalk fence, 
removal and salvage of the existing Acrow bridge; clean up and 
vacate site. 
Documentation including reduced sized drawings are available for 
the sum of $35.00 and Full Sized drawings are $25.00 extra. 
Tenders will be opened on: Tuesday, December 19, 1989 at 2:00 p.m. 
at 940 Blanshard St. Victoria, B.C. 387-1411. 
Tenders must be accompanied by. a Surety Bid Bond or Certified-, 
:' Dep(;slt Cheque in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders. v 
SEALED TENDERS, complete in accordance with the Instructions to 
Bidders on the forms and In the envelopes provided, will be received 
by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways at 940 Blanshard 
Street, 4th Floor, Victoria, B.C., V8W 3E6, unless otherwise specified, 
up to 2 p.m. (local Victoria time) on the day of the tender opening, at 
which time tenders will be opened in public. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, and conditions 
of tender can be obtained from the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, 940 Blanshard Street, Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E6 (telephone 
387-1411), and for the convenience of lower mainland Contractors on- 
ly, from 7818 6th Street, Burnaby, B.C., V3N 4N8 (telephone 
660.8260), unless otherwise specified, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays. 
The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction" to 
which the construction of this contract shall conform, are also 
available for the sum of $40.00. 
Payment, as and when required, for project documentation ano 
Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction" can be 
made through any Highway District Office. 
Cheques and money orders shall be made payable to the Minister of 
Finance and Corporate Relations. No such purchases are refund- 
able. 
M.V. COLLINS 
DEPUTY MINISTER 
. . . .  I I  
PROVINCE OF 
~ )  BRITISH COLUMBIA ~ l~J  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
" "MIN ISTRY OF FORESTS - - - - 'MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TENDERS FOR 
T.S.L. A-34599 
Pursuant to section 16(3)(a) of 
the Forest Act, there will be of- 
fered by sealed tenders by the 
District Manager, TERRACE, 
B.C. at 11:30 a.m. on the 18th day 
of December, 1989 a Timber Sale 
Llcence to authorize the har- 
vesting of 11,973 cubic metres of 
timber located at Hoodoo Main- 
line. 
TERM: One (1) Year 
Bids can be accepted only from 
Small Business Forest Enter- 
prises as defined in the Regula- 
tions. 
This Ilcence will be awardeo 
under the provisions of Section 
16(3)(a) of the Forest Act which 
restricts bidding to persons 
registered In the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program 
Category One (1). 
Details of the proposed Timber 
Sale Ucence may be obtained 
from the District Manager at 200 
. 5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C, V8G 1 L1 as of November 30, 
_ 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TENDERS FOR 
T.S.L.A.34612 
Pursuant to section 16(3)(a) of 
the Forest Act, there will be of- 
fered by sealed tenders by the 
District Manager, TERRACE, 
B.C. at 09:30 a.m. on the 18th day 
of December, 1989 a Timber Sale 
Licence to authorize the harvest.' 
ing of 7,292 cubic metres of 
timber located at Goat Creek. 
TERM: One (1) Year 
Bids can be accepted only from 
Small Business Forest Enter. 
prises as defined in the Regula- 
tions. 
This Iicence will be awarded 
under the provisions of Section 
16(3)(a) of the Forest Act which 
restricts bidding to persons 
registered In the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program Cate- 
gory One (1). 
Details of the proposed Timber 
Sale Llcence may be obtained 
from the District Manager at 200 
- 5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1L1 as of November 30, 
1989. 
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The ' t s " . . . .  - . .  ": ~ :, 
by Allen Wootton 
The last month hasn't been a great one for observing the stars. 
Occasionally a few stars were visible and; as well, I was pleased 
to see Jupiter shining brightly through the clouds early in the 
m0rfiing a few times. It was easy to see because Earth and 
Jupiter are close now and getting closer. Jupiter reaches what is 
called opposition• on the night of December 26 and morning of 
the 27th. At this time it will be as close to us as is possible this 
year. . , ,  
UPITEWS ORBIT 
OPPOSTION 
The reason for this, and what is meant by opposition, can be I 
seen in the diagram I've included. The planets move around the 
Sun in orbits like those shown in the diagram. They move anti- [ 
clockwise as viewed from above the north pole of the solar 
system. The closer a planet is to the Sun, the faster it travels in 
its orbit. Just now the Earth is catching up to Jupiter. On the 
evening of December 26 the Sun, Earth and Jupiter will all be in -- 
a line; Jupiter will be in opposition. When the Sun sets Jupiter 
will rise, when Jupiter sets the Sun will be rising. This is the 
prime time for observing a planet hat is further from the Sun 
than the Earth. The planet is close and visible all night. 
The closer planets can't appear opposite to the Sun as viewed 
from the Earth. They only can appear at some angle on either 
side of the Sun. You can see why this is so from the diagram too. 
As the Earth rotates counter-clockwise, the Sun will set and the 
planet will become visible in the darkening sky. Then sometime 
later the planet will set too, because the observer's horizon will 
rotate along with the Earth until it blocks the view of the planet. 
But the inner planets travel faster than the Earth. They catch 
up; as they move closer to the line between the Earth and the Sun 
they.~set closer and closer to the time of sunset. This makes them 
harder to see. At the position called inferior conjunction, Where 
the planet and the Sun have the same apparent position in the 
sky as viewed from the earth, they can't be seen at all. When an 
inner planet passes the Earth-Sun line it becomes visible again, 
but this time in the morning. 
I have begun this month's article with an outline of the mo- 
tions of planets because an understanding of their motions makes 
observation of three planets especially interesting this month. One 
of these planets is, of course, Jupiter. It will be easy to see on 
any clear night from evening to morning during December, and it 
will be close to the Earth and thus it will appear especially bright 
and large. Look for it in the constellation Gemini. Don't forget 
to look at it with binoculars, too. With them you see four of 
Jupiter's moons. 
Venus and Mercury will be interesting to watch this month. 
Venus will be very bright, even brighter than Jupiter, but because 
its orbit is inside the Earth's, it will be visible only in the 
southwest for • a few hours after sunset. Look at Venus with 
binoculars: by mid-December you will be rewarded with a view of 
a crescent Venus. As the month goes on you will see the crescent 
get thinner but larger. The larger size is apparent because Venus 
• is catching up to the Earth and getting closer. But as it gets closer 
we will see a smaller part of the planet's lighted half so the cres- 
cent looks thinner. 
Mercury will be visible low in the southwest at dusk. Not many 
people have seen this elusive planet. It's orbit's close proximity to 
the Sun makes it difficult o see from our earthly viewpoint. 
Watch for fainter Saturn as well, until about December 22. At 
the end of the month the waxing crescent moon, Mercury, and 
Venus will all occupy the same area of the sky --  these close 
positions of bright objects are always beautiful to see. 
The winter solstice occurs at 1:22 p.m. on December 21st. This 
marks the southernmost position "of the Sun as viewed from 
Earth. 
I certainly hope that there are more good viewing nights during 
December than there were last month so that you can see some of 
the things I've described, if the weather cooperates you can look 
at the planets (and stars) on the observing nights presented by the 
Terrace Astronomical Society. You will find telescopes set up on 
clear Tuesday evenings from 8 to 9:30 p.m. near the Terrace 
PUblic Library. The next meeting of the Society will be held at 
7i30 p.m, on Tuesday, December 19 in room 108 at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School. 
Terrace K~MY report umt u,, .~.~-.  . . . . . . . .  J ~ "~ . . . . . .  
four  ,motet vehicle accidents four-car collision at the cor- 
occurred i n  the Terrace area 
during :.tbe~past '~,eek. Ac- 
cordin~.t b RCMP'Cnst. Don 
Oldham, Terrace resident 
Arthur, Erickson was ~ hos- against:a 34-Yea r-old Terrace 
pitalized with undetermined roanas a result of the acci- 
injuries When he attempted dent. 
to  cross KeithAve, on f0ot at 
five minutes past midnight 
~ on Nov. 29 and was struck by 
a westbound vehicle, No 
charges were filed against the 
driver. At 5:35 p.m. the same 
day, a 39-year-old Kitimat 
resident southbound on 
Hwy. 37 was uninjured when 
he struck a moose. Damage 
to the vehicle was estimated 
at $3,000. 
In an incident near Cedar- 
vale at 3 p.m. on Dec. l, a 
29-year-old Kispiox woman 
escaped injury when she lost 
control of her vehicle. 
Damage to the vehicle was 
$5,000~ At 5:26 a.m. on Dec. 
2, a Terrace woman received 
. . . . . . . . . .  v 
neT of Lakelse and Apsley. of charg~ following an inci- 
Damage~ has been estimated• . dent ata  10cal cabaret, ~They• 
..at $i7,000and impaired r iv- ,  isaY the nian was arrested for 
ing. charges are pending causing a di~thrbanceat the 
cabaret at 1 ~50 a.m. 0nDec, 
1 and oncei.~in ..custqdy, 
assaulted ai.p01ice officer, 
damaged ipolice cells and RCMP say they are steP- 
ping up their drinking/driv-: 
ing crackdown as Christmas 
approaches and report a 
number of charges. On the 
night of Nov. 29 and 30 a 
35-year-old Hazelton man 
and a 26-year-old Terrace 
woman were charged in 
separate incidents, and over 
the weekend five impaired 
driving charges were laid and 
six 24-hour suspensions 
handed out. At 11 p.m. on 
Dec. 4, a 23-year-old Terrace 
man was charged with im- 
paired driving following a 
police check near the North- 
ernMotor Inn. 
In other incidents; RCMP 
Kasai Parsons 
had a purpose that he wanted to return to Terrace he announced: 
achieve," recalls his mother, , Tll see you at Christmas. " But 
"and he turned into a real little this wasn't o be. A week later, 
Kasai Parsons died. 
Much of Kasai's energy came 
from within, but at the same 
time he had a lot of help. Fund- 
ing through the Arbutus Society 
for Children have made 
CaUsed over, $500 .damage tO 
,a police intervie w room. 
At 11:25 a.m. on Dec. 2, 
two Terrace young offenders 
were apprehended following 
a break-in at Skeena Junior 
Secondary School. Accord- 
ing to Oldham, the youths 
were found inside the school 
and had broken two windows' 
to gain entry. There was no 
estimate of the damage. In 
another incident, a 26-year- 
old Terrace man was charged 
with possession of marijuana 
for the purpose of trafficking 
following a police check out, 
side a local cabaret. 
y 
" . j  
race man is facing a number • I 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR . . .  
' . . .  
> 
~, : ; :  ~-~. 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem Identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Terry Kendell 688-8178 
. I .  i a l  = i=- -A - - - -  A A '  ua ~ A g A  
G EOMICRO SERVICES \ 
TORONTO, ONTARIO - 
PRESENTS 
A 
WORKSHOP 
DECEMBER 10th, 11th & 12th 
HUDSON BAY LODGE 
SMITHERS B.C. 
APPLICATION SOFTWARE TO 
COMPUTER USERS IN THE 
MINERAL INDUSTRY 
and 
A COMPUTER TOUR TO INTRODUCE 
NON-COMPUTER USERS TO 
HARDWARD AND 
USEFUL PROGRAMS 
REGISTRATION FEE: $30.00 
MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO 
SMITHERS EXPLORATION GROUP 
required five to six hours o f  many other activities in an en- Fund". 
physiotherapy a day to help him 
clear his chest. His mother 
stayed with him in Victoria for 
about a week and he seemed to 
improve. He improvedso much, 
in fact, that as she prepared to 
,- n=l -~ IN ASSOCIATION WITH A DEMONSTRATION OF SPECIFIC 
Includes' 
GEOSOFT 
an Integrated exploration 
system 
COMPUTER HARDWARE SYSTEM 
DATA BASE 
SPREAD SHEET 
ACCOUNTING 
AUTO CAD 
automated drawing 
P.O. BOX 3196 
SMITHERS, B.C. V0J 2N0 
,~)  -) 
Anscombe House possible and Kasai's dream alive as well. The 
Kasai's mother will alwaysArbutus Society remembers 
remember the Anscombe House Kasai's contribution to life and 
has set up a special fund to help 
the sport he loved. If you want 
to help young people like Kasai, 
you can send a donation to the 
Arbutus Society for Children, 
2400 Arbutus Road, Victoria, 
B.C., VSN IV7, and mark it for 
the ' "Kasai Motor-Soccer 
businessman". Kasai was con- 
stantly appearing in newspapers 
and doing radio and TV inter- 
views, and as the sport grew on 
his energy, more and more peo- 
ple became involved in motor- 
soccer .  
His energy, though, was near- 
ing an end. While on a trip to 
Disneyland lastSeptember,  
Kasai began having difficulty 
breathing and was placed in the 
intensive care unit of a Los 
Angeles hospital. He returned to 
Victoria in late October, but it 
was obvious the end was near. 
He was in and out of a coma and 
staff and the society's con- 
tribution in providing her son 
with the best possible oppor- 
tunities in life. While living at 
Anscombe House, Kasai attend- 
ed Lambrick Park Secondary 
School, visited England and 
Disneyland, and took part in 
Kasai's mother asks everyone 
to help organizations l ike the 
Arbutus Society for Children 
and the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association of Canada, but 
there is another way to  keep 
cont inued  f rom page 12A • ~ , i  
vironment designed to accom->: "
modate his disability. 
,i 
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IT'S A DIFFERENT KIND OF FOREST --The Thornhill Nursery, normal- 
ly known for spruce and other sorts of forest growth, has branched out 
into the flower market. Joe Pitzoff and Tom Harvey stand amid this 
year's bumper crop of poinsettias that the nursery is marketing in local 
stores for the holiday season. For details, see Bits 'n' Pieces on page 
15. Alie Toop hoto. 
! 
! 
I save old Christmas cards. 
Not out of sentimentality, but 
for the kids to recycle into new 
decorations next year. About 
this time every year, I dig out 
the little bag of old cards, pass 
them the scissors and glue, and 
I enjoy an hour of busy silence 
while they work. 
: For some reason, this year I
decided to look through the old 
• leftover cards before handing 
them over for recycling. It was 
fun to read last year's news, 
messages from nieces and 
nephews and family friends. 
Then I found a card from 1987 
that had somehow survived last 
year's card recycling, from our 
ex-neighbors, Jack and Judy. 
The note inside was short, and 
newsy: "We think of you often 
when Terrace is mentioned. 
Hope to start skiing again 
soon. Jack was back to Work in 
November when he had to go 
on disability, due to pain in his 
tight leg', We should k~ow the 
' r ~ 
The way  
I it see ... 
by Stephanle Wlebe 
I I 
cause soon. Would love to hear 
really cramped our stylei "" 
Jack was a hiker and a 
cyclist. He sometimes had pro ,  
blems with his leg, and I 
remember he had to give up 
.cycling up the hill where we liv- 
ed. But Jack was a healthy 
man, logger-strong, and he hik- 
ed and skiied .through the 
winter. 
. .  I remember someone• talking '
• to me about Jack once. He 
called Jack "strange", and an 
all your news.'" "oid.s'crouh. ge" because Jack. 
Jack. What a interesting , picked :up litter, bottlesi things 
character. Jack was a logger-, ai ' other people dropped, wherever 
person of common sense and 
strong opinions. Jack was very 
concerned about he environ- 
ment, and backed up his beliefs 
by living a lifestyle that sup- 
ported his beliefs. Jack used a. 
non-motorized reel mower on 
his lawn. Less noise, no fuel 
consumption, and weekly exer- 
cise to boot. Jack avoided 
plastics as much as possible, 
and he picked up litter on his 
long daily walks. He balked at 
plastic disposable razors, Bic 
lighters, and people who didn't 
care about such things. 
When logging was shut 
down, Jack baked bread. One 
time he brought over a fresh 
hot loaf of whole wheat, 
steaming in the winter air its he 
crossed the yard. 
"Jack will not be able to sk i  
it was convenient; I bristled at 
this, indignant that this person 
didn't understand. Jack was an 
ecologist, cleaning up his cor- 
ner of the earth. Jack lived his 
beliefs. 
All this came to mind as I 
read the Old Christmas card. 
Jack died the next spring. 
Therewas cancer in his bones, 
causing the leg pain that 
restricted his cycling and ski -~ 
ing. This would be the last 
Christmas Card we'd receive 
with Jack's name signed at the 
bottom. 
I kept the card out of the 
kid's pile. My five-year,old was 
creating new cards out of the 
cut-up bits, glue and construc- 
tion paper. Recycling, After a 
moment's thought, I set the 
card ba¢k on top of the pile;; 
due to his leg pain. This has  ' jack would've liked, that, 
i 
LITTER CLEAN'UP 
;,.IN CITY BUDGET 
It looks as though aninitiative 
begun by Np.~h Cp~t Road 
Ma[ntenafice to clean up road 
rights:of-way ,- is catching on. 
Terrace,s superintendent of 
public works, Stew Christensen, 
told .those present at a mid- 
November city government 
Management S aff meeting that 
funding fo r  .Mayor Jack 
Talstra'S suggestion toadopt he 
idea will be included in next 
year's budget/ 
North Coast Road Mainten- 
t i 
, / 
. /  
ance started a cleanup ~anpaing 
in their provincial highways 
jurisdiction ear l ier  this year . . . .  
whereby loal youth groups could 
raise money foF travel' and other 
costs by earning~ a fee for every 
. bag of litter co~.  This not 
only served as an important 
source of funds but cleaned up 
our local highways as well, Ob -~ 
viously everyone benefits and 
thisis an idea that's sure to be 
popular in Terrace city streets as 
well. 
Inside Section B... 
Sports --  page 2 
Theater on the road-  page 13 
Church Directory --  page 14 
i 
... and ENERGY, a special report on the 
changing nature Of energy use in the 
Northwest and the challenges faced by 
those who supply it, starting on page 5, 
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The Houston Deans skated and shot to their fourth consecutivewlh at t~ 
North Coast Wranglers men's recreational hockey tournament recently. 
he annual Terrace 
Short handed Kermode 
girls handed losses 
Caledonia Kermode girls' thumped 42-11 by Quesnel's 
Seiiior high school: basketball Corrilieau. 
team started "off its 1989-90 Their  f inal  game was 
in a tournammt at  somewhat more respectable --  a 
42-37 loss to Vanderhoof. season  Vanderhoof; A sh0rtageof top 
players, made them. - feelthey'd 
have been better off staying at 
home. ::, i : 
It Was the eight-team 'Vi- 
qtte'eft'.series and Kerm~l~ l.ost 
all three of their games, m- 
¢lfidin8 ~WO. by lopsided scores. 
They stai'ted with a 52-11 loss 
..to :O'Grady Catholic of Prince 
George. Then they were 
Kermodes had to play without 
three .starting' players who were 
tied up as members: of the  
school's volleyball team. - . . ,  .... 
They'll be at full strength this 
weekend when they host Prince 
Rupert and Kitimat for their 
Northwest zone tourney at Cal 
high, 
..... Rainbirds"sti, II ranked 
mtn.us an all.star 
. . . . ,~ . : '  , -  . 
Terra~ Caledonia Kermode 
girls ol~n their home season this 
weekend; but all eyes will be on 
the Prince Rupert Rainbirds 
who took s'~th-place in provin- 
cial • triple 'AAA' basketball 
finals last March. 
The Birds have virtually all 
their lineup back --  except for 
Susie Jarosch, a first all-star for 
the 88-89 season.  
Despite the ,loss 'of Jarosch, 
who transferred to Windsor 
Dukes for this season, the Birds 
are still rated:~eventh best in 
B.C ,  . ,,~ 
The acquisition of. larosch ] 
boosted Dukes into number.one 
place in the pre-season pole. 
Ralnbirds till have the high- 
scoring duo of Audrey Dennison 
and Nina Phillipson, both of 
whom hit for double figures 
regularly, 
• Meanwhile, Kermodes must 
bounce back from a horrendous~ 
showing at the Vanderhoff 
tourney two weeks ago. They 
hope the addition of three 
players from the school's 
volleyball team will turn the [ 
tide. l 
Atchison rink wins 
second ladies' spiel  
of Prince George with a victory 
over Rusty B!anes of Terrace in 
the final. 
Noreen Arnett of Smithers 
won 'C' event on a decision over 
Terrace's Kim MacDougall. 'D' 
event went to Carol Maynard 
over Shirley Baker in an all- 
Smithers final. 
Thirty-two teams took partin 
the three-day spiel, 
\ • • 
"The. W.endy Atchison rink of 
~iPrince Rupert, winner of $500 
~. earlier this month at the Terrace 
~ cash bonspiel, came up a winner 
. again on Nov. 18 weekend when 
she went undefeated to capture 
the Smithers ladies' Edelweiss 
bonsp ie i ,  
Atchison defeated Toni Per- 
fault of the host club in the 'A' 
final, 
;~:*B' event went to Diane Dalio 
key / !  hoc . . . . .  rec 
t i t le  • .aoa ,n :  
The Houston Deans seem to Their fourth win was a6-1 "- 
have Claimed ownership ofthe semi-final victory over Kitimat 
annual Terrace North Coast Tricks. In the championship 
Wranglers men's rec hockey game, they took a 3-0 lead over 
tournament. Kitimat Capitals and added an 
Deans won the sixth annual open-net marker in the final 
event for the fourth straight minute for a 4-1 triumph. 
year, counting five wins and Capitals had won their semi- 
outscoringtheir opposition37-7, final 5-2 over Terracds Norm's 
Deans went three-and-zero in Auto Refinishing. 
the preliminary round-robin The November 25th weekend 
portion. In placing first in their event attracted 12 teams, in- 
.division, they downed Kitimat's eluding two from Houston, two 
Ocelot Oilers 8-4, beat the host from Prince Rupert, two  from. 
Wranglers 7-1 and knocked off Terrace, five from Kitimat and 
Stewart 12-0. one from Stewart. 
scores  are.,. 
JU ~ITSU COMPETITION 
I 
. - , , , • , 
NOVEMBER 25& 26th,: 1989 
HOS atTED- the CASSIE HALL ELEMENTARY:SCHOOL " . : " ' : 
BY THE NORTHERN ACADEMY OF  SELF,  DEFENSE - " ' 
(JUJITSU CLUB OFTERRACE) : • ' : ~: 
" . " . , , . .  • .~ . , : , . i ; . i  ~ ' , . .  
TEENS JUNIORS Up TO 1~;i_,~ ..~ 
INSTRUCTORS:  " " Gold - -  Danny MacKenzie~ T~rrace 
Paul Bozman - -  Tai-kwon-do, Prince,Rupert; ~ 
Abilios Demelos - -  Tai-kwon-do, Kitimat; Silver - -  Lee Wilkers6n, Terrace ' 
Bronze - -  DirK Falconer,  Terrace . 
Joseph Duguay- -  Kempo, Terrace; ~. • .- = 
Jean Galli - -  Ju-Juitsu, Terrace , . .  .... .- . J~UNI0RS~UP TO 15 
REFEREES:  "~ .2. ;|.~. '" " :  . . . .  
. .  . - . . . .  =.c~ .~', .: :i~ •Gold ~-  J~mes Brown, Pr ince Rupert,.. 
~..- Dean Sturko,..N.i~n~_~01d.o, .... :..: Silver - -  Sievefi Maxims,~'iTerra~ :...  
...... Ab i l i oDemel~,  Chuck,  Mikey, . . . .  " ,Bronze.- -  RixIel.'Bauti~R~i, PrinceRu~)e~ 
•.  . • .. Jared Wilkerson, Terrace 
Jean Galli, Shane Palahicky',, ; . . .  • . ,  ~. : :!i" ~ ~. - KATA ADULTK INCLUDING TEENS 
SCORE KEE IPF~&TIME:  '_" i~•.~,i.,i ,~.::~i!.:, , .~!,:~/o•,' i- '~'Gilt l~* .,,•" •, : . '~ ': • • :" * : ~;' :: '• / i -•~ ~r f ~" '" 
Sheila Bo l ton ;  I~rk Falconer, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " ' ' '~ ~ . . . .  " ' .~'~" ~~.'. ," ' !~' '"' ::., 'G01d ~ 'Tam.n iy  Demeiros, Kitimat 22. 2nd overal l  
Oaston, Iks jard]m.  " . . . . .  S i l ver  - -  Elly, Kitimat . :,. :: 
NUMBER OF  COMPET ITORS:  " " ' 
RATA" 55; SHIAI :  47 
SHIA i  JUN IORS UP  TO 11. 
Gold - -  David Demedeiros,;Irdtimat 
Silver .-- Jack Seymour, Terrace 
Bronze. -- Monica Williams,• Prince Rupert. .. . .  
JUN IORS PEE  WEE UP, TO 8 ' 
Gold : Vanisse Lanunas, Kitimat • - 
. Bronze - -Anne ,  .Kitimat. - • 
Melisa, Kitimat . . • : .. " . 
WHITE BELT  (MEN)  ....... - ":'~ ' : .,' 
Gold :-- Rick Elise, Prince Rupert ~ 4th overall / " " ; 
Silver - -  Lorne, Prince Rupert 
coLoR BELT (MEN) .. 
Gold - -  Steven Liu, Prince Rupert -~- 1st Overall 
S i l ver - -S teven  Maxims. Terrace, 
S i lver - : -  Harry Chemko,  Ter r / tce  
Br0nze . , .E r i c  Wuenehu, Kitimat • : . 
Bronze - -  Kristy Briant, Prince Rupert 
SH IA i  ADULTS 
Go ld -  Sandor K0mlos; Terrace 
Silver - -  Gaston Deajardins; Terrace 
Si lver. - -  Darold Gray, Terrace ; . • - 
Bronze - -  Darold'Gray;  Terrace . . . .  [ 
' JuN IORS KATA UP  TO I$ . . . -  . " " "  
: i /  ,::',..~*: Gold  " JamesBrown,  Prince Rupert' .  ' ; " . .  • - 
' " ' " " "  " S i l ver - -T inaParkes ,  K i t imat .  - . . .  : ' . -  
" . Bronze - -  Rodel Bautista,.Princ~ Rupert . . . . .  ~'- " . 
Steven Maxims, Terrace - . . . . .  
"~JUNIORS PEE WEE . : • : . . . . . .  "- 
" • 'Gold - -  Davin Demedeiro.s, Kit imat . : ' . .  ' ,  ,J'.:"i " 
.... Silver - -  Daljeet Chhina, Kitimat " / • 
- -. .: ,'~" .'. ; B ronze  Mon ica  Wi l l i ams,  P r ih~eRuper t -  : " . [ • - : - : Vanissa Lanunas, .Kitimat .-. " - . .  -'~i.~},-.fi: 
Congratulations,to Tina Parkes and,Tammy Demedeiros both from git imat,  who. : .-,:;:: ; / :: 
ended up  in the f inalsagainst boys .only.Tina in the teens up,to 19:a~id Tammy with on, 
out  adults. -~. " 
' .  ;. The Ju  Jitsu Club o f  Terrace did not compete in the Kata division be~pse  of the 
ference in.the Kata.  But we will try to think o f  something, for the n~X~ ~ompetiti01 
• " TERRACE MEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE - " ' 
• />:  Nov ,  28, ..~- / .  
• ~--.~ .~:i,~ i:.! Nor th  Coast Road Maintenance 71, Skeena Hotel 63 
Ev's Clippers ~ 101; All Seasons 98 
:!,:i I :; ~- Nov. 30 
All Seasons 81, Skeena Hotel 70 
• ii/;:~J!~/~:~  Ev's Clippers 107, North Coast Road Maintenance 84 
#1 
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both Kermodes. FrankOennailechip: 
g~s  while prince RupertRain- ped in With 14 while•Brown • had 
makers won both and the home- : 11. !For: Rainmakers, L McKay 
town Terrace Caledonia Ker- 
*:~ode boys split ltheir two games the thumb, Ralilh*Bright came 
as ilthe senior high school zone up  with 17 whileRyan Leightofi 
. .>  . - ' ; '  . ; ; '~+ ; L '  <, ' . 7"  
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Zone basketball competition •opened In Terrace last weekend with the Caledonia Kerrdbde 
boys defea~!,ngKitim.at nd;losing to.Prince"Rupert. , , . ,  :.I 
' ;+ :~{Z/ :  .~s . i t . l{ )  ,++~:<." '~• . . . . . . . . .  I '  -+ ' " . . . .  ~ ~ .'?' 'C.- '~' '~•,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £~ i? ' ° "  ' 
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hooped 30 poifitsbefOre getting. 
had15 and Jason:Parnell 10i 
• Game two Saturday atnoon 
was a laugher for ;coach MeI 
Bishop's Rainmakers. He sub- 
stituted most of his bench after 
running up a 62-38 halftime 
margin against Kitimat's Rebels. 
• They •went on to provide Rain- 
makers with a 102-'62: wii1:: -: 
Rainmakers got a 12-point ef- 
fort from Bright, and 11 points 
each from McKay, Leighton and 
Jamie Quast, plus I0 from Craig 
Douglas. 
J.T. Panner scored 24 to lead 
the Rebels. 
In the last game, Kermodes 
followed the Rainmaker pattern 
and ran up a 95-56 victory over 
Rebels. They led 44-18 at the 
half. 
Manhas counted 14 points to 
pace the win. He was hdped out 
by  dozen-point efforts from 
Tyler Eastman, Kannin Osei- 
Tutu and Genaille. Gary Mor- 
risen had 10 for Rebels. 
This week has Kermode girls 
hosting Rainbirds Thursday at 
6:30, then taking on Kitimat Or- 
basketball season got underway- 
onthe weekend. 
!, The outcome should mean 
Kermodes and Rainmakers will 
battle• down to the wire for the • 
zone title which gives one or the 
other a trip to B.C. triple 'AAA'  
finals in March. 
• Kitimat's Rebels aren't really 
concerned- they dropped from 
a triple 'AAA' competition to 
double 'AA'. They'll compete at 
a lower level of play, such as 
Smithers. 
The three-game series opened 
Friday night at Cat high when 
Rainmakers took a five-point, 
first-quarter lead (18-13) over 
Kermodes, then saw it slip to 
three points (39-36) at the half. 
By  the end of the third 
quarter, Rainmakers were up 
58-53. In the final 10 minutes, 
the coast gang grabbed a larger 
lead and won 84-76 going away. 
Fifty-eight fouls were called in 
this rough contest, including 32 
against Kermodes. At the foul 
line, Kermodes canned 22 out of 
• 30 attempts while Rainmakers 
made 16 of 29. (Both teams lost casFriday at 4 p.m. Next Man- 
first-stringers via the five-foul day sees three Ketchikan, Alaska 
route; Rob Wingham and~Steve g'~ls' teams,.here for games a t 
. l~ i  ° , ' *  : ~a ,__  : . . '~  McKay for Rupert, plus~ MIKq,,- 3~:30'.P.m. ,gay-High's Grade" ~!i 
' Parker and Jackie Brown, for; girl~;~lay~:at Thornhill, while 
Terrace.) theii~.~rad~i0's take on Skeena. 
i On the scoresheet;?anl l~,a~- Their :@ni0rS •play Kermodes at 
has gunned in 27 points,t0.1e~dll C~h.  "ii ,".<-;. 
' L I . { I~ I " I I ' I , ' i ~ l~  . : I  "~ 
iolleyb al'l girls finish 6th i . . . .  ~ '= '  " 7 f "  l i l l  
Caledonia Kermode girls 
• iwound up in the same place they 
finishedin 1988 at the B.C. high 
• school girls' double 'AA' volley- 
ball championships -- they were 
right at the bottom, 16th. 
At the 16-team series held at 
Kamloops last week, Kermodes 
went through the eight-team 
preliminary set by beating only 
one team and placing seventh in 
their pool. 
Then they dropped to the con- 
solation side where all three op-  
ponents beat them. 
First it Was castlegar (15-9V:; 
15-8), •then Queen Elizabeth of 
• Surrey(15-10, 15-11) and rmally 
a repeat performance against 
Kamloops (15-10, 10-15, 15-9). 
Ke.rmodes got off on the right 
foot by beating North Peace's 
Dawson Creek 15-13, 15-10 on 
the opening round-robin con- 
test. After that it was downhill. 
It 
Kamloops to beat them 15-9, 
7-15, 15-4..Then last year's mn- 
nerup (Max Cameron of Powell 
River) downed them 15-10, 15-7. 
Their final contest on opening 
day had them losing 15-8, 15-7 
to White Rock's Semiahmoo. 
Day two wasn't any better. 
They lost to West Van (15-12, 
7-15; 15-5); and Earl Marriott of 
Surrey (8-15, 15-12, 15-13) in 
three sets. Then the eventqal 
champions from Vancouver, Sir 
Charles Tupper, beat them two 
straight 05-6, • 15-5). 
took three matches for Day three saw them sidelined. 
in the consolation. 
,7,EVEI 
Dol lar  
up) 
i 
18 
Tupper took North Van's 
Handsworth in a final series 
upset. Victoria's Mount Douglas 
placed third. 
Middleton Trucking 
Inn of the West 
Almwood Contracting 
First Choice Travel 
EMCO 
Century 21 
Cedar River Timber 
Doelman Sales 
Finning 
Twin River Electric 
v i i  ' " ,~,  i 
The Terrace Curling Club.wishes io~-..~< ~- 
THANK the following sponsors for ~,:, : ++, 
their support in making the 
Terrace Cash Bonsplel 
a major success: 
Skeena Hotel 
Bear Creek Contrating 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
Williams Moving & Storage 
McAIpine & Co. 
Farko Contracting 
Ev's Men's Wear 
Paragon Insurance 
Cedarland Tire 
Skeena Cellulose 
SUNDAY: Te~:~At~igssoc ia t ion  
MONDAY: T~i :~6r ,  H0ckey 
TUESDAY: K~~i!Fd~ndship Society 
WEDNESDAYi"!T~a~: Biueback Swim Club 
THURSDAY. 747 AirCadets 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
Bruce Yeast Ltd. 
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CATCH THE ACTION 
Visit  the Northern Motor  Inn, for 
n ight ly  enter ta inment .  Come to 
where  the ACTION is. 
t 
3086 Hwy.  16 East 
635.6375 ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . .  [ . . . .  1 . . . . . .  JL  ia  i i 
I Pa,ap, io u.,. on 
Games Late Night -- Terrace Peaks G~t i¢  Club ~: 
Kinsme~ Club (Alternate) r;~+, Games 
;,, , . . . . .  Thank youl Hava a Nim~,~eY|~,,,~+~ , ,  ~ : ,• ,•  
-~-~ . . . . . .  ~- J ; : ' - * '~ ~ '~- - ' r - r  . . . . . . .  "T " '~  . . . . . . . .  ..= ; .~  ..~j . . : . , , ; , . - . .  + ,  . . . . . . . . . .  :~  .: . t t  " "  .. ' ~.~ : "y~ ~+.,:~.-~ +~.~.++~ . . . . .  , .  ,,+. , . .  
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::: Fi i tzp a trick l og s ::: :,: :.: 
/ : : f  rst NHL  shutout 
P~-e-season expectations for 
MarkFitzpatrick and his New 
York Islanders have not 
blossomed in this NHL season, 
but hopefully Mark's recent 
shutout against Chicago could 
be a turnaround point for the 
stumbling squad• 
Mark picked up his intial 
scoreless big league game last 
Thursday in the Windy• city by 
stopping 31 shots, in back stopp- 
ing his New Yorkers to a 2-0 
win. It broke a five-game 
Islander losing streak. • 
It was only the sixth win in 25 
outings for the Isles and only 
Mark's second win in 10 games. 
With the team flirting around 
21st place in overall standings, 
their fans have:had little to cheer 
about. 
Mark's defensive corps suf- 
fers from more mental apses 
than the coaching staff would 
like, and goal-scoring languishes 
in the bottom half of statistics. 
After the shutout, Mark's 
total of minutes played went up 
to 637 while his goals' against 
stayed at 43. His goals-against 
average dropped close to 4•00 
from 4.25. 
Like the man said, he should 
sue for lack of support. 
'. It's. not that the Islanders 
haven't been trying to find the 
magic touch. They made some 
trade s land airlifted i Several 
players back..and .`forth from 
their farm teams. 
Fans and management hope 
their injured list will improve 
and that this is merely an early 
season slump. Fitzpatrick hopes 
his shutout is only the first of 
many. 
On Saturday Mark back- 
stopped the Islanders to a 6-3 
victory over Winnipeg, setting 
his overall record at three wins, 
eight losses and one tie. 
Atoms finish second 
in Burns Lake 
The Terrace atom reps warm- 
ed up for Kitimat's minor 
hockey tournament.last weekend 
• by travelling to Burns Lake for a 
five-team tourney on NOV. 25 
and 26. The boys finished se- 
• cond.. 
Terrace won their first three 
gantes -- 6-5 over Burro Lake, 
9-1 over Prince George, and 9-2 
over Quesnel. 
Their fourth-and final round- 
robin game was a 6-1 loss to 
Williams Lake. Their record was. 
good enough for .a berth .in the 
championship .game, where 
Williams Lake downed them 
again, 4-0. 
Three Terrace players~earn ~e~!, "F. . ' , ' .  
all-star honors -- David Kozier, 
Jason Nosek and Calvin Gies- 
brecht. 
Alaskans down Rupert 
The Prince Rupert Rain- 
makers kicked off their annual 
senior high school boys basket- 
ball season by losing three out of. 
four games in their annual 
home-and-home series with Ket- 
chikan, Alaska Kay-High Kings. 
After splitting two games with 
Kings at Prince Rupert on Nov. 
18 weekend, the Kings hosted 
Rainmakers on the 26th and 
27th, winning both games by 
79-61 and 66'-56 scores. Rain- 
makers junior varsity team fared 
much better. They beat Kay- 
High's Jayvees twice --  66-36 
and 63-48. 
Coming events in sports 
The Skeena Valley golf club this coming Saturday at 1 
has its annual general meeting 
Wednesday night at 8 o'clock at 
the clubhouse. All members are 
urged to attend. 
Zone Winter Games judo 
tryouts are on at Kitamaat's 
Haisla village hall starting Satur- 
day morning at9 o'clock. Jackie 
has more information at 
632-5011. 
Zone 10 of the B.C. Seniors' 
Games has a general meeting 
o'clock at the Terrace Happy 
Gang Centre. 
The Terrace Bluebacks wim 
club is hosting ameet at the Ter- 
race pool this Friday to Sunday. 
In coming weekend high 
school sports, Caledonia Ker- 
mode girls are hosting Kitimat 
and Prince Rupert for a mini- 
zone basketball tournament. 
Hazelton is hosting the first 
wrestling meet of the season• 
ARE YOU GET'FI"~G THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? 
IF NOT .... 
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER- 
., ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business Applications 
. ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
AoCOUNTING ~f~l'e Installation & Convemlo~__ !n el=Jor 
" ACCPAC, BEDFORD, & NEW YIIEW'~ , " ~  Including 
• - . . , 
. .GigtERAL COMPUTERCONSULTING lad SYI~rEI, tB 8ElrUP 
• ' " . . . . .  ~ C , ~  VIG 4|  
IA ,S I 'S I lP -M=I  r .v .  ~v~ ~, ,L ,~ 
• .. : : . . . . .  ( s04)~.  . 
~ ~  . . o • . . • 
The annual Workout for Heart was held in the Skeena school gym on a recent Sunday. With 
47 participants taking pledges in the two.hour session, the local chapter of the Heart Foun- 
dation raised more than $2,500. Top pledge.takers were Glenna Brundige with $611 and 
Jack Worobey with$430. 
PROTECT YOUR NiSSAN 
erlcksen nlssan ltd. 
: ,. . .  . -  . . 
982•-101 Street, Edmonton, Alberl 
Parts Direct Line 429.2637 
.... Toll Free Parts Line 
1-800-661-3966 
"Your Nissan Store" 
Since 1967 
m 
. , .  • . . : . - 
GENUINE PARTS 
Publishers of the TERRACE REVIEW 
Your hometown locally owned 
and operated newspaper. : , -  . . . . . . . . . . .  
WEB OFFSET 
IOMOTIONAL CONSULTANTS 
)RINTERS and PUBLISHERS 
I 
GloseUp 
NESS SERVICES ! 
ion our Design Team | 
635-7840 
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Te.rra ce Re vie,  
!i ~+ENERGY - -  it's a word 
7that has come to .have a 
Specml meaning, applied to 
the sources of power that 
heat our homes, provide 
the drive that runs our in- 
dus.tries, transport us from 
place.• to place, and have 
given rise to a host of in- 
ventions that enable us to 
live, work and play more 
rapidly, conveniently and 
intensively than in any  
previous era of human in- - 
dustry. 
Somewhere behind all 
the switches, thermostats, 
dials and other:devices that 
we  use to  control the 
masses of energy that are 
channelled down into our 
homes and workplaces, 
• stand the people who 
determine policy for both 
giant utilities and small 
manufacturers,  peop le  
i who are constantly balanc- 
~ing consumer preferences 
~and lifestyle expectations 
against .the supply of .raw 
energy resources and their 
• ability to deliver and dis- 
tribute them at a reason- 
ab le  cost  and at a 
reasonable profit. 
• In this special report, the 
Terrace Review examines 
new trends, new develop- 
ments and the underlying 
~ facts and forces that deter' 
mine the •direction Of 
energy consumption in the 
Northwest. There's more 
to keeping warm in the 
+ ,*;Winter than turning • up the 
furnace or  throwing an- 
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Humanity s oldostv ayo 
keeping warrn:: !is it1 n , 
demise, or renaissance? 
Was the sudden swing toward 
wood as a fuel for home heating 
in the Northwest during the ear- 
ly 1980's a fad that's run out of 
gas, or have woodstoves and 
crackling blazes become a per- 
manent fixture in the Northwest 
residential heat picture% 
by  Michae l  Ke l ly  
Two years ago the displays 
areas of local stores that dealt in 
heating appliances were jammed 
with a bewildering variety of 
w6odstoves, wood furnaces, 
wood cooking ranges and wood 
fireplaces. One of the main 
dealers in these devices was 
Northwest Consolidated Supply: 
Walk into Northwest's how- 
room today and all you can see 
are wall-to-wall natural gas ap- 
pliances - -water  heaters, kit- 
chen ranges, gas fireplaces, even 
a gas-fired hot tub. Not a single 
woodstovet, len~h of insulated 
chimney,.!hearth~or heat deflec- 
tor in sight. ~i ~ 
... P~oprietor ~reg Townsend• 
says tthe, home, heating market 
• ~chang~d~with the upswing in:the 
regional ;economy. Things are 
• different-~ow than they were in 
the grim years of unemployment 
and .business failures of the early 
1980's, but he looks back on the 
wood•• heating boom with the 
respect reserved for a life-saver. 
,The wood stoves got our busi- 
ness through the recession," he 
Says, recalling that during one of 
its Wot~st•years Northwest Con- 
solidated sold $29,000 worth of 
the cast iron .heaters in a .single 
month.. -- 
That was a period when work 
was scarce and many people had 
more time than money. From 
• spring to fall small casual work 
crews, usually including at least 
One unemployed logger, could 
''be seenheading into the bush for 
the time-consuming and labori- 
ous task of hoarding winter fuel. 
A' one-time inyestment in a 
wood-burning ~ove with chim- 
ney and other fi~:cessories could 
keep those painful winter utility 
!.bills at some so~'t of a manage- 
:able. level for people living 
month-to-month and hand-to- 
mouth, and there was a sort of 
~satisfying independence in being 
: able to thumb your nose at the 
oil conglomerates and B.C. 
Hydro; " 
The tra cle-off, of course, is 
work, ,Wood heat is a hands-on 
kind of system. Thewood has to 
i 
be cut and.transported home, it 
has to be split and stacked in a 
dry place, usually inn wood sh- 
I. ed that the wood-heat enthusiast 
~. hasltO build. The split wood has 
to be' packed into the:house daily 
throughoufthe winter, the ashes 
have.to be packed out,i and dirL 
• a,~hes4; spiiflters and wood chips 
implant: themselves everywhere, 
Ify~U leaV~ the house for more 
than ¢ day, a friend of neighbor 
has to be roped into coming by 
daily t0stoke up the fire. And 
then there's the panic when cold 
weather carries on unexpectedly 
into May and you know you're 
going to come up half a cord 
short. 
Now the recession has receded 
-- at least for some people, for 
• the time being -- and Townsend 
thinks the demand of heating 
with wood is in conflict with 
increasingly prosperous life- 
styles here. 
"People are becoming more 
affluent," he says. "They can 
afford the convenience of gas." 
The trend toward gas heating 
has also been helped along by 
the fact that Pacific Northern 
Gas has zeroed inon this region 
for a major marketing push. The 
company offers 100 percent fin- 
ancing on gas heating and ap- 
pliance conversions to a limit of 
$3,500 at one .p~rcent above 
prime interestrates over periods 
Of up to three years. B.C. HYdro 
recently pitched in with a pro- 
gram that gives donsun~rsre- 
bates to switch their hom~ heat 
andwater heaters from electrici- 
ty to natural gas. , 
Rich Green at the Pacific 
Northern Gas Terrace office 
says the utility put in 284 new 
residential hook-ups in 1988 in 
the Terrace-Thornhill area, 254 
so far this year and expects 
another 50 before 1990. At the 
end of 1988 for the area, resi- 
dential heating methods stood as 
follows: 1,150 homes heated 
with electricty, 670 with oil, and 
2,824 with natural gas. Green 
says new gas installations are 
replacements at about a 50-50 
rate for oil and electricity. No 
one, including the municipal 
building inspector ~qnd the fire 
department, coul'd provide 
numbers regardingresidential 
wood heaters• ~. 
L , - ,  ' 
Pacific Northern Gas provides 
t.he primary heat source for 10~ 
percent of new residential con- 
struction in Terr,ce-Thornhdl. 
It looks like natural gas is ~he 
home-heating flavor of the 
decade for the 1990's. 
The cost advailtages to th~ 
consumer are undeniably a bi! 
factor in the popularity of gas 
while oil, propane and electricit~ 
are all in the $1,200-1,300 rang, 
for heating an average three [ 
bedroom house over one winter 
gas costs about half tha 
amount. The cost of woo~ - - - - - ' -  
depends largely on how and I 
where you get it, but the con- 
venience of gas presents a strong 
argument -- setting a thermostat 
rather than continually feeding . 
Northwest consol idated Supply sells a broad variety of appliances, industrial fixtures, 
bui lding materials and equipment. During the early 1980's, one of the company's mainstays 
was wood burning heaters and accessories, but that has changed with a new trend in con-  
sumer preference: natural gas. Owner Greg Townsend is shown here with a typical  
showroom display, a high.eff iciency natural gas fireplace. 
Someone 's  certainly burning operating costs, and right now "center~ets most of the wood 
wood out there, b lot of it, in it's a very successfu~l sideline, throu~ii an •arrangement with 
• , -.-. ,~. o;.~, t:-bldiid_ director aCthe ':Skeena':C~]iulose. Corrections 
. . " " l k~. /y  i .a~ • , • 
fact. . . . . . . .  .,, .. .... ., . . .  - , . . . ,  ":. ~,l ~ . ~,,~klers":-halil"-away wood the' 
'~• atthe 'corrections center, says th {i - The people doing t.ime .,.. ,-,:......,, ._:~4=.: .._,,:,~...,~w c0"n~i~ny con~iders uneconomP" 
Terrace Communit:y.,Ci3rrect|01ns "m,~,°r!s .uPJ,~%'du;~ien~2h,,, ' cdl~ li~nbingthe logs on landings 
facility spend a go6d kleal of that i. we:can r.p ~, .~ ,. :~_,= • a.t.,~he.c.iitting' site and bucking 
ti~Ccutting, splittltii~,-Ioad!ng .he said. j .:~ig,h'...t'_n_0~ we reoa.cK~ and splil~ting them in the correc- 
' " It's' a ordered a~our 90 loaus. ~in~;~ and delivering f i r~bd.  ' ' .. business ideline f.~Ft~e center . April, he ~idded, they've sold. 'tions center yard at Highway 16 
that helps liquidators 'ome o f . i t s .  7.40 cords•df  firewood. The " : : cont inued on page 7B 
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the maw of a stove. =. 
But despite the natural gas • 
onslaught, here'smore to the , i !  
wood heat story, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... ~ " "  
s 
INSTA-FLAME 
GAS F IREPLACE HEATERS 
_ H igh  e f f i c iency  . . . .  .~:;~ - :  
20 ,000  BTU's  • i: ~ :  ~ ;.,:i.: '~,. ~ 
.... ~ MODEL HE20 ' r = 
. .  .o. ,wE- 
t f  CONSOLIDATED SUPPLYffD; 
' 'Pho,e  635.7,t58 
;elth Avenue FaX, 635'6156~ " 
B,C. •V8G 1 L2 ~ ' 
i i ' i i i J l  . . . . . . . . . . .  i -~  ' : l ;  ~':~"~:': , 
, ) :~ , ,a . , r~ ._  ...~. #,~x~¢~ '  ,..~,.~,-~Y'Y-'..-..~-.~-'Y 
. . . " 
,i : i - .  i ~,ahd Kenney St, 
" '.- " • All .that.fuel.has to be burned• 
" "~.... in  something.. If wood heat • is 
• .:becoming. unfashionfibi¢, !nb: 
.. body'..t'old the correcti0ng center 
• . ."~ .." " ~",or: RSF'e'nei'gy in Smithers~ " 
, ,  i , :  ~ ;RSFbecame a model.business 
' ' " shc .¢ess ' s id ry in . the  early ~;ears of 
:thiS decade, 'm~inufacturing and 
: <.marketing several ines of high- 
" e f f ic iency wood-burn ing  
heaters, .In an interview last 
Week, RSF president John Mit- 
chell said the company has never 
been busier. 
F rom June to November of 
this Year.. RSF's manufacturihg 
and shipping ~planrin Smithers 
employdd:50.l~eopieand i-an tw0 
! :shifts to .k.eep up.with demand. 
Mitchell says in 1987sales went 
.up 15 percent,laSt year.thby.in- 
creased by. 25. percent .,and', this 
. . year's will.be up60 percentfr0m 
1988". Hardly a downward trend. 
The  Northwest is an .isolated 
wasteland for woodstove sales, 
Mitchell says, and the reason is 
the natural gas-promotional 
blitz. He's seen, it h,appen be-, 
• fore. "Right ,no~/6ur Sales fig- 
eres,ii~' Terrace are disastrous, 
" 'but  that's not representative o f  
North America as a whole. 
We're exporting to Scandanavia 
_,.,:anc£all over the place,'.' he said. 
:".-.:"Mitchell says the gas corn- 
: parties establish target ~'¢gions to 
'. push thew produ¢,[~ ~and the 
'Northwest is the latest region~,to 
'~:~come under their, m a~- et[ng 
" pr~su-re. A few ~,ears ago,,~t/was 
the Vancouver ~area, but~!Mit- 
~,c~el!,.Spys. woodst:0ve isales ha  e 
rebounded there~ The same 
thing happened in Alberta, but 
. RSF's sales there:have, increased 
fourfold since the gas marketing • 
thrust ended. " . . . . . . . . . .  
I t 's tough competition, he ad- 
niits, and its easier for RSF to do 
its marketing in other areas 
rather than trying to fight it. 
"Wood's nice, but it's not  
easy," he remarked. "With gas, 
you just hook it up." 
From the retailer's point of 
view, gas is an easier sell. 
• "There's less education for the 
dealer to sell gas," Mitchell 
says• Woodstove buyers have to 
be briefed on the operation and 
• maintenance of their new ap- 
pliances. Installation regulations 
also change periodically as safe- 
ty and emission standards 
evolve, requiring :6wners to  
undergo expensive upgrades a.n d 
additional inspections. Transfer- 
ring a home heated by wood re- 
quires a certification, and wo6~l, 
burning appliances incre.as e 
home insurance premiums. 
Mitchell thinks all this is pa/'t- 
lya  lobbying effort on the part 
of megalithic utility companies 
who see small, independent 
manufacturers invading their 
traditional home-heating turf. 
He said recent clean air legisla- 
tion in the U.S. has decimated 
the woodstove manufacturing 
sector south of the border: the 
number of companies building 
wood heaters has gone from 650 
a few years ago to 50 at the pre- 
sent time• it's become a tough 
market to penetrate when the 
cost to get a woodstove design 
Certified can be up to half a 
triillion dollars. 
But heating with wood has 
~ re cetitly gained some new 
• ~ri~ilds - -  ~nvii'onmentali,~ts, in- 
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Despite the surge in populadty of natural gas appliances.in the Northwes t, firewood is still a hot commodity. The 
• Terrace Community Corrections operation can't keep up with the demand. 
" . . . . .  • . )  
¢!uding, Mitchell Says," fhe.emi- 
. ! . 
forest'floor. Therefore, by burn- 
ne, nt Dr.iDavid Suzuki .  Desi~,n 'ing ~ood :as .a fuel, woodsiove 
adv~inces in recent years .ha~;e ' . . . . . .  ~'" •owners are.:just accelerating a
enahlF:i. Wood :~burners ~to Cut. process- ' i fhat would oc'c0r 
- " : .~ ' J~  , "  ' • " '  ' "  i • -" . . D ~ `~ . . . . .  
nyeocarbon ,  er/)~s~ions),, fan d ~gturally any,~y - "  in termsgf  
,~esn't  contribute, to the green- ide that go¢~into the air. 
fiouse gases in th e atmosp~here, ',, The gree'nhouse effect is ex- 
The theory i s  that burning "l)e.cted to heat  up the World's 
hydrocarbon fuels like oil, coal ~ (:limate over a period of time due 
and indeed "clean burniiig" 
natural .gas releases carbon diox- 
ide into the atmosphere ,that 
would otherwise remain lo~ked 
up in the earth. Wood, on the 
other hand, will oxidize and 
release carbon dioxide whether 
it's burnt or left to rot on the 
to accumulation o f  carbon diox- 
ide in the atmosphere• Fuels give 
off carbon dioxide when burn- 
ed, but trees and other' green 
plants absorb carbon dioxide 
and release oxygen into the air as 
part of the photosynthesis pro- 
cess. The argument for using 
• wood as fu<el goes further by 
stating thaf. the havesting of 
mature trees and replacement of 
them with young growing trees 
increases, t~e earth's ability, tO 
• 'L. /', I r J t ' t l J~ :~" .  : ~, c , .~- , .~ . .  ~. ' J . ;~ .  ' ,~ .  ~,-I I 
absor, b carbon d iox ide anu 
replenish oxygen. The young 
trees metabolize the gases more 
aetiv, e!y than older, trees. • 
So it appears that the real 
decline, hastened by policies of 
the government and the utility 
companies, is in the use of oil 
and electric heat. RSF represen- 
tative Sally Cunningham puts it 
this way: 
"As for the myth of 'the 
demise of the woodstove' if this 
were true, RSF Energy would 
have a hard time explaining this 
year's dramatic incr~se in.pro- 
duction. The'plant t~aslh~(d to 
employ.,a second shift ~to meet 
the.i increasing demand for 
stoves, fireplaces and furnaces• 
The future forecast , promises to 
• be even busier. So, let'us instead 
spread the word o f  the 'renais- 
sance of the woodstove.' We can 
now have all the charm of 
Grandma's woodstove, the 
romance of the fireplace, the ef- 
ficiency of a controlled heating 
system, and rest easy knowing 
we are doing our best to save the 
environment." 
Pacific Northern Gas sees 
success tn new programs 
TERRACE--  Pacific North- to have all public transit 
ern Gas sales and accounting vehicles converted to natural 
supe~'sor Rich Green is gas by 1991. 
proud to note that the per- Even Cummins, which has 
centage of natural  gas- a good reputation for 
powered vehicles in this- building diesel engines for 
disti'ict is higher than trucks, boats and light 
anywhere lse in Canada. To trucks, is now developing a 
date, in Terrace, 650 vehicles natural gas engine. Pacific 
have converted to natural Northern Gas is looking into 
gas. funding to convert some 
local logging trucks over to 
by Betty Barton natural gas. It is clean- 
burning and environmentally 
Natural gas is more en- kind. 
vironmentally conscious than 
Pacific Northern Gas and 
B.C. Hydro are presently co- 
operating in a co-generation 
program. This program will 
encourage mining companies 
and other industrial concerns 
to use natural gas for power 
generators to make their own 
electricity. This will benefit 
the northern mining com- 
panies with less expensive, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I  . . . . . . . .  V " " ' / :  I 
gasoline or diesel, and more 
economical. The price of 
natural gas for vehicles has 
stayed the same since the in- 
ception of this product in 
1984. During the same time 
period, gasoline has risen 
f rom 44 cerltS per liter to 54 
cents per Jiter in this area. 
U.S. president George Bush 
has already passed legislation 
. . . .  I l l  
more efficient and reliable 
power. 
New techniques are being 
developed f6r drying lumber 
with natural gas. The process 
is cheaper, better and quicker 
than the traditional methods. 
Foreign buyers are going to 
appreciate the cost savings in 
shipping because the lumber 
will be more thoroughly 
dr ied and l ighter to 
transport. It will also be less 
likely to warp or mold, And, 
the use of chemicals present- 
ly used to deter fungus from 
growing on the wood will no 
longer be needed, 
Pacific Northern Gas will 
be one of 60 to 70 exhibitors 
involved in Vancouver 
Gastech '90, scheduled for 
-April 18 and 19, 1990. The 
objective of, this conference 
is to inform intermediate and 
large volume natural gas 
I I I I I]11111111 I . . . . .  I [ 
users of the most up-to-date 
gas utilization technology. 
The trade show/exhibition 
portion allows those who at- 
tend to see and hear about 
the latest gas technology and 
equipment. 
Canadian and U.S, Pacific 
North-West gas utilities will 
be inviting their customers to 
attend. This is an interna- 
tional conference where 
speakers from a number of 
countr ies  will present  
developments in new gas 
technology. The seminar 
portion of the conference 
will include lectures and dis- 
cussions on hot water and 
steam generation, drying 
techniques, natural gas vehi- 
cle technology, co-genera- 
tion,, air conditioning and 
refr!geration and high tem- 
perature applications. L. 
I I III . . . . .  i ]  . . . . . .  t . . . .  
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erlectricity 
The purpose of Power Smart 
is toreduce the consumption of 
electricity by B.C. Hydro's cus- 
tomers. Its overall target is a 
load reduction of 2,300 GWh 
(gigawatt hours) by 1998 and 
thereafter. Stated in less tech- 
nical terms, the goal is to save 
Hydro -- and B.C. taxpayers - -
• the equivalent of two-thirds of 
what it would cost to build the 
Site C •dam on the Peace River. 
by Betty Barton 
, Site C is the next major 
hydroelectric development plan- 
ned in B:C. Hydro's 20-year 
plan. Whether or not this pro- 
ject has to go ahead depends 
largely on the success of the 
Power Smart program. Site C 
would be built on the Peace 
River near Ft. St. John. It would 
be thethird, and probably final, 
major hydro development on 
that river. . . . . .  
Power Smart was initiated in 
1988, with testing of some pro- 
' grams taking place over the next 
three years. The project launch 
date was March 15, 1989. Tim- 
ing of Power Smakt is flexible 
within its 20-year horizon. 
Power Smart is a whole port- 
folio of programs, managed by 
B.C. Hydro and designed to en- 
courage B.C. Hydro's customers 
to conserve lectricity. The cur- 
rent consumption for electricity 
per household in Canada is one 
of the highest in the world. With 
the plethora of electrical ap- 
pliances used in every house- 
hold, demand for power in the 
last two to three years is far 
outstripping Hydro's expecta- 
tions, according to local area 
manager Roy Staveley. 
The preliminary budget for 
the project is $225 million, most 
of which will be committed dur- 
ing the first l0 years. 
The portfolio of programs 
targets energy use (including 
space and water heating, lighting 
and equipment), • in; residential, 
commercial  and: industrial 
facilities. Financial incentives 
are offered in many of these W0- 
grams. ,'We don't want to build 
new Hyrdo electric dams. It's 
better for the environment, our 
Customers; and our pocket book 
if we don't," says Staveley. 
The residential programs in- 
clude: 
r 
. • Refrigerator Efficiency -- A 
:$50 incentive is offered to pro- 
mote the purchase of energy- 
efficien~ refrigerators, which 
save up to 50 percent in energy 
coSts over older models. Over 80 
mOdels qualify; alist is available. 
lot customers,: '/-, . . . . . .  bulbs, make up the differe.n.~., in 
,O .~ I '~  I • ,~:H~ Waler.: " ".energy saving. And there ss l!ttle 
Th~$ jo int  pro~r~ I OL,B.C., difference .in the k ind  of light 
/ -  
. - ,  ,, , % ~?: 
.... :k . r', } ~,~ia i i 
. , . ~ .~ ~,.-~ 
¢", 4: ",: ] . ,: 
Hydro with B.C. Gas-lnc. and 
Pacific Northern offers a rebate 
of $150 (B.C. Gas pays $100 and 
Hydro pays $50)for replacing 
an electric water heater with a 
more economical natural gas 
heater. For mobile homes, the 
rebate is $80. 
• Power Smart Water Heaters 
--  Customers purchasing elec- 
tric water heaters will be en- 
couraged to choose efficient 
ones through a program of 
labelling, promotions and a $20 
rebate. 
• Water Heater Jacket --  Free 
insulating jackets are offered for 
electric water heaters. In selected 
communities only --  check with 
your local Hydro office. This 
summer 14,000 jackets have 
been installed, versus 8,000 in 
1988/89. 
• Quality Plus Home -- A pro- 
gram jointly operated by ,B.C. 
Hydro and the Canadian Home 
Builders Association of i~ritish 
Columbia to develop and pro- 
mote higher standards of energy 
efficiency for new home con- 
struction. There are currently 73 
companies in B.C. listed as 
qualified Quality Plus builders. 
• School Education --  Con- 
test: Over 30,000 students • in 
' B.C.'s 1,602 public and private 
elementary schools 'entered r~ 
coloring contest in which the3 
created artwork on the theme ol 
using energy wisely; a calendm 
was produced of winning sub, 
missions. 
• Curriculum --  Hydro is 
working with schools to find 
ways to incorporate nergy in- 
formation into course material. 
Commercial programs; 
To help customers convert o 
energy-efficient lighting rebates 
are offered ranging from 25 
cents for each energy-saving 
lamp to $500 per kilowatt reduc- 
tion for high intensity discharge 
(HID) system changes. Hydro is 
presently working on a proposal 
for energy-efficient roadway 
lighting for the City of Terrace. 
The taxpayer, the  City and 
Hydro will all benefit from this 
'fib, e-year program, with an 
estimated 20 percent saving per 
year expected. This program is 
expected to be launched in 1990, 
Lighting will change from mer- 
cury vapor to high density 
sodium, 
Customers are being en- 
couraged to go to M-watt light 
bulbs to replace the 40-watt 
bulbs normally in commercial 
fluorescent use. The new bulbs, 
although slightly.:, more costly 
than the 40-watt ...incandescent 
- , : . -%, .  : .  . 
:~  
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provided. The 34-watt bulbs are 
now available in local retail 
outlets. 
Staveley explains that, as 
morepe0ple buy the new bulbs, 
the prices will drop. Hydro is 
promoting compact fluorescents 
for household use to replace the 
bigger,energy incandescent 
lights now in common use. 
Municipal Electrical Efficien- 
cy: . ,. 
B.C.:HydrO:h~s an appoint- 
ment with the City of Terrace on 
Dec. 7 ~tt 4 p.m. to  perform a 
walk-through audit of one 
municipal building in Terrace. 
This will identify areas with 
potential for energy savings as a 
lead-in to an expanded efficien- 
cy progr~tm for the City of Ter- 
race. Smithers and Hazelton 
fans and pumps with electric 
controls that draw full power 
only when necessary. Hydro 
provides technical information, 
• case studies, demonstrations and 
seminars. (Two seminars have 
been conducted in Vancouver 
and one in Victoria.) A software 
package for evaluating potential 
savings is available for $50. 
• High.Efficiency Motors - -  
The program promotes, through 
rebates and education, the use of 
high-efficiency motors in all neW 
installations and to replace 
failed motors. The rebate is 
calculated on the basis of $400 
per kilowatt saved. A software 
package can be purchased for 
$50 to calculate savings. To the 
end of September, 179 applica- 
tions for 1,843 motors, totalling 
have already had thisaudit com- over 95,000 hp, have been pro- 
pleted. Hydro recently examined cussed, with an estimated annual 
Terrace's pool and arena com- saving of over • 13 GWh. 
plex, coming up  with some 
significant energy-saving sugges- 
tions. 
industrial; 
• Adjustable Speed Dr ives -  
Significant savings can be reg- 
Skeena Cellulose is taking ad- 
vantage of this program and 
converting to energy efficient 
motors after discussion with 
B.C. Hydro. 
@ Efficient Compressed Air - -  
This progrmn is designed to 
air systems by providing tests to 
measure leaks and show poten- 
tial savings. Twenty-eight plants 
surveyed in 1988-89 will expand ~ 
• to 140 in the next year. 
While all the above programs 
address the objectives of  Power 
Smart, a broader range of 
strategic options is possible. For 
example, options such as gov, 
ernment legislation: building 
code changes, purchasing stan- 
dards and electric efficieficy con- 
ditions for~connec tion of new 
load may be used to meet •he ob- 
jectives of the project. • ' ,  
The Power Smart portfolio is 
"living", in the sense that new 
programs will be added an d 
Others may be dropped as the 
project progresses. 
The latest statistics from B.C. 
Hydro indicates that the Skeena 
Coastal area (boundary just east 
of Houston) has the best energy 
saving in all of B.C. Staveley 
credits this to, "our people", 
employees of B.C. Hydro, 
residential, commercial nd in- 
dustrial customers alike. 
ized .when indmtrlal :  and:com- 
merc ia l  cUs~rs'i .4'~i/~lace 
• .wasteful m edum~ throttle,on 
reduce the amount of energy 
wasted in industrial compressed 
iG:_ 
"Power  Smart is good for ,  
a 
ev .~ne,"  he concludes, ........ • 
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British Columbians have 
: .for decades enjoyed some of 
the cheapest and most plen- 
tiful hydroelectric power in 
any part-of the world. A 
series of massive dam. 
building projects through 
the 1950:s, 60's and 70's 
took advantage of the prov- 
ince's natural terrain 
• features to create a huge 
surplus •of water-generated 
electrical power. ~i 
That surplus is aboutto 
come to an end. ~ 
In a 20-year forecast of 
B.C. energy supplies and re- 
quirements published by the 
B.C. Ministry of Energy, 
Mines and Petroleum 
Resources in 1984, demand 
for electricity was predicted 
to equal the supply of cur- 
rent B.C. Hydro generating 
facilities by 1997. The 
prediction was based on a 
number of assumptions 
about the prices of other_ 
forms of energy, the value 
of the Canadian dollar, 
federal and provincial 
government policies, world- 
wide trends in energy use, 
and the general health of 
the Canadian and British 
Columbia economies. While 
some of those assumptions 
have been born out, others 
have not. For example, the 
Canadian dollar was ex- 
pected to gradually grow in 
value against he U.S. cur- 
rency, equalling $.78 in 
' 1995 and $.85 by the end of 
the forecast period in 2005. 
• Last week - -  December, 
1989-  the Canadian dollar 
hit just over $.8S U.S. on 
world money markets. 
In 1984 no one expected 
the upswing in the business-. 
cycle to lastas long as it 
has, booming away even in 
face of. a crippling federal 
government interest rate 
policy. "£he cumulative f- 
fect of these and Other un- 
foreseen factors is a much 
more rapid growth in the 
demand, both residential 
and industrial, for electricity 
in B.C. The day of reckon- 
ing for B.C. Hydro is much 
closer at hand. 
Plans for more dams that 
were shelved in the late 
1970's are being pulled 
down and dusted off - -  
Murphy Creek.Keenleyside, 
Site C, even the controver- 
sial Lower Stikine proposal. 
But Hydro is moving cau- 
tiously and with reluctance 
in the direction of dam- 
building. It isn't a popular 
way to deal with the supply 
problem, and there is still 
time to explore a number of 
alternatives, 
The ideal alternative is 
simply to reduce demand. 
Hydro's Power Smart pro- 
a series of gram.includes . 
consciousness÷raising exer- 
cises for residential, c0m- 
inertial and industrial con- 
:sumers of electricity. 
Another alternative isen- 
couraging the use of other 
energy forms, with natural 
gas being the current fuel of 
choice, I t  has an increasing- 
ly wide distribution et- 
work, and the supply even 
with current export commit- 
merits.will ast well into the 
next century on es~blished 
reserves alone. 
Hydro's current 20-year" 
resource plan ~ calls for a 
number of small power op- 
tions to be developed which, 
when taken together, could 
generate enough power to 
delay Site C to the late 
1990's and push the lskut- 
Stikine and Liard dam pro- 
jects into the next century. 
The options include the ad- 
Hydro's recent announce- 
ment of the intent o seek a 
nine percent rate increase is 
also expected to have an im, 
pact on power consumption. 
Even though the 20.year 
resource plan has built-in 
flexibility to change with the 
direction of power demand, 
dam construction requires a
great deal of lead time. 
That means the decision to 
go ahead with or delay ma- 
jor projects l ike.Site'~oa * i 
the Peace River will have to 
be made in the next fe~v 
years. 
B.C. Hydro's northwest Power Smart rep Del Measha~ 
was on hand at the recent official switch-throwir'.:,. :o 
celebrate Stewart's connection into the B.C, Hydro 
gild. Meashaw had among other things samples of 
high-efficienty flourescent light bulbs designed to 
replace incandescent bulbs in routine household ap- 
plications. 
I 
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• ".quits, B.C Hydro will rebate you : ~<;~ '~ 
$50 on the purchase of an energy- * '~< 
saving one. !!i! 
It's a move that will save you. 
cash. Up front. And down the 
road, with significant savings on 
your monthly electric bill. (Statis- :! 
tics show that the new energy- :~ < 
saving models can represent a. ,,.,~ .~ 
typical saving of $300 or more over '<~L %1::</ 
thelife of the ffidge compared to ~ ~ :~ 
• . . . .  fz,~, ~,  
less efficient models.) ' *:~ • ~ .~, i~!~:~. .~ ~ 
:. WITH PURCHASE OF AN 
:, ENERGY-SAVING FRIDGE. 
Plus, your purchase wi l l  help 
slow the ever-growing demand 
on our valuable hydroelectric 
resource. 
Here's your chance to be 
~wer Smart. To enjoy cash savings 
~ .now. And the good life electricity 
i,:~: brings, for years to come. 
• l ".  
I $50 REBATE REMINDER 
I Clip and save this reminder 
[ to ask your appliance dealer 
[ which fridges qualify for the 
[ $50 rebate. Or call B.C. Hydro 
[ toll-free 1-800-663-1689, 
* Offer valid on purchases made June I, 1989 
] through March 31, 1991. Only refrigerators. ] . 
[ having approved EnerGuide numbers qualify.~i/~ 
Intelligent Energy Choices 
L_ . . . .  __1 
For furlher information for this and other Power Smart 
programs contact your local B.C,Hydro office, 
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", STEWART: -Mayor  Darlene eters nor l :h"  of Stewar t .  Minv 
Cornell called it a "power manager Denis Gregoiresaid the 
party". She said it could ha~,e availability of inexpensive elec L
been calle~ a "turn it oil" party, tricity has made a significant d!f- 
but •there ~may have been mis- ference.in the mine:s. balance, 
understandings . . . .  sheet: using.dlesel generators, 
The 0c~asion was an". Official . the~: 0perati0n is°metimes 'con-  
ceremo3y, Dec. 1. in. Stewart sumed: two. B-train fuel ~ .truck 
markingthe inclusion of Stewart loadsof dieselper day. • 
inB.C~Hydro'sprovincialeiec. The-initial power connection 
tri¢ grid, something the :t0wn took place' Oct.- 24.  Gregoire 
.and,10cal governments: hrough- said the.start-upwas smooth but 
out :"the Northwest. have, been not entirely without difficulties. 
Working towards for  several i On Nov; 7a ligh, tning arrestor in 
years. It means a stronge r,more the circuit blew up for some un- 
reliable sourceofp0wer for.the known reason,: resulting in a 
booming" community, than the 10-hour power outage. On Nov. 
diesel generators it has relied 15 a tree fell on the line; on Nov. 
Upon in the past. Cornell also 19 one Of the power poles in 
pointed out. that the limited ' Stewart was hit, by a truck; on 
amount of electric power  N6v., 27 a meter and a half of 
available had acted as. a brake on ~ ", snow fell, taking out the line 
industrial growth., ~'.- : :  ".", . .again; and on NOV. 29.the line 
Sinc.e the,mid'~1950"sStewart' was knocked .out by falling 
. '.hashad only 4.5. megawatts of branches. 
'maximum' electricity, .but that .Gregoire described the co- 
situation has now changed. Last operation from B.C. Hydro as 
year.BiC. Hydro agreed to build ' "excellent" and noted that the 
• a new138.kilovolt, ffan.smission power agreement had been 
line from its substation • in critical to Westmin's decision to 
Aiyansh - -a t  that time the end go ahead with the mine. ,. . . • . 
of the line for the grid - -  173 Stewart Chamber of. C°m" " ' kilometers up the Nass Valley merce president Gary Hubbard Skeena MLA Dave Parker and Stewart mayor Darlene Cornell threw a symbolic electric 
and along Highway 37 and 37A said, "This power.source is the switch to mark the port community's ¢o.nneotlon to the B.C, Hydro provincial grid Dec. 1. It . 
• wasn' t  all show -- the switch olosett a Circuit tO light up the Christmas tree at Stewart' ." " 
to .Stewart. Clearing began in  tool/o build the future of this Elementary School. " . ~ : . . . .  ' '  " ' 
• 3tfly 198,8 and construction start- community." He went on to say 
ed in-May of this year. A, B.C. the nextstep for Stewart is to 
Hydro rep pointedout that the improve the transportation cor- the mine with enough left over power as the main accomplish- of power. The new lines go 
-project came in on time and rider, Highway 37. to-power the equivalent of a ment,, saying that if industrial through the avalanche-prone 
$500,000 under budget at $19.1 The new power arrangement medium-sized sawmill, Cornell expansion requires it the line can Bear Pass, a route at least as 
, million, isn't without limits, however, and Hubbard both see a wood-..always be upgraded at some adverse as  the area between 
The deciding factor from The 32-megawatt capacity leaves processing plant as the next step. point in the. future. Greenville and Kincolith~ where 
Hydro's point of view was the little room for expansion, being in Stewa~'s industrial develop- Meanvhile the diesels will re- power outages are virtu~ly 'a  
additional demand from the designed to serve existing de- ment. main .in,~stewart •for at least, way of life. : ':' ' : 
Westmin gold mine a few kilom- mend from the community and . Cornell sees the supply of grid another year as a back-up source : . 
t . 
GAS: TH E INTELLIGENT CI Jt 'rc 
Save up to 50% on y 
Electric Bill." 
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DRYING 
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"It's going wildt It's an ad- 
ministrative chore daily to keep 
up." Says Dave Storey, District 
Manager of Farwest Fuels. 
by:Betty Barton 
Dave says he has everything 
from five-ton Hiabs to Honda 
Accords and delivery vehicles 
converting to natural gas. The 
fact that gasoline prices are go- 
ing up againlin January 1990 has 
"produced another flood on top 
of the steady roar". Pick-ups 
and vans make up the  largest 
percentage of converts." Dave 
has lost track o f the  total 
number of vehicles being con- 
verted in this area. But natural 
gas sales have .risen by 23,000 
liters in the one-year perio d 
from Oct.,$9: 
A small vehicle will h01d a 
cylinder, size the equivalent of 
four gallons of gasoline. At 30 
miles per gallon, the vehicle 
would have a 120-mile range; 
This distance would require 18 
litersi0fnatural g~,  for a total 
costof $4.80. 
Prince Rupert, ' Kitimat, 
$mithers and Terrace are all 
/ 
linked together by a 24-hou] 
cardlock system, whic[ 
eliminates the concern of limite¢ 
range with natural gas. A 
350-cubic-inch fuel-injecteo 
Chevy engine in a 1989 Chevy 
4-wheel drive would consume" 
natural gas worth $8.07 to go to ~JPF.A.S.T.) 
Smithers. 
The price of conversion hasn't 
changed in three or four years. 
• The net price may vary upon 
fuel consumption and the 
method of payment. But, with 
over $850 available in grants 
from the Federal government 
and Pacific Northern Gas, to 
• convert a standard-,van would 
cost $1,640. Dave explains that 
anyone with a valid Pacific Nor- 
thern Gas account can have 
financing for up to $1,600 over 
three years (from PNG, but 
handled by Farwest Fuels). 
Dave Storey says they've had ~ ' : 
tremendous success converting. 
fuel-injected vehicles. From per: 
s0nal experience, he says they're 
wonderful to work on,'fewer ad- 
justments and problems.;, and i ".:,i ~:,:,,/i : 
Fdi'd and'"Ch~v~ i~i~k~iz;ps!;are" : , 
easiest to work on. 
r 
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- Burdet t  D is t r ibutors  (1977) Ltd. 
• 4759 Highway, 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
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4904 Highway 16 West, 
Terrace, B.C. 
FRIENDLY PEOPLE 
I 
, . . . .  THE NATURAL ALTERNATIVE 
m 
i 
. . ,  , . 
District Manager  :. ';.:if': I ~ ,:::' " 
• . , .% , '  - "  . 
Farwest  Fue ls .  
i i  , ~ ; '  DAVID STOREY • . . . .  
Office: 635-6617 , :: ': :, ;::ii~ I
Res . :  635-9023 ' . . . .  : : :  
GIV!NG YOU 
/ Conversions & Service 
Prince Rupert Branch 
Mike Pavich 
624-6400 
Kitirnat Branch :1 
Philip Malnis 
632-7388 
i i 
I 
Smithers Branch "1 
Larry Winwcharuck I 
847.9172 
. . . . .  
• .C , 
i l lU  i r i i 
The reasons you should convert  to 
~ Farwest  Fuels Natura l  ~Gas to go are: 
..... : :  • • Economical - -  only for the cost of gasoline • : .~  ' : j 
:~  e• Clean burning - -  easier on your engines 
, • Pollution free 
• Plentiful supp ly -  indicating long term 
low cost price stability. 
• SAFER than gasoline or propane ~: 
• Low-cost financing 
• 24 hour service cardlock 
• Engine runs smoother 
. . 2. 2 
t 
: ' .1  ~ ,,, t ¸ 
FUEL INJECTION? 
NO PROBLEM! 
L 
0 Y N M AN D ECOLOGY I MOTION 
tutomotive Fuel~Conversations & Service~Natural Gas leads the way 
/ 
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A few local residents recently took advantage of an opportunity to examine B.C. Hydro's 
proposals for stringing a new power Line from Terrace to Kitimat. Hydro reps came away 
from the public meeting with a better idea of local concerns about the project. 
Power line route pondered 
TERRACE - -  B.C. Hydro has 
to build a new transmission li e 
from Terrace to Kitimat, and on 
Nov. 21 local residents got a 
chance to see Hydro's plans and 
tell company representatives 
their views. 
Thepublic meeting, held in 
the Oddfellow's haU, was at- 
tended by six Hydro experts, 
about 15 local people, most of 
them from the Lakelse Lake 
area where the new line will have 
the most effect, and four news 
reporters. 
• Hydro needs the new 287- 
kilovolt line to carry the energy 
it,s buying from Alcan as the 
resuliiiof an agreement in prin- 
ciple ~eached last month. Alcan 
wdlselr the ut]hty power fro~ Its 
new Kemano II generating pro- 
ject for 20 years for an un- 
disclosed rate, starting in 1994 
when the project is complete. 
Hydro's  schedule calls for 
regulatory approval for the l ine 
inthe first quarter of, next year ,  
engineering surveys and right- 
of-way acquisition in 1991:92, 
clearing in mid-1993 and line 
construction in the summer of 
1994. DaveRead, a public af- 
fairs officer for Hydro, noted at 
the meeting that i f  Alcan ad- 
vances its completion date for 
Kemano If, Hydro would also 
Set its schedule ahead.• 
The new lines, like the existing 
ones, would be H-configuration 
wood pole towers. : :. ' 
Two routes have ~ been iden- 
tified as viable by Hydro, but 
the company's environmental 
consultant, Mark Walmsley, 
told the meeting that they 
haven't ruled out other possi- 
bilities that may be suggested. 
Route A would parallel the ex- 
isting 287 kv line that runs 
alongside Highway 37, and 
Roul~e B would take a new line 
down the west side of Lakelse 
Lake. 
• It became apparent during the 
course of the two-hour discus- 
sion and presentation that 
building the line down the west 
side of the lake would have sig- 
f i i f icant advantages from 
Hydro's point of view. It would 
Cost less an estimated $16 
million as opposed to $18 
million for Route A - -  because 
it:iS 12 kilometers horter and 
most of the corridor is already 
partly prepared by clear-cut log- 
ging, Security is another factor: 
a cat~tstmph~c event like a land- 
slide Oi ~i~alanche on either side 
i~ ~ ~ i ¸ : • i , " • ~ • • / .  •¸  
• : . : : i . , •~ , . . . . . . .  " ••  . • • i•  • 
would leave one set of trans- 
mission lines intact instead of 
wiping them both out. 
Walmsley said Hydro is ex- 
amining several categories of im- 
pact that might be created by the 
new line: fish, wildlife, forests, 
terrain and soil, visual and 
recreational, heritage, land use, 
and socio-economic. Con- 
sultants have been hired to as- 
semble studies and report to 
Hydro on each of these concerns 
for both potential routes. 
When the floor was opened to 
questions, the first thing Hydro 
representatives were asked was 
why the extra power from 
Kemano is needed at all. 
Read explained that the 
,BC. surplus ~enerating cap~ c .~ . . .  
h~as*enj~ycd in the ~iit,~ill be 
gone due to rising demand 
within the next decade and 
• hydro has to Seek more sources 
of electricity. The Kemano pro- 
ject is one of those. 
The question of exported 
power came up, and Read re- 
plied •that Hydro has a series of 
exchange agreements with other 
utilities that allows for out- 
bound shipment of excess power 
during periods of high water and 
importing excesses from other 
generating companies when it's 
needed in B.C. He  said that 
makes the entire system more ef- 
ficient. B.C. has "firm basis 
supply" agreements for relative- 
}y small amounts of power with 
Washington, he added. 
The advantages and disadvan- 
tages of both proposed routes 
came under discussion. Doub- 
ling the existing route would 
have a higher visual impac! 
because a new set of lines would 
have to be built on the upslop¢ 
side of the existing lines. To g¢ 
down the west side of the lak¢ 
would alienate more productiv¢ 
forest land, about 200 hectare~ 
altogether. When asked abou ~ 
stringing the new lines on the ex 
isting towers down the presen 
corridor, Read explained tha 
the wooden towers would haw 
to be replaced by stronger stee 
lattice towers, a move tha 
would require the establishmen 
of a temporary line for six t~ 
seven months while the ne~ 
structures were being built. 
At the conclusion of discm 
sion, the Hydro reps asked for 
show of hands to determine th 
mood,of the room., They wer 
left w~tha perplexing messag~ 
the vote was almost equally spl;, 
in" favor of the narrow-corridor, 
steel-lattice tower option, on 
either route A or B. Read had 
stated earlier that doing it that 
way would justabout double the 
construction cost. 
Burdett .. sees fu 
oil sales vanish, : 
,7 '  . . . .  
auto products rise 
The Shell Oil Terrace bulk 
plant has had their residential oil 
customers drop to 50 from 
almost 700 a few years ago l
Brian Burdett, owner, attributes 
this decrease to increased costs 
of the fuel and to customers con- 
verting to natural gas. 
by Betty Barton 
new unleaded premium. The 
designation is determined by the 
octane level in the fuel. The 
more  octan.e, the more 
'premium' the fuel. The 
customer has to find what suits 
his or her vehicle best. A pinging 
sound in the engine indicates a. 
need for a higher octane 
gasoline. 
Burdett Distributors sells first 
aid supplies and recycles anti- 
freeze. In addition to being an 
environmentally sound idea, this 
service is a large saving to the 
customer - -  30 to 50 percent less 
than retail. The anti-freeze is 
cleaned, inhibitors are added 
back into the anti-freeze. The 
amount depends on  the 
temperature protection re- 
quired. It is then sold as pre- 
mixed anti-freeze (water does 
not have to be added to it.) 
Automotive sales, though, • 
have picked up considerably. 
This iS'L in large part, due to the 
increased traffic coming through 
Terrace in all industries. 
Although the use o f  leaded 
gasoline has been banned effec- 
tive ,Dec. 31, 1990, Shell has 
forged ahead with three un- 
leaded fuels, more than one year 
ahead of schedule. Bronze 
gasoline is a new regular un- 
leaded gasoline, Silver a new 
mid-grade unleaded and Gold, a 
k-- 7 / - ,  
Rotella®T Comp~ 
,11 R---otella ® T oils are premium universal oils that 
tain a Shell developed detergent which will keep your 
:ons clean and rings free from wear.This will improve 
r engine's performance resulting in lower maintenance 
ts. Shell Rotella ® T oils are used in diesel and gas 
lines and exceed industry specifications as well as the 
uirements of original equipment manufacturers. 
.=11 Rotella ® T performance benefits include: 
Deposit Control 
Piston Cleanliness 
Wear Protection 
Low Oil consumption 
m 
m 
~ r,~ 
• Longer Engine Life 
• Low Temperature Starting 
• Rust Protection 
• Less Oil Thickening 
AVAILABLE AT: Burdett Distributors (1977) Ltd. 
i ~r  
" |  
I 
4759 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C, 
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Just a week ago, file cast and 
crew of+Terrace Little.Theatre's 
The Art of War went +'on the 
road' to Kemano. The Keman0 
Community Association had 
proposed the.trip to the Terrace 
Little Theatre Society. 
by Betty Barton 
always fully booked on its daily 
r.uns from Kemano to Kitimat. 
Kemano residents regularly go 
out to shop or for medical ap- 
po!ntments. And, more recently, 
additional workers and con- 
sultants from the Kemano Com- 
pletion Project use the boat to 
'g.et out' on their few days off. 
There was pandemonium 
when the theater troupe first ar- 
rived in Kemano. With only 
three hours before show time, 
much needed to be done. Lights 
hadto be rigged, risers had to be 
The Kemano Community 
Association is a combination 
town council and social con- 
venor in Kemano. As part of 
set up, props arranged,  
costumes ironed and organized, 
and make-.up ut on. There also 
had to betime to run through 
the play once before the actual 
performance. This is usual pro- 
cedure, but  was doubly 
necessary that night. 
Jim Branch, who normally 
played the part of Jamie, the 
gardener, had been rushed to 
hospital three days prior for an 
emergency appendectomy. 
Although he was Still convinced 
that he would be able to act, the 
rest of the east and crewvetoed 
.it. Jamie's role is that of the 'fall 
guy', literally and figuratively. 
In the play, he is throwndown 
onto the stage, or against fur- 
niture on several occasions. It
would have been impossible for 
Jim to do anything except stand 
very still and say his lines. 
Daniel Bamswell, the director 
and, only other• person who 
their cultural enrichment pro- 
gram for the residents of 
Kemano, they have sponsored 
various regional and out-of- 
region groups, and individuals 
to perform in Kemano. 
It is an isolated community 
with access only by sea or  air. 
The residents are  enthusiastic 
about entertainers coming into 
the community. 
After much consultation bet- 
ween the Kemano Community 
Association and Terrace Little 
Theatre about logistics and 
dates, one performanc e was 
agreed upon for the weekend of 
Nov. 25th. . - 
After two 'sold out' evenings 
of the play at a dinner theatre in 
the Northwest Community Col- 
lege cafeteria, the group was 
more than pleased to do it again. 
Props, lights, risers~ and 
costumes were packed as com- 
pactly as possible. Fifteen peo- 
pie/(8 cast and 7 crew) were knew Jim's likes almost as well 
transported toKitimat, courtesy as he did, agreed* t0 :~stand-iil. 
of Alcan, and then transferred After some initial ~hesitation, 
to Alcan's boat, the MV. Daniel jumped in with his 
Nechako. Northwest Communi- usual verve and zeal. He did 
line-runs each day with both cast 
and his girlfriend, Connie. 
Every evening, the cast met for 
rehearsals. 
Saturday evening, at 8:15 
p.m., the play went on with one 
quarter of Kemano (50 people) 
ty College provided the truck to 
transport all the risers and 
lights+ The captain of the boat, 
Bob and his crew, 'kindly 
assisted with loading all the 
theater paraphenalia. 
The 40-passenger Nechako is 
., [] 
it was a new kind of cargo for the MV Nechako on a recent weekend when the Terrace Little 
Theatre came to town. The group staged its production of The Art of War for an appreciative 
audience in Kemano. 
in the audience. The four stage 
areas were positioned among the 
theater-goers to augment heir 
involvement in the action. They 
gasped, laughed, clapped and 
sighed as the actors crept across 
the floor, lighting the way with 
only a dim flashlight, or prat-fell 
across the pool table or perched• 
on a chair spouting the at- 
tributes of art. 
After the final act, the au- 
dience shook hands with the cast 
and congratulated them on a job 
well done. They were most ap- 
preciative that Terrace Little 
Theatre had journeyed to '  
Kemano.  The Community 
Asspciation: enthusiastically~, in- 
vited the troupe back when the 
next play is ready to go 'on the 
road'. 
A superb dinner was prepared 
by Crawley & McCracken, the 
catering service that has served 
Kemano since the first construc- 
tion days of Alcan in the early 
'50s. Then, after midnight, the 
whole cast and crew had a tour 
of the power house. This huge 
complex and tunnel, housed in 
the mountainside, generates all 
the electricity for Alcan in 
Kemano and the aluminum 
Smelter in Kitimat. The excess is 
sold to B.C. Hydro. The initial 
stages of the Kemano Comple- 
tion Project, at the townsite nd, 
were viewed by the bright lights 
of the ~ heavy equipment, digg- 
ing, drilling and hauling to con- 
struct he new tunnel. 
Cast and crew were billeted 
with Kemano families for a very 
short hight. The, at 7:30 the next 
morning, everyone loaded onto 
the Nechako for the return trip 
to Kitimat. The Whole trip had 
lasted less than 24 hours. The 
cast and crew were still 'high' 
from the warm hospitality and 
excitement of performing, "of f  
Broadway" in Kemano! 
The Terrace Little Theatre"s 
latest production, "Ladies in 
Retirement; is presently on 
stage at the McColl Playhouse 
until Dec. 9. Tickets are for sale 
at Erwin Jewellers in the Skeena 
M~.  In January, more= is in 
store for the Terrace 'Little 
Theatre Society. 
.The art show is on now 
Contdbuted by 
Kulblnder Saran 
The Terrace Parks  and 
Recreation Department is proud 
to present The Art Show, De- 
cember 5to December 16, at the 
Terrace Art Gallery. Come and 
see the range of talented artists 
we have in this community. It's 
fun for the whole family at a 
great price.., free admission! 
The Ga!lery hours of opera- 
tion are: Monday, 7 -9  p.m.; 
Tuesday through Saturday, 12 
noon - 3 p.m. and 7 - 9 p.m.; 
Sunday, 1 - 4 p.m. and 7 - 9 p.m. 
The artists featured in this 
show have all taken Terrace 
Parks + and Recreation art 
courses at some point. This is a 
chance for these artists to 
display their work for the 
public. 
Some of the courses these ar- 
tists have taken are Monart 
Drawing, Aqua Tinta, An 
Adventure in Colour with Anne 
Marie Nehring, and Dave Corn- 
AMWA¥ 
,QUALITY 
fort's Water Colour Workshop 
just to name a few. 
As an art show, this one is 
definitely different: there are 
different sizes, mediums, styles, 
impressions and colors, as well 
as different ages; from children 
as young as 6 years to adults. 
For some of these artists, this 
will be their first art show, while 
others have displayed their work 
a number of times. Either way, 
the artists would appreciate your 
support. Come and enjoy The 
Art Show... you might even 
learn something newt 
Northwest arts +and 
entertainment calendar 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre - -  
Carol Sing, Wednesday, Dec. 6, 7 p.m. 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School Christ- 
mas Concert, Tuesday, Dec. 12, 10:30 
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. 
McColl Playhouse - -  
Ladies in Retirement - -  play, Dec. 7, 8 and 9, 
8p.m. 
Terrace Art Gallery --- • 
The Art Show, Dec. 5 to 16. + 
Northern Motor Inn - -  
In George's Pub, band Harvest Moon, from 
Edmonton, Monday to Saturday, 9 p.m.+ 
to I a.m. 
Terrace Hotel - -  
Augie's Lounge - -  Gerry Shaw 
Gigl's Pub - -  50's and 60's band, Jessle 
Aaron & Memphls. 
Inn of the West - -  
Fanny's Lounge - -  "office party", Friday, 
Dec. 15, 12 noon to 4 p.m. Call Sheila or 
Debbie at 638-8141. 
David Hlslop rehearses his tunes for the Kemano per- 
formance of The Art of War (Nov. 25th). David plays Lance 
Dubols, the piano man, in the play. He provides the special 
SOund +effects, musical Interludes betweenscenes and ac- 
00~paniment for songs sung during the play,, 
i t .  ~+;i+~iP++ ,~ / . .  r . . . . . . . . . .  - , . . . .  < ~ ' , , . , ,  , . . . , , . . l -  - 
HOME CARE AND 
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS 
ARTi$1rR¥ 
QUALITY 
i i i i  i 
SKIN CARE AND COSMETICS 
NU111UM11Y 
QuALrrY 
i i 
NUTRmON AND 
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS 
' 65S ,4618 
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Madene Stokkeland was one of numerous exhibitors who participated in the local Farmers' 
M~rket Christmas sale at the arena banquet room recently. The hand.painted articles are 
samples of a German folk art called Bauern Malerei. Photo b2Aiie Toop. 
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DII ECTO0¥ 
The p a t h ~  
~in ing  light, that shin-~ 
[ ~th more and more unto the 
[ perfect day. .L. 
• • 
., , - / .  • " 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church ; 
- - -  Times: Pastor: • " /V~Qi lb  , 
Saturday 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonon 
Sundays: 9:00 a.rn. O,M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
"4830 strau me Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: ,.,.,^.., .  ,,.,..._.., 
4n f in  - - -  " w"uuuow, I l l  ~ l l a l W ~ ,  
, ~a ' .v~ ~t . l l l .  I 
Sunday Sch001 classes are held during the 9 a.m, service. Child Ven. J.A. MacKenzie 
care is available during Ihe 9 a.m. service. • 
4506 Lokelse Avenue 635-901q 
Christ, Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - -  i 1:30 a.m.. 
Worship ..Serrvlce - -  11:30 a.m. 
Pastor. Donald P, Bolstad 
635-5520 3229 Sparks Street 
~ I I ,Ter race  Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
I Sabbath School: Pastor: I 
- "n  i i Saturday- 9:303.m . Ole Unruh - -  635-7113 l 
Your chance to get ! vo lved-  ,DlvlneServlce: Prayer Meet ing* . : '  : i . '  ! I Saturday 11:00 a.m. ~ WednesdayT:00 p.m. I 
The Royal Purple Ledge #216, Te~iCe'~61dS:" '":~sUNIto~!Sf'i.,~ exual _A.uau!t Support Group. | i 3306Gr i f f i ths  : ! i l / i !~:~i  : " ~': 635"3232l 
• ~lmeetings the 2nd ~and 4tH Mondays of every Open dloetlngs every murseay at q p.m. m me I 
.... month. For information, and membership, SexualAssault Centre. For more Information I ' ~ : i 
' -  please phono 635.6643 o'r 635-2415. phone635-4042. • ~ ' . | , ~ :  '* ~ Evangehcal,.Free Church • I 
It you have experienced the loss of a family The Terrace Bresstfeedlng Support Group I I Sunday.sch0oh 'i', ~- Pastor : i '  I 
member through suicide and would like to holds their meetings In the hospital education i I ~ (for all ages) ~ = W.E. Glasspell | 
meet with others who have experienced the room on the first Tuesday of every month. For l i 9:45 a.m~ I : . IL I 
same, please 0a11.638.0942 or 635-3178 for ~.~3,1nformatlon, ca l l  Terry Walker at / I SundayServ!c:m: ' :'. P rayerMoet lng: '  I 
I 11:00 o.m, 6:30 p.m. ~ " Wed. 7:00 p.m. i | 
more information. ~ • I I 3302 sparks Street • 635"51151 , 
The All.Seasons Steelers ladles' soccer team Ladles.: Have.you ever been phy~yor im; :  s | 
meets every Monday and Thursday at 7 p.m. a t .  : tally aDuseo oy your nusoanar w, - t  / 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School. Anyone happened in the past or is on-going now, we all | 
Interested in joining is more than welcome to need understanding and compassion from | ' ' others who have lived through It. We have a , I " . Knox  Umted ChUrCh.. " i '" . J. 
attend. • " Sun~ort argue meeis every "Battered Women s Support Group" that / / Sunday Womhlp: Evening Worship: . '  ' Mlnlstsn. / J , ;  
The Bereavement . . . .  _. - - • meets on a weekly basis. For more Informs- | / 10:30 a.m. Every zno and 4th ~tan ua,ey I 
Wednesda at I 15 p m at the ierrace Mental . . . . . . . . . . .  " i Sunday School:. Sunday. 4!h Sunday: Youth Group: i 
• Y : " " • . . . . . .  I non, ca, val at ~m-u~m. / j 10"30 a m nymns amy /:uu p.m. ~ i Health Centre, 202-3412 Kalum ~t. Pqease ca, ..-~ . 
638-3325 for further information. Do you want to support your oommunlty? / 1 4~7 Loze!le Ave. 635-6014 | 
.,._ .,. . . .  . r . . .~. r,a..k iS havin" club nlnhts Here's your chancel Big Brothers and Big | L 
• , ,.w -,,,,..~, .w,,,,,,, , , , , -  u ,, i n new members s Sisters Affiliated is recru tl g • at the Kalum Street courts on Tuesday , . . . . .  : i 
Thursdays and Sundays. For information, call eR::l~lamron~et~n4~?O~someAt;l:~'erlr:::~raYm°~ / 1 1 Terrace Pentecostal Assembly I 
635-2347 or 638-1514 'I ne • to g p m For more information, pho J Early Service. Pastor. J 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the ~,~mRt" " / 8:30 a.m. John Caplln . I 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing '"'-- '"'~da NI ht Shad erou - -  What is It? J Assodate Past.on Cliff Slebert. I 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge, weenes_ y. g! . . . . . .  I ng__ . . . .  J P =.^..,,.,,,,,-. J Sunday School. " • Prayer TIme. iJ ~ 
Wednesdays:l p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays:2 ;r~:i~;aL,ngw:;;e~):X;ue:~U,=s~e,-a~,ers,,,f, om | 10:00a.m. 6:0Op.m. : ?  ~ I: Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. Evening Service: 6:30 p,m._ ; | 
m bin o First Saturoay or every monm: e - -  i 635-2434 l P" "'- -g! ' - . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' "'^nda" throughout he community. Open to anyone In- 1 3511 Eby Street a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake Drq~ufliU~L. nnu 7 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., terested from 8:30 to 10 p.m. upstairs at the | 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 Kermode Friendship Centre. For further Infer- | 
APe  motion, contact Benlta Chapdelaine at / I The Alliance Church 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O. . .  . • a m to 4:30 ~ Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wisbe Branch 73. For further Info., contact the Happy 635-4906 Monday to Friday. 8.30 . . 
J GangCentre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. p.m. 9:45 o.m. Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Worship Sei'vice: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
• All are cordially invited 
Youth Ministries * Hohde Bible S tud ies .  Visitation 
4923 Agar  Avenue 635-7727 
i 
• The Salvation Army 
Sunday  Serv ices :  
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6481]  
The Terrace Single Parents Association 
welcomes all interested to attend their month- 
ly meetings on the second Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. Learning 
to raise the kids alone; learning to live without 
the kids in the house; widowed or divorced; we 
are all building new lives. Sometimes it helps 
tO talk about it. Phone Debble at 635-4383 after 
4 p.m. or Richard at 635-7762 for more informa- 
tion or to arrange transportation. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE --  Your Travel In- 
ifocentre Counsellor Is just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plan- 
ning your holiday trip or what to do with 
visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP --  635-2063. 
Ten'ace pipes & Drums practises Mondays at 
7:30 p.m. at the "Kin Hut" behind Heritage 
Park. Come join us, learn, or just listen. For 
more Information, call Barry at 635-5905 or 
Chris at 635-2009. 
Alcohol and Drug Education Video Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in the Psychiatric Unit 
everyThursday at?:30 p.m, 
The Terrace Curling Club wishes to announce 
that every Tuesday the club will be offering 
free ice to anyone who wishes to practice their 
curling or ~ tO have a friendly challenge game. 
The Canteen will be  offering a luncheon 
special which can be enjoyed by curlers and 
spectators alike. The rink will be open from 
11:30 a.m. to I p.m. every Tuesday. So come on 
down and give It a try; and hey, Marie puts on a 
good lunchl 
Anyone Interested In Joining a support group 
for step and blended families, call Lee at 
635-9055. 
Losses, either through separation, divorce or 
death can be a time when you may need addi- 
tional support. If you wish to be in a suppodlvo 
group, please Join us the first and third 
Wednesday of each month from 1:15 to 3 p.m. 
in the conference room at the Mental Health 
Centre. Call 638-3325 for morn information. 
Overeaters Anonymous support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at  the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. 
Phone 635-6510 or 635-4763 for further informa- 
tion. 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: r PastO~ 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys ~)35-202i 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635-6173 
I i 
i 
Something amazing and 
pretty neat has happened at 
ThornhiU Nursery. The nursery 
is comprised of 15 greenhouses, 
where forestry seedlings, split 
over six or seven different 
species, are produced: 
Joe Pitzoff came to work for 
the nursery this-year, and with 
management's blessing one 
greenhouse has been totally 
devoted to the growing of 
poinsettias. This is the fourth 
crop Joe has grown himself. 
He  grew two in Nanaimo, one 
in the Fraser Valey, and now 
he is in Terrace doing the same 
thing here. 
It, might sound pretty simple 
to grow poinsettias, but it 
isn't~ To their knowledge, this 
is the first time a poinsettia 
crophas been grown this far • 
north in B.C. In order to grow 
them. here, they had to adapt 
their culture program to the en- 
vironmental conditions. 
Culturally, they are quite 
demanding. Poinsettias are 
susceptible•to nutrient deficien- 
' " " ' i  - -  " " 
1'. n'ltS ..... :'rn" Pieces - - -  
cy, much more so than a lot of 
the more common ursery 
crops, if the fertilizer program 
is not on track, they will 
develop problems very quickly. •
The variety grown here.is called 
Annette Hegg" " 
Poinsettias' are a tropical 
plant and native to Mexico, but 
are bred for the floracultural 
industry in Europe. The variety 
grown in Terrace originated in ' 
Denmark. The crop was started 
from root cuttings July: 20. 
Pitzoff is a poinsettiasen- 
thusiast. Someday he hopes to 
grow a variety called Jingle 
Bells. These plants are mostly 
red, but have specks of dif- 
ferent colors. There is also a 
marbled variety, and then there 
is a poinsettia called Lemon 
Drop, yellow in color. In the 
greenhouse, I never saw so 
many beautiful poinsettias all 
in one place. The color split is 
80 percent red, 10 percent pink 
and 10 percent white. Most of 
the production is in six-inch 
pots,-but there are also some in 
four-inch and eight-inch pots. 
The plants, almost .3000 of 
them, are ready for the market 
now and the nursery hopes to 
sell them all locally. Each plant 
is sold with a "carecard" and 
a Thornhill Nursery tag with 
the company logo on it. Make 
sure youtook for it, when yo u 
. -  • : . .  . . . .  
,~  
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buy your poinsettia. If you 
don't find them in your 
favorite Supermarket, then go 
to the next one, or to your 
favorite flowershop; for sure 
they will be there. 
A:lot (if care went into this 
cropand we should care equal- 
ly that as local people we sup- 
port • this toi:a!:industry. These 
truly are 'the best poinsettias 
you will ever see anywhere. 
Who knows, if this goes well 
we might see some different 
types next year. 
Dies ist fiir Carla, Simone 
Kirsten, Erie, Carl, Archie, 
Theresa, Florence und unsere 
Lehrerin Inke Kase. 
Es hat reich sehr gefreut 
Euch ~ber die vergangenen 
Monate kennen zu lernen und 
vermute, dass unser "Deutseh" 
besser ist als das yon FELIX 
(das ist der komische kerl in 
VIDEO). lch habe viel gelernt, 
und hoffe Euchirn kommenden 
Februar wieder zu sehen. 
lch wiinsche Euch allen ein 
"Frohes Weihnachten" un ein 
gllickliehes und gesundes 
"Neues Jahr". 
Most of use know Betty 
Campbell. She's that smiling 
lady doling out pizza bits at 
Safeway on weekends. Betty 
has been retired from nursing 
i•aunoh the 
I 
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for a while~ but keeps busy do- Robert-Gervais, Carmen 
ing part time jobs here and Unruh, Andrea Miskelly, 
there. She celebrated her birth- Sheen~ Worden, Eric Walker, 
day last week and this one is Colleen Craig, David Fleming, 
for you Betty: Feliz Julie Brewer, Steven Owens, 
Cumplea~os, FelizNavidad y ":Cathy Dickson, Soren : •: 
ProSpero A'fio Nuevo. Hedberg, Kevin ~nd Matthew 
This time of year is the 
busiest for bake sales, bazaars, 
teas and Christmas ales..The 
Skeena Fall Fair Association 
held their annual Craft and 
Bakesaie at the Co-op. As 
always, it was very successful 
and deservedly so. Besides 
some baking, I• also bought 
some of the nicest crocheted 
snowflakes I've seen for a long 
time. 
Next year is the Skeena Fall 
Fair's 20th anniversary. The 
Association hopes to produce a
special edition cookbook. 
Anybody who has ever had 
anything to do with the Fall 
Fair in any capacity is-invited 
to submit a recipe. There have 
been many exhibitors over the 
past 19 years. They'd like to 
see recipes from everybody; 
drop them off at the Terrace 
library. C'mon folks, let's do 
it. This is a worthwhile project 
and it is all local. 
The Annual Farmers Market 
Christmas ale was held at the 
Arena Banquet Room. A real 
variety of goods were offered 
for sale. Some people like 
Marion, Linda, Norico and 
Margret work year-round on 
their crafts; in their spare time, 
that is. They then sell their ~ 
wares at sales like this and 
.9there.They call themselves, the 
Thimbleberry Workshop. Other 
tables, were set up with 
beautiful quilting, stained glass, 
home canning, jewellery, 
potatoes and vegetables, nuts 
and honey. The poinsettias 
across the room caught my eye. 
1"hey were displayed in wooden 
baskets made by Rene and Ella 
Vienneau of Nail 'n' Needle : 
Craft. They were the nicest 
poinsettias I've ever seen and 
no wonder; they were locally 
grown. All together, it was a 
good Christmas ale. 
Zakresky, Steven Unr~h, Leslie 
Dickson, •Thomas Ames," : 
Trevor Warden, Jenine Shep- 
pard; Jane Zagar, Paul Flem- 
ing, Stephen Fleming and Usha 
Mary Francis. 
Refreshments were served 
afterwards. 
Last Wednesday was Seniors 
Day in the Skeena Mall. All the 
seniors were treated to a cor- 
sage and special discounts 
throughout the Mall. The 
Grade 6 band from Clarence 
Michiel school came out and 
entertained everybody with 
some nice tunes. Walking 
through the Mall, I talked to 
Mary McGowan and Bob 
Goodwin, who were there mak- 
ing people aware of the 
Distress Alert Systems. These 
systems are available to 
anybody who needs one. They 
are ideal for persons who have 
problems getting around, or for 
persons with heart trouble or 
people incapacitated through il- 
lness or circumstances. If you 
missed seeing the systems at the 
Mall, please phone Mrs. Betty 
Stewart at 635-5135 • for more 
information. It is worth look- 
ing into. - . . ,  
l :=  .. " .~"  " 
Kermode Friendship Centre". 
was one of the places to go last  ' : '  
weekend for another Arts and 
Craft show. i saw some 
unusual ceramic tableware with 
hand painted Indian designs by 
Robert Odonaghy. Moccasins, 
handmade j wellery, crocheted 
items and what have you, it 
was all there~ Murphy Stanley 
showed visitors the art of 
silversmithing and James 
Draper displayed his unusual 
original artwork, which is done 
on sandpaper. To be able to 
transform a piece of sandpaper 
intoa piece of art requires a
special technique, which took 
him 20 years to develop. 
The Terrace Art Association 
also had their annual Christmas 
show in the Gallery. It was a 
very successful show. Ex- 
hibitors came not only from 
Terrace, but also Houston, 
Hazelton, Telkwa, Smithers. 
Many of you know Joan Hum- 
phrey. She came up from 
Nanaimo and brought lots of 
her beautiful weaving, it was 
nice to see her again, it's been 
a while. 
There was something for 
everybody at the Gallery; pot- 
tery, paintings, photography, 
silk scarves, weaving, woodcar- 
vings, jewellery, crochet, dried 
flowers, and lots of other craf- 
ty things. The Gallery lends 
itself so well to a show like 
this. It has such a good at- 
mosphere, 
A recital on Sunday, 
November 26, marked the 
beginning of a new season for 
the Northwest Academy of Per- 
forming Arts. 
Some younger students and 
students in their teens perform- 
ed on a variety of instruments 
for a very appreciative au- 
dience. As well as performing 
solo, some teamed up for 
duets. 
There were special guests, 
like Colleen Craig playing the 
clarinet. She was accompanied 
on piano by Bonnie MacNeili. 
Soren Hedberg was the sax- 
ophone guest. Jenine Sheppard 
playing flute teamed up with 
Leslie Dickson on piano for a 
duet called "Cuckoo". Usha 
Mary Francis came down from 
Hazelton to perform her artis- 
try on the ivory keyboard 
with "Golliwogs Cake Walk". 
The Grand Finale was a duet 
• Called "Square Dance" played 
• by Jane Zagar and Cathy 
Dickson. To make it all the 
more authentic, they even 
dressed up in Western garb, 
complete with cowboy hats. 
Pupils taking part in the 
recital were: Teresea-Fleming, 
all this rain had been snow we ~- 
would have had aimo~ " 
feet of it lasi week,:S~ 
next Wednesday, . . . .  
r . .  r '  
:::1 
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• CONVICT IONS 
The following conv.ictions 
took place in Terrace adult pro- 
vincial court on the dates in- 
dicated /recording to informa- 
tion ,supplied by the court 
registry. 
Friday, October 6 
Stephen Leopold Schulmeister 
was sentenced to 14 days in jail 
and given a one year drivers 
license suspension for impaired 
driving. Schulmeister received a 
consecutive 14-day jail sentence 
and a concurrent one year 
drivers license suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Friday, October 13 
Errol Denis Mutschke was 
fined $250 for driving, without 
due care and attention. 
Yvonne Irene Olson was fined 
$35 for theft. 
Marvin Lloyd Quash was 
fined $450 and given a one year 
drivers license suspension for 
impaired riving. 
• Richard Edward Snider was 
fined $400 for impaired riving. 
Mare Zagar was fined $100 
for failure to comply with a con- 
dition of recognizance. 
Sidney David Davidson was 
sentenced to one 60-day term in 
jail and one 30-day consecutive 
term on two counts of posses- 
sion of a weapon dangerous to 
the public peace. Davidson was 
also given a 30-day consecutive 
sentence for assault and a 30-day 
consecutive sentence for failure 
drivers license susp 
driving with ab lo .  
content over the legal limit, fined $850 and given a slx monm ~,~,~. "  - -" '"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  ~ mlscMef,:: Peters wa~ 
Real Joseph Laplante was drivers license suspensionf0r concurrent sentence was impos-, r ing '  "' ...... , 
tided $600 and given a one year driving with • •a blood alcohol ed for failing to stop at the scene " sentenced tO six months and one 
drivers licensesuspension for 
impaired riving. 
Daniel Robert Leroux was 
fined $100 for careless driving. 
Stephen Andrew Fladhamer 
was fined, $250 for assault. 
Delmes Clark was fined $100 
for making an indecent 
telephone call. 
William Roy Robinson was 
fined $125 for theft. 
Reginald Edward Sampare 
was fined $300 for driving while 
prohibited to do so. 
Barbara Jean Guno was fined 
$35 on each of three counts for 
offenses under the Federal 
Fisheries Act. 
' Friday, October 27 
Howard Craig Cromarty was 
fined $300 and given a one year 
drivers license suspension for 
impaired riving. 
Thomas George Osborne was 
fined $350 for obstructing a 
police officer. 
Paul Redekop was fined $900 
and given a one year drivers 
license suspension for driving 
with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. 
Alvin Ronald Stewart was 
fined $50 for theft. 
Mike Malysh was fined $200 
for careless driving. 
Shawn McGrath was fined 
$300 for possession of an un- 
registered restricted weapon. 
content over the legal limiL - of an accident. 
Manuel Lenard Betnesky was ..• Earnshaw also received four 
sentenced tothree months in jai l  one:month concurrent jail 
and given a one year drivers 
license suspension for refusing 
to provide a breath sample to a 
police officer. 
Fdday,November 3 
Daniel Ernest Daniels was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail, plac- 
ed on probation for six months 
and prohibited from driving for 
one year for driving with a blood 
alcohol content over the legal 
l imit .  
Norman Allan Hall was fined 
$40 for a bylaw violation. 
Kevin Derek Hickman was 
fined $350 for  driving with a 
blood alcohol content over the 
legal limit. 
Sheldon Bdla Nagy was fined 
$500 for possession of narcotics 
for the purpose of trafficking. 
Friday, November 10 
Bertie Timothy Adams was 
fined $400 and given a one year 
drivers license suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Jerry Leigh Qnock was sen- 
month, concurrent. On one 
Count of possession of property 
obtained by a •criminal act and 
two counts of failure to comply sentences for possession of pro- 
perty obtained by a criminal act with a probation Order, Peters 
and a one-month consecutive rece|ved threeone-month: con- 
sentence on a fifth Count of the 
same offense. She was also 
sentenced to two one-month 
concurrent jail sentences and a 
one-month consecutive sentence 
on three counts of breaking, 
entering and committing an in- 
dietable offense. 
Edward Henry McDames was 
fined $400 and received a one 
year drivers license suspension 
for impaired riving. 
Eugene Terranee Rush was 
fined $75 for theft. 
Hector Louis St. Laurent 
received three six-month jail 
sentences and one four-month 
sentence on four counts of im- 
paired driving. 
Jack Pratt was fined $.400 and 
received a one year drivers 
license suspension for driving 
with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. 
Michael James Peters was 
sentenced totwo one-month con- 
current sentences. 
Thomas Bland was fined $900 
and given a six month drivers 
license suspension for driving 
with a blood alcohol• content 
over the legal limit. 
Monday, November 20 
James Donald Bonner was 
sentenced to 21 days in jail for 
failure to remain at the scene of 
an accident, 30 days in jail for  
impaired riving, and seven days 
in jail for failure to  appear in 
court. Bonner was also given a 
tenced to four months in jail for 
failure to stop at the scene of an ~ 
accident. 
Richard Wesley was sentenced 
to 14 daysin jail and given a one 
year drivers license suspension 
for driving with a blood alcohol 
current jail sentences for com- 
mitting mischief and theft under 
$1,000. Peters also received two 
one-month concurrent sentences 
for two counts of failure to com- 
ply with a condition of recogniz- 
one year drivers license suspen- 
sion on the impaired driving ~: :  .... 
charge. 
Robert Joseph Morrison was 
sentenced to one five-month and 
one four-month consecutive jail 
sentences on two counts of im- 
paired driving. Morrison is also 
prohibited from driving for two 
years. 
Tuesday, November 21 
Richard Klimek was fined 
$400 for assault and given a one 
year suspended jail sentence 
with conditions for failure to 
comply with a condition of 
recognizance, 
to comply with a condition of Kevin Scott Wriglesworth was content over the legal limit. 
A"  : , . ,  . . . . .  " .  ! • , : . . . .  . . . .  " Scott Stanley S~hielke'~v~is~fin - recognizance. J 2~' ' fined $690 for  impaired ~iving. 
Russell Wayne Lamke ,was 
placed• on probation fo r  six 
months for obstructing, a police 
officer. 
Paul Emile Levesque was sen- 
tenced to 30 days in jail and pro- 
hibited from driving for two 
years for driving with a blood 
alcohol content over the legal 
limit. 
Joseph Gerard Peplinskie was 
sentenced to four months in jail 
and prohibited from driving for 
two years for impaired riving. 
Friday, October 20 
Arthur Leslie Bolton was 
fined $35 for illegal possession 
of a narcotic. 
Ravinder Singh Chhokar was 
fined $400 for failing to remain 
at the scene of an accident. 
Keith Dutton was fined $50 
for committing mischief in rela- 
tion to property. 
Russell William Evans was 
fined $600 and given a one year 
drivers license suspension for 
impaired riving. 
Jack John Gwilt was fined 
$700 and given a one year 
drivers license suspension: for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Shawn David Phillip Harris 
was fined $300 for driving while 
disqualified. 
Duane George Kurik was 
fined $100 for theft. 
Russell Orland Maxwell was 
fined $75 for failing to remain at 
the scene of  an accident. 
Jason Allen Shier was fined 
$100 for failing to remain at the 
scene of an accident. 
David Loveseth Smith was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail for 
theft. 
Clifton Adolphus Davis was. 
fined $400 and given a one year 
Clayton Phillip Vilac was 
tined $400 and placed on proba- 
tion for six months for driving 
with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. 
Hendrikus Vanenbroek was 
tined $50 for a violation of the 
Motor Vehicle Act. 
ed  $450 for driving without due 
care and attention. 
Friday, November 17 
Roxanne Earmhaw was sen- 
tenced to 14 days in jail for driv- 
ing without due care and atten- 
tion and one month concurrent 
~.  Ilnttwor '~t.., w(';ir .--~"~ 
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EDNESDAY IS 
DIRTY SHIRT 
DAY 
Men's or •Ladies' cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
,i Only. drive.thru In town 
,i Bast, most reliable and cleanest service 
,i Drop off P01nt at Thornhill Public Market 
¢/?ieHa r a leanera 
• 8:00 a.m. to 6:O0p.m. --  Monday to Friday l |  
' 8:30 a.rm. to 5:30 p.m. - Saturday J |  
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 30-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21June 20 
CANCER 
Sune21July 22 
LEO,  
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept.23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITrARIUS 
Nov. 22.De¢. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 224nn. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20.Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar.20 
Forecast Period: 12/10-121161119 
The holiday social scene brings many invitations. 
The friendliness and love yousend forth is re- 
tdrned to you in like manner. 
Persons and circumstances facilitating your work 
are favorably inclined toward you. An older •per- 
son takes on the role of "guide. ' '
Holiday travel promises to be quite enjoyable. 
You are attracted to people of a totally different 
culture. 
A love relationship takes on a deePer Intensity. 
Recognize the subtle changes and be ready to deal 
withthem: 
Understand the need of partners, co-workers~ all 
• those you deal with. Create a good emotional 
balance in all your encounters. 
Practical matters must be faced in all relation- 
ships. There is no room for entertaining mental 
fantasies. 
Take an attive part in creating community good 
will and holiday spirit. You have the artistic talents. 
Enjoy the closeness and warmth of family and 
friends at home. Get the home "Picture-Post- 
card" ready. 
You are very sensitive to the beauty around you, 
and want to share it with family and friends. 
Financial opportunities arise and you are in a 
receptive mood. Really big decisions hould be 
shelved until after the holidays. 
The atmosphere brightens and you enter a phase 
of fun and frivolity. Others find you attractive 
and seek your company. 
Caring for another calls for unselfishly giving of 
yourself, ]Be careful you don't fall into the 
|~f |~r  j t  t Irarl l  
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